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A~STRACT

. This thesis develops a system of, underlying representation
for En.gl ish intonation. It gives an account' of what differ.ent, tunes
are possible and how they are aligned with different texts. It charac
ter;zes the rules wt'ichmap the underlying representations into phonetic
realizations. '

The different tunes are described as structured strings of L
and H"tones generated by a finite-state grammar. The strings consist
of one or more pitch accents, whicha~e aligned with stressed syllables
on the basis of'the metrical pattern of the text, plus two additional
tones which characterize the intonation ,of' the end of the phrase. The
pitch accents are "eithe,r a tone,. or'f a ·pair of ·tones on ·which a strength
relation is defined. The two additional tones are the boundary tone',
fou'nd at the end of the phrase ·re,gard1.~ss of the-metrical structure of
the text, and t~e phrase accent, whlc~:follows immediately after the
pitch accent on the main phrase stress, and controls the intonation from
there to the boundary. -t

Local context-sensitive rules map the string of tones into the
quantitative values which determine the fundamental frequency contour.
These rules "apply left to right, and include downstep and upstep rules
resembling tho$e which have been studied in African tone languages.
A, transfonn of the fundamental frequency domain which makes these rul es'
linear is proposed on the basis of exp~r1mental data. Evidence is'
presented that superficially nonlocal:;intonationa1 characteristics J

such as the overall trend of the contour, really arise from local rules.
Thethes;s·also rev;ews other experimental results and explains how
they are accommodated with;n the fram~workproposed.

Thes; 5 Supervi sor: . Morri 5 Ha1~ e

Title: Ferrari P.Ward Professor of ·Modern Languages "and L;nguist;cs
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Chapter 1

'OVERVIE1~

1.1 Introduction

One of the more intractable problems in phonology has been the

description of English intonation. It is clear that the same sentence,

with the same stress pattern, can be said with many different melodies in

English s and that these melodies have an important rol e tn tts express ive

force. For example, Figure 1 shows five different melodies for IIAnna,"

as determined by computer tracking of the fundamental frequency of the

speech waveform. (Fundamental frequency, or F9J hereafter, is: the physical

correlate of pitch.) In all five .of these utterances, the first syllable

is stressed and the second is unstressed. In Figure 1 A, there is an F0

peak on the first syllable followed by a fall to the bottom· of the speak

erls range. This would be a typical pattern when "Anna ll was used as the

answer to a question. Figure 1 B is similar to 1 At except that the F0

rises again at the end. Thtspattern could also be used as the answer to

a rquestioni it contrasts wi th 1 ·A tn ~arrying an impl ication that the

answer is i~complete. The pa~tern in 1 C could be used for calling out

to Anna. The fall in this F0'contour contrasts with that in 1 A in stop

ping far short of the bottom of the speakerls range. Figure 1 0 shows

an Ff' contour which ;s rather sim;lar to that in 1 B. However~ while

l'Bstarted a·t a fa;rly h;gh level ,and rose from the beginnfng, 1 D

starts ata much low~r level and maintains this· level for a little while

before rising. '·wo caRIllon uses of the pattern in 1 Dare to convey
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incredulousness, and to imply that the speaker is giving only one of many

possible examples. Lastly, in ~igure 1 E, we see a contour which is very

low on' the stressed syllable and then rises up to. the end. This is a

common melody for a quest.ion: "ls it Anna?"

The number of different melodies multiplies for phrases with

more stressed ~yllables. For example, Figure 2 shows three different

patterns for the phrase "another orange," all of which end with a contour

on "oranqe" like that on "Anna" in Fi'gure 1 A. In 2 A"the,Fe peak on

"oranqe" is preceded by another sl ightly lower peak on the ' stressed

syllable of "another;" This ;'5 a quite neutral way to say this phrase;

;t might serve as the, answer to "What's this?" In Figure 2 B, the peak

on "another" is much higher than that on "oranqe , II even though "oranqe"

·still has the main phrase stress. One use of this pattern is to convey

judiciousness. In 2~C, the stressed syl lable .of "another" has a very

,low F0. 'This pdttern is often used to convey surprise, or to imply that

the speaker' is repeating something he really should not have to repeat,

Figure 3 ·gives a similar set of examples in which, the pattern on "orangeI'

is like the question pattern on "Anna" in F;gure 1 E. In 3 A, "anotherU

has an F0 p~ak, while in 3 B, it has a low F0 .value as it did in 2 c.
Not only can the same text have many different melodies, the

same melody can occur on many d;fferent texts. Figure 4 gives two addi-'

tional examples of the melody shown on.uanother orange" in Figure 3 C.

In 4 A, the sentence is, nIt's really too good to b~ true"; in 4 B, it

is, "That IS a remarkably clever suggestion." In all three ex:amples, the

F0starts out relatively high, falls toa low value on the main stress
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of a word (li real ly" in 4A and uremarkably" in4 "8), rises gradually to

a ·peak on the m~in stress of th~ phrase, and then falls to the bottom of

the speaker's range. The expressive force of the melody also seems to

be similar in all three cases; all would do well as surprised exclamations.

Pursuing this line of observation, ~e note that the same melody

can be· aligned with a given.sentence in several different ways, which

correspond to the differ~nt options"in assigning phrasal stress. This

point is illustrated in Figure 5 and 6. Figure 5 A shows an F0 contour

for the sentence, IILegumes are a good source of vitamin~.u The main

stress of the phrase is on the. work "vi tam;ns, ~I and thi S word has the

fall-rise contour which was originally exemplified in Figure 1 B. (The

vertical dotted line marks the onset of the syllable with the main phrase

stress here and in Figure 6.) Figure 5 B shows an F~ contour for the

same sentence, with "good" under focus: ·'Legumes are a good source of

vitamins. 1I Now, IIgood ll carries the main stress in the phrase, and the

fall-rise pattern is stretched out over IIgood source of vitamins. 1I Note

I that the'peak remains on the main phrase stress, the enci ~f the rise

remains at the end of the phrase, and it is the bottom of the configu-

ration which is stretched out to cover the additional material. Figure

5 Cshows an Fe contour for IILegumes are ~ good source of vitaminsc u

Here, "Lequnes" has, the main phrase stress , and the fall-rise pattern

covers the whole sentence.

Figures 6 A through 6 C shQw a similar series for, "Are

legumes a good source of vitamins?", produced with the intonation origin

ally introduced inF;gure 1 E. One of the interesting' po;nts about
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these contours is that what appears in 6 A as a rise frum the nuclear

stress to the end of the phrase resolves itself into two parts when

spread out over more materf al • a rise which "immediately follows the low

F0 on the nuclear stress, and arise at the" very ~nd of the phrase. In

between. we see anF~ plateau.

One main aim of this thesis is to develop an abstract

representation for English' intonation ,which makes it possible tocharac

terize what different patterns a giv~n text can have, and how the same

, 'pattern is implemented on texts with different stress patterns. The

second aim is to investigate the rules which map 'these phonological

representations into phonetic representations. These.two aims go hand

in hand, since we seek the simplest possible underlying representation

by determlntnq what properties of the surfacer-epresentatlon can be'

explatned by rules applying during the derivation instead of ,being,~ma~ke~

in the underlying form.

The phonological· characterization of intonation has three

cenpcnents, The first is a gramnar of allowable phrasal tunes. This

graJJll1ar generates sequences of Land H tones, with structure which we

will discuss'shortly. The second component is a metrical representation

of the text. For this, \~e will use the metrical grid developed in

Liberman (1975) and Liberman and Prince (1977)., The grid tells us which

syllables are stressed and which are unstressed, and also describes the

relat;onships in strength among the stressed syllables. The strongest

stress in the phrase, the nuclear stress, will have a parttcularly

important role in the description of intonation. Lastly, we have' rules
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for lining up the tune with the text. The complete phono~ogical

representation for 'intonation is thus a metric~l representation of the

text with tones lined up in accordance with the rules. In other languages,

rules which alter tonal values ~r delete tones tan apply to such a repre

sentation.' English appears to lack such rules, with the result that the

underlying and derivellphonological representations of intonation are

identical. The rules of interest are thus the rules which assign phonetic

values to tones and construct the F0 contour between one tone and the

next.

What will be used here as the phonetic ,representation, or the

,output of these implementation rules, is the F0 contour. The choice,of

this representation as ~gainst a fine,transcription in the character of

IPA segmental transcription is theoretically motivated. One of thema;n

themes' of the work presented here is that ; nterest ; ng 1anguage spectf t c

, rules can be found all the way down to a quantitative description of

speech. There is no well-defined level of description -which is more

concrete than a derived phonological representation, yet still linguistic

,rather than quantitative in character, at which the linguist may leaye

off and turnhlswork over to the physiologist. As a res~lt, many of

) ,the rules presented below are schemata. for computing quantitative values

for tones, while other rules make use of these values. The r~les will

bashoen to explain both quantitative features of the F0 contour, arid

alsocharacter-tstfcswhtch one might at first take to be qualitative,

~uchas the overall~hape. W~ will argue against alternative descriptive

frameworks lnwh1ch a level correspond;ng to the phonetic transcription
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1sposited.

On the other hand', the choice of the F0 contour as the phonetic

representation over a description framed ;n terms, of ~he motor control

has purely practical motivations. We have no dQubt that various regu13r

1t1es in how the transition between one tonal value and the next is car-
l '

ried out will eventually be traced to the constraints of laryng,eal

control.Regulari"ti~s in the scaling of tonal values may be related to

the tnteractton of laryngeal and respiratory control. ,The possibil ity,

that the Hand L are articulated ~ifferently even for the same F0'value

also needs to be considered. In view of these p~ssibilities. t~erewould,

be n~ justificat1qn for taking the view that the acoustic char~cter1za~

tion of tntonatton is theoretically prfmary. Rather, the reason to CO~

centrate on thecharecterfzat ton ,of F·0 contours is' that these are the

most access; ble data which are relevant to a quanti tat1 v,e descrd ptton of,;

intonation. Ff) contours .can becbtained tn quantity with the atd of a

computer program for pitch tracking;art1culatory data on intonation

must be obtained by much more difficult and painstaking, techniques, such

as electromyographic studies of the laryngeal muscles, and tracheal punc

tures. ,It would thus appear senstble to proceed as far as possible on

the basis ofF" contours, given that they incorporate regularities) which

either an acoustic or ,articulatory theory of intonation shouldbe'able

to account for. We hope that the results ,of our study ofF~ contours

will "be usefu11n ;dentify1ng the problems to Which experimental wO'rk

'on the productton of 1ntonat1onshould,be addressed.
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The phonetic representation of intonation, as realized in the

'Fe contourvhas par-t tcu'lar 1mportanceas ev1denceabout the underlying

representation, because of the failure of methods for accessing a more

,abstractrepresentat1on which have been useful el sewhere in linguistics.

,For example, segmental transcription by ear has been a useful tool even

though the resultingrepresentat10n may not be a well-defined level in

the theory. Transcription by ear of 1ntonat;on is the source of so many

gross errors in the literature that we feel it cannot be relied on.

Judgments of what is a variant of the same word, and what represents a

different (though perhaps synonymous) word have often :beenof use to

phonologists. The capability for introspection about the form' of intona

t10npatterns seems to be far inferior to that which native sp~akers can

bring to, bear on lexical items. At best, one can obtain judgments about

whether the meaning. conveyed the intonation 1s similar ordiss;m11~r, but

judgments about sameness or difference of form are notava11able.

Linguists have relied heavily on lnfonnants' judgment that lingUistic

fo~s are not well-formed in their language. As Maeda (1976) has shown,

it is possible toobta1n such judgments about intonation patterns.

However. the invest;gator has such difficulty producing wrong intonation

patterns reliably that one must rely, as Maeda did, on computer synthesis

to generate_thenonoccurr1ng patterns .. 'This, means that it is not

pract1caltoQbtain' such judgments at an early stage in the investigation,

,but only after arrlv1ngat strong hypotheses about how lntunat;Qn is

represented and l~pped ;nto F'contours.
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The ,primary'difficulty in ~sing the F0 contour as the phonetic

representat1onof intonation is o the extent to which it 'is affected by the

speech segments. Not only is it disrupted by unvoiced sounds, but also

there are substantial effects of the segments on the F0 during voiced

parts of the signal. The F0at the onset of the vowel after an unvoiced

consonent is considerably higher than after a sonorant co~sonant. There

is a sharp dip in F0 in the vicinity of vo·iced obstruents and glottal

stops. H1ghvow~ls raise th~ F0j the difference betw~en ~.high. vowel and

a low vowel in. the same ;ntonational context can be as much as 25 Hz.

,Such effects on Fe have been the object of much· study 1n thetr own "righ~

.(see for example, Peterson and Barney, 1951; House and Fatrbanks , 1953;;_

Leh1ste,· 1970'; Lea, 1973; Ohala. 1978). They bear on ques:t1ons about.~he

acoustics and physiology of speech, and the, consonantal e~fects, also _play

a part in l1ngu1stlctheory as a historical source of, tones ,(Horpbe,rt,' '

Ohala and Ewan, 1979). However. from the point of' view of character;zing

the intonation system'synchron;cal1y, they are a source of noise which

must be factored out. While the qualitative features of segmental effects

are fairly w~11 understood, we have no good quantitative theory describ

ing their relation to stress, intonation pattern, and overall range•.

As a result, it 15 sometimes difficult to separate Fe excursions arising

from the intonation system from ones which arise from segmental effects,

and it is, often difficult to detennine prec;sely the locat;on of tones

withOrespectto the. text. Thesed1ff1cult;es can be in some measure

addressed ,by us1ngtextual material which is entirely Yolced.bu-t it is

o ,not possible. to compose natural texts in which they are entirely con

trolled for.
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Figures 1 through 6 ill ustratesome fea·tures found in F~

contours which we will want the. theory to account· for. Flrst twe ~il1

want to describe the options in the treatment of metrically strong

syllables. For example, in· Figure 2 A, the stressed syllable of Uanother ll

has -apeak. In 2 C, the same stressedsyll abl e has a very low' F0 value.

These and other. options will be. described by posit;ng an"inven'tory .

of tonal patterns which may be assigned to metrically strong syllables.

These are the pitch accents. In Figure 2 AI the pitch accent' on "another"

is a H tone in 2 C, it is a L tone. We will also see thatp~tch accents

may consist of an ordered pair of two tones. In Figure 10, for example,

the pttch accent on IIAnnau is L+H. The titone 1s responsible for the peak

in the FI) contour, while the L is responsible for the low onset that we

noted' above. A b; tona1 accent I H-r-L I w1ll a1so be ; nvoked to account for the

contrast of the contour in Figure 2 B to the contour in 2 A, which has

two Haccents. In this case, however, the existence of'the L tone in the

underlying representation is less obvious in the F0 contour and must be

mot;vated indirectly.' The complete inventory of pitch accents is

reviewed in Section 2, and described in detail in Chapters 2, 4, and 5.

A second concern will be to explain thecharacterfstics of

the Fe contour at the end of the phrase, after the last p;tch accent.

Here, there. are a number of opt;ons Which relate to the interpretation

of the expressive force of the ',phrase as a whole. For ex~mple,Figure5

shows several instances of an Ff) pattern wh;ch is frequently used an an

1ncompletestatement. The last pitch accent, on·the main stress of the.
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phrase, is H; after the peak corresponding to the H, the F0 drops'and

stays low untfl the very end, w~ere it rises. Figure 6 shows an F0

pattern which is'conrnonly used on yes/no que~tions. Here, the last pitch

accent is L; theF0 contour ri,ses, makes a plateau. and 'then rises again.

An important contrast between the tonal characteristics of the end of the,

phrase and those found earlier in the phrase is that F0 movements at the

end' of the phrase do not Hne up:with metrically strong syllables. ' In,

both of the examples just given, 'there is an F~ excursion at the end of

the phrase even though the last syllable in the phras~ is npt metrically

strong. This behavior is accounted for in Liberman (1375) by positing,

'tones which a1-;gn with the phrase' boundary, and this solution,' ts.adcpted

here. I'll:', both Figures 5 and ,6, the boundary tone is Hi the-tone ,m~pp1ng

rules wil'l account for the fact that theHin 6 is so much ~;gher than.

that in 5',. The behavior after the last: pf tch accent but, be~ore',!th'~ phrase

boundary will be accounted for by positing an additional tone, the ,phrase.,

accent. as Bruce (1977) did in his elegant description of Swed~sh. The

phrase accent is L in FigureS and H in Figure 6. The phrase accent is

positioned ,near the end of the word with the nuclear stress s ;n our data,

and thus controls the course of the FfJ contour illl11edlately following the

nuclear p;tch accent. The separate influence of the phrase accent and

the boundary tone can be seen clearly when the nuclear, 'accent is some

dlstancefrom the end of the phrase. as ;n Figures 6 Band 6 C. The

first r;se 1n these contours 1s th~ rise from the L nuclear accent to the

phrase accent, and the second r;se is from the phrase accent to the

~undary' tone. TheL phrase accent is also evident when ;t ;s sandwiched

between two, HiS, as ;nFigures 1 Band 1 D.
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A third area tif interest will be the 'characteristics of the f0

contour in b~tween the tones. Three types of cases are found. First.

theFf) contour may take a direct course between two tones, as in Figures

2C and 4, where theF0 starts rising invnediately' after the Ltone and

ends its rise at the H tone. Second, one finds cases where the F0 con

tinues level and then rises at the last instant, as in the phrase accentl

boundary tone sequence in Figures 5 8,5 C, 6 B, and 6 C. Third. we will

see cases in which theF0 dips down between two H tones, even without an

intervening L tone, as in Figure 2 A. These features· of the F0' contours

will be accounted for by phonetic rules for interpolat;ng between· tones.

In particular, the level stretches ,will be accounted for by a-tone spread-

ing rule. We will show this rule to be phonetic rather than phonological

1n character, in the sense that its applicab;lity is controlled by quan

titative relations rather than the underlying tonal' description. :

The last major area of concern in our descrip~ion of F0

contours will beta explicate the relation of.tonal pattern to control of

pitch range. English makes considerable expressive use of pitch ranges

with the result that what is clearly the same basic intonation pattern

can be produced lnmanydifferent pitch ranges. Thereader'canpersuade

himself of this by calling out to someone he imagl'nes to be across the

room. and then across the street. Chapter 3 will show that examination

of how tonal relations are scaled quantitatively under changes in overall

range will yield considerable insight into the fo~ of the tone mapping

rul·es. We .w111 also be concerned with d;stingu1shing instances of tonal

d,ifferences from tnstancesef pltchrangedifferences.As we introduce
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more complex intonation patterns, it will become evident why this has

proved to be a difficult and controversial problem in the past.

Our approach to this, problem has two main elements. First,

our tone mapping rules alter the phon~tic values ass;gned to the two tones

as a function of their tonal context. 'For example, we already mentioned

that the boundary tone is raised after a H phrase accent. H is also

lowered (or downstepped) after a H+L accent; this rule is responsible for

the relative peak levels in Figure 2 B. Because ~f these rules, a Hat

the end of the phrase can end u~ lower than a L earlier in the phrase,

and a L at the end can be higher than an earlier H. The result~ thus

contrast with those of .a system in which sene fixedportion~"of/tbe overall

range for each phrase", ; s allocated to each' tone. The context sensf t'ive

tone mapping rules carry the major burden of making a two-tone descrlptfon '

of English fntonationposs1ble; without them, it is doubtf~l tha~ a~des7

cription with any reasonably small number of 'levels could succeed.

I Second, the system pennits a new choice for expressive use of p1tchrange

at each new pitch accent. The choice is made on the basis of the stress

subordination in the phrase and the speaker's desire to highlight parti

cular;nfpnnat;on. Sections 3 and 4 elaborate this idea. In contexts

where both the f;rstand the .second of these i nfl uences on ,pitch range

are applicable, the two seem to interact mult;plicatively in detennining

the Fe value ofa given tone. Chapter 4 presents an account of tonal

evaluat';on 'wh;ch makes this. interaction seem natural.

1.2 Well-formed Tonal Sequences

The thrust of our observat;ons about Figures 1 through
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is that tunes are linguistic entities, which havE independent identity

from the text. Tunes and texts cooccur because tunes are lined up with

texts by linguistic rules. These two ideas were among the major results

of Liberman (1975). One of the questions wh"ich they 1ead to, and which

was answered incompletely there, is: What are the well-fonmed tunes cf

English? To "answer this question, we need to know what counts as one

tune and what counts as several tunes in a row, and we need a character

ization of the internal makeup of a tune.

L;ke other researchers, we will~ take the melody for an

intonation phrase to be the IItunell whose internal makeup is to be ~des

cribed. As a rule of thumb, an intonation phrase boundary (transcribed

here a~ %) can be taken to occur where there is a nonhesitation pause or

where a pause could be felicitously inserted without perturbing the pitch

contour. Figure 7 shows an Fra contou:- in which the intonation phrase

boundar;es are marked with pauses. However, in normal speech, one finds

manY cases where" the boundary 1s not marked by "a pause, but only by

.. lengthening of the last syllable in the phrase. Such a case is 'shown

in Figure 8. There is a considerable literature about how an utterance

;s broken up into intonation phrases (see Halliday, 1967; Downing, 1970;

and Bing, 1979). This· 1s really a problem in the relation of syntax and

semantics. which ;5 outside the scope of this thesis. So, we will not

attempt to give a rigorous theory of where phrasing breaksoccur , or to

what ,colIIDunicative purposes but only make a few observations to give the

reader some understanding of what we are referr;ng to.
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First, it is known that some constructions are obligatorily' set .

off a~ a separate phrase. The~e include nonrestrictive relative clauses

and noun phrases which have undergone left dislocation out,of' nonsubject

position:

1') The new version %which is much easier to use %will be on the market

in 1·981

. 2) Thathat pepper oil ~ you shoul dn,' t put too much of it on.

Parenthet'icals are ordinarily a separate phrase:

3)' This':w; ne, as you might grudgingly call it. came from Century Vineyards.

Many proposed adverbial constructions are al~o:

4) In sptteof what he said '.% I donI t think" we should do ",1.t,.

However, i nmany or perhaps mast cases I a sentence can be run

together as one phrase or chopped up into several at tnespeaker;' s d1s~

cretion. Fo,r example, Figures 8 and 9, show two differentphrastngs f'or

the sentence, "Does Manitowoc have a library?" Figures 10 and 11 show

a s;m;lar pair for. IIAnna came with Manny'. II Figure 10 would, be a 1ikely

answer to the question, u14ho did Anna' comewlth?1I Ffgure 11,conta;n;n,g .

two intonation .phrases, would be a more likely answer to 'a double

barreled question: "Who came? And.with who?" 'When the phrasing ·is

optfonal~ there are still constraints on where' phrase boundaries can

occur. For example, the phrasing ind;catedfor -5) is rather bad:

5) Three mathematicians % in" ten derive'a lel1ll1a

When uttered with the ind;catedphrasing, as ;nF;gure 12, the meaning

conveyed is not 5) but 6):
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6) Three mathematicians %intend to rival Emma.

Similarly, the a) version of the following sentence is far better than

the b) version:

7a) Both the,bumper and the bashed-in fender %will have to'be replaced.

b) Both the bumper and the bashed-in %fender will have to .be replaced.

It is a matter of dispute whether the phrasings we have

indicated to be bad fail because the resulting phrases are not syntactic

constituents, because they are not semantic units. There are many cases

;n which·~cceptable phras;ngs involve what appear to be syntactic non

constituents:

8) Thfs is the cat lthat~te the rat % that stole the cheese ....

In some ·ofthesecases, the; ntonation phrases are. synt.actic constituents

provided that we countenance string vacuous applications of independently

motivated syntactic ,.readjustments. 8), for example, could arise' from

·extraposition of the relative clause by the same rule which appl;es in 9)

to extrapose the relative clause from its underlying posf tfon in the

subject noun phrase~to the end of the sentence.

9) That exterminator called that was supposed to do something about the

carpenter ants.

This ma.kes a syntactic account of phrasing more plausible than examples

li~e8)might at first ~uggest~ The. existence of the bitonal accents

also. dl,rectly improves the prospects for constructlnq a syntactic

a~~ount of phrasing. In particular contexts. these accents generate F0

configurations whicharequ1te similar ·to conf1gurat;ons arising from a
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phrase accent and a boundary tone. This means that observations in the

literature that a sentence can be uttered in a way that seems to have an .

intonation break at location x cannot really be taken at. face value. To

demonstrate that the theory must allow an intonat;on break at location x,

it is necessary to find an intonation pattern for the sentence whichwDuld

not admit an alternative analysis based on bitonal accents.

The thread of our observations is that a synt~ct1c account of

ph.rasing is put on the defensive by examples tn which surface nonconsti

tuents appear to be inton~tion phrases, but that jt may yet be.:.salvaged

by finding alternat;ve interpretat;ons for these examples.

The well-fonned tunes for anJntonatton phrase are coaprf sed

of one or more pi tch accents fo11 owed by a phrase accent. and. then a

boundary tone. (There is .also e ..leading boundary tone af'ter a -pause.')

.The pitch accents themselves cons lst of .ef ther a tone or a pa1~·oftoneslD·

We have already pointed out the Land Haccents in Figures'2 ·Aand 2 C·.

Figure 10 showed anFfl) contour with a two tone pttch accent, L+H. The

F~ starts low and then rises to a nigher value, even though there is no

second stressed syllable to carry an~ther pitch accent. (The s~bsequent

fall and rise are accounted for by the phrase accent , which ts L, and

th..~boundary tone, whlch ; s H). When th; 5 same pitch accent .isnot

crowded with other tones onto such a brief text, the H generally falls

ona syllable following the accented· syllable and only the·L 1s on the

accentedsyl1ilble. An example ;llustratingthis point ';5 given in Figure

13, where L is found on ".rigll in IIrigamarole,lI and H does not occur

until "ma." This pitch accent· contrasts w1th the L+H accent shown 1n
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Figure 14, in which theH falls on the accented syllable and the L falls

an an inmediately preceding.syllable. Thus,pif:ch accents can differ not

only ;nthetones which make them up, butal so in ·a feature control 1ing

alignment with the text. The notation which w;ll be used to refer to

such contrasts is an extension of the notation in Goldsmith (1976); the

tone which falls on the accented syllable will be marked with a star. The

tone which leads or trails the· starred tone will be marked with a raised

hyphen. Hence, the transcription for the accent in Figure 13 will be

L*+H-. and that for the accent in F;gure 14 will be L-+H*. Therels also

a H-+L*, which occurs on IIbring" in Figure 15, and a H*+L,which occurs

;nFigure 2 B on lIanother," though not transparently. In Chapter 5, the

H*+H- accent will be introduced. This accent contrasts· with a pla;n H*

accent because the H-is subject to tone spreading and generatesF0

plateaus· which would not arise from H*. I The theoretical'ly~possible ac

cents L*+L~, L-+L* andH-+H* do not exist for what we will suggest are

systemat;c reasonsr the implementation of accents is such 'that there ar.f!

no)contexts in wh;ch they would be contrast.tve.

The starred/unstarred relation in pitch accents may be compared

to the stressed/unstressed relationship within the metrical foot, an

entity whichwil,l also play a role in our discussion of text/tune asso

ciation. The metrical foot, as discussed by Selkirk (1980) and Hayes

(1980) 1s comprisedofastressed syllable and associated unstressed

syllables, which areorganizedhlerarchically•. (The hterarchtcal organi

zation is represented in Hayes (1980) and Selkirk (1980) by a tree

structure, but could in principle be represented as a domain in the
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metrlcalgrid developed in LIberman and Prince (1977) and discussed

below.) If a word has only one. stressed syllable. ;t has only. one foot.

Here are some examples of' words cons;st1ng of a single foot:

10)

F
I

good

F

. " ':5 W'
I :1

Modes·t

~
$' W W

Pamela

In lOb) ,and e), ~ and w indicate the stress relations among the syllables.

1~lmeans "relat;vely stronger. 1I and '!!I means "relatively weakerlli the

syllable which.isnot dominated by any wls is thus the strongest,one.·1n.

the foot. A general term for the elern'ent with the greatest metrica,l

strength in a domain ;5 the IIdesignated tenn1nal elel11ent. 1I ·For example.

IIPam" 1s thedeslgnated t'erminalelement 0"' tts foot. and a syllable, with

thema1n s":ress in the phrase is the designated terminal element of the

phra$e.

Words which have more than one stress are composed of a

number of feet. which are themselves organized hierarchically. The!. ~

labelling above the level of the foot indicates the stress subordination

among the feet.

11) /\
w 5

~"sw s w
"III

California

/-:w 'IT--...s
F F F
f\. ,,;'~
5 W 5 WS Ww
I 1"" It·, I'

hamamel1anthemum

. Distinguishing the foot t~ee from the word tree, as proposed in Selkirk

(1980) I gives a way of describing the contrast in stre'ss pattern between <

pairs like "modest"/"gymnastlland "banana ll
/

libandanna. 1I These contrasts
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can be described as follows:

12)

13)

F

"s w .
II

modest

F

fA
wsw

banana

1\
s w
FF
I ,

gymnast

A
w 5
F F, /,

s w
bandanna

This descr1ptionrelies on the claim that the designated terminal element

of a foot has the same status whether the foot is monosyllabic or '-poly

syllabic. and as a result gets full vowel quality, longer duration. and

'so on. in either case. Thus, once the description of stress uses feet,

the feature {+ stress] used in ·Ltberman and. Prince (1977 lis no i anger.

necessary.

Thedescr-ipttons of English word stress given in Liberman and

Prince (1977) and Hayes (1980) carryover the claim advanced in Chomsky

and Halle (1968) that Eng11sh stress is l~rgely predictable. Thefactors

wh1chenter into th1s predtctfon 1n the most recent version', Hayes (1980),

are universal constraints on foot structure and tree structure, and

language part1cularrules for cons.tructing structure on strings of '

·syllables.

Theb1tonal accents resemble bisyllab1c feet ;n that they

con~1~t of two elements ordered in time on which a strength relationship

is defined; the starred tone is the stronger one. and the unstarred tone

is the weaker one. The single tone. accents are the counterparts to the
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monosyllabic feet. ~le noted that the one syllable in a monosyllabic foot

has the same status as the strongest syllable in a longer foot. Similarly,

a single tone accent behaves like a starred tone in that it )1nes up with

the accented syllable rather than lead.lng or trailing. Thus,' the single

tone accehts will be represented as L* and H*. Because the pitch accents

can have only one or'two tones, they can have only these two bas;c metric

al structures; there are no tonal structures corresponding to the more

complex derived English foot structures found, for example, in IIbanana u

and "Pamela llabove. We will see in the next section that the hierarchical

structure for the entire tune is also impoverished compared to the

structures found for texts. Lastly, we see from the coextstence of H*+L:

and L*+H-wl th H-+L* and L-+H* that the metrical structure for pitch

accents is not predictable. Instead, theb1tonal accents with the1t

associated structure appear to be lexical items in the intonational .system.

The end of the intonation phrase has distinctive tonal

chara~ter1stics, apart from those attributable to the pitch accents.

These characteristics will be attributed to the existence of twoext,ra

tones following the pitch accent on the nuclear stress of the ,phrase.

These are ,the boundary tone,which occurs at the phrase boundary regard

less of the precedi~g stress pattern, and the phrase accent, which is
- ,

, ,

placed shortly after the nuclear accent regardless of how soon the phrase

boundary occurs. In Figures 5 and 6, a H boundary tone is responsible,

for ther1sewh1ch stays at the end of the phrase as the nuclear ac~ent

is shifted. In Figures 1 A and 2~ the boundary tone is Land theF0

contour 'ends at the bottom of thespeakerts range. The phrase accent in



'F;gure 5 is located near the end of the ·'word carrying the nuclear stress,

and spreads to the right by a rule formulated 1n Chapter 5 to create the

sustafnedlow value found in Figures 5 Band 5 C. Similarly, in Figures

6 Band 6C, the H phrase accent is responsible for the rise which starts

right after the nuclear L* accent; the spreading rule is responsible for

thaplateeuwhtch spans the rest of the phrase up to the. final,rise.

The phrase accent and the boundary tone can also be seen

clearly in figures 1 Band 1 D. In these contours~ there is only one

stressed syllable to carry a pitch accent. A pttch accent can have at

most two tones, but the contour in 1 Bmust clearly be described using

three tones while 'that in 1 D requires four. Thus, these contours must

be descrfbed using a phrase accent and boundary tone in addition to the

pitch accent. It is only in phrase final position'that F0

contours of th;s complexity can be assigned tQ textual material w;th

just one stressed syllable.

In Figure 6 A, the rise from the nuclear accent to the phrase

accent and that from the phrase accent to the boundary tone are

compressed onto a small amount of material, and. so the phrase accent ;5

~ot evident as a corner in the F0contour. It still plays an important

role in how the contour is computed. however. In Chapters 2 and 4, we

w111dlscuss atone. mapping rule which raises the phonetic value ofa

;boundary toneafteraH phrase accent, It 1s because of this rule that

the ,H boundary tone in :Figures 6 Band 6 C ;s so much higher than the H

,phrase accent, and it is 'also il1volvedln computing the value of the.

-boundary tone in Figure ';6A.
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The phrase accent and the boundary tone are each a si ng1 e tone;

neither can be bitonal like a p'~ch accent. All four possible combina- .

tions of the two tones are found. Observations made by Traget' and Smith

"(1951), ladd (1978), and Carlson (MS) suggest that a meaning for the

boundary tone can be identified, and so there is no reason to v~ew the

combination of phrase accent and boundary tone as a lexical unit. We

will also see that all posslblecombinations of nuclear.pitch accent,

phrase accent, and boundary tonecorrespon-d to well-formed F0 contours

1n English. The appendix to the Figures gives a schema for theFIJ

. contour which would result by th~ phonetic rules developed in the the$is
. ! .

.;from each of the possible ,comb;nations,and also an F0 contourexenpl tfy

1,ng the .schema.

Our notation system US~S %, the symbol for the intonation

phrase boundary, as ·a dtacrf tfc for the boundary tones. ~hatis,-the

two ~oundary tones will be referred to as. L% and H%. Once the boundary

tone has been singled out, the phrase accent and the unstarredtones' in

bitonal accents group together as, tones which line up neither with

metrically strong syl,lables nor wi ththe phrase boundary .Ch~pter 5

w1ll show that the tone spreading rule also treats these tones as a

class; these are the ,only tones ~htch can undergo spreading. Thus, we

will extend the used of the raised hyphen to mark phrase accents as well

as unstarred tonesfn ·pitch accents.Wi.th this notaticn, the FQJ,pattern

1nF1gures 1 Band 5C·istranscr1bed as H* L- H%; that ;n10, as,

L*+H-L,- ·H%;that1n 'Figures 1 Eand 6 C. as L*H- HS. The symbols L

·andHwl11be reserved for referrlngto any -L or H tone, regardless of

whether its dlacrit;c ts •• S. or -. Similarly, T*. T%. and T- will. be
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used to refer to tones with the indicated diacritic, whether l or H.

It is important to note that the diacritics *,·S, and - are

unrelated to tonal value. That ls, the difference between H* andH% is

not to be compared to the difference between Hand ~ in some other

language; both H*and H% are equally Htones, but they d;ffer in how

they are associated with the text.

Given these observations s ;t is possible to fannulate a grantnar

which generates the set of well-formed tonal sequences for an intonation

phrase. Our hypothesis is that this granmar is fin;te state, and thus

can be represented by the following transition network:

14) Boundary
Tone

Pitch Accents

t-\
~,

\

\".

Phrase
Accent,

Boundary
, Tone

HS~

LSX'

It is clearly an "idealization to allow tonal specifications ofindef;nite

length; in ourexperienc~, a phrase most cODll1Onlyhastwoorthree pitch
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accents, and phra~es containing more than five are quite rare.. However~

the claim that pitch accents occur in any combination, and. with any phrase

accent'and boundary tone, appears to be better motivated. As we mentioned,

all sequences of nuclear accent, phrase accent, and boundary tone are

well-formed in English. We have also found examples of many different

combinations of pitch accents w;thin the phrase; we have not been able

't", identify any cooccurrence restrictions among the pitch accents, though

it is, of course, possible that'future re~earch will.

There'are both important s~mflarities and important, differences

between this characterization of the English melodies and proposals made

in Liberman (1975) and Bolinger (1958). As in Libennan's account, the

tunes are taken to be well-ordered strings of tone levels. Theories of

English melody,: which could not be described in this way, include' theories

in which there are several levels of tonal specification whicW~dd up in

, some way, and theories ,;n which the F0 contour 1s decomposed;nto a

sequence of Fe changes rather than into a sequence of levels at crucial

point,s I which are connected up. In the course of the following chapters,

we wil·l attempt to motivate the 'choice of Libennanlsgeneral approach

over these alternatives. A number of more specific features of Liberman's

account are not taken over here. Libennan has four tones, L, LM,HM,

and H, but our theory has 'only two,L and H. In Libermanls account. the

tunes are entries in an intonational lexicon. In ours, they areproduc

tively, generated by a gral1ll1ir. Our jmpress;on 1s that the meaning of the

contours, is'1n gen~ral compositional from the pitch accents. phrase

accent. and boundary tone; the tunes in 'Libennanls lexicon may then 'be

characterized as intonational ;d;om chunks. The tunes in Libermanls
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lexicon all exhibit what'would courit·as single tone pitch accents in -our

,theory. He offers no· theory of. the types of intonation which will be

described here using bitonal accents. lastly, the .form of our finite

state granmar for tunes means that they have no internal bracketing above

the level of the pitch accent. In Libermanls account. tunes have a

metrical" tree structure in which what count here as the nuclear pitch

accent and the phr~se. accent appear as a constituent.

Our theory shares with Bolinger's the idea that pitch accents

are morphemes and .that a phrase can contain a mixture of different pitch

accents. We take cognizance of his observation that a pitch accent can

impose a partlcular relationshlpbetween the F0 on the accented syllable

and the ininediately preceding or following Ffj value, independent of the

axistenceof any other accents. In'his theory, all pitch accents are

like this, and they are accordingly described in terms of F0 changes.

In our theory, the bitonal accents have this property and there are also

two single tone accents which do not. Furthenmore, since our system has

no tr;tonal accents, we would claim that a pitch accent cannot constrain

the F~ both to the r1ghtand to the left of the accented syllable.

In the brief discussion of phrasal intonation in Bo11nger

(1958), ;t is presented asa problem which is separate from the problem

of describing the pitch accents, and which is still unsolved. A descrip

tion inwhfch the ,phrasal intonation appears. in the overalld;rection

of the pitch accents ;5 suggested. Jn our theory, there ';s no separate

layer of phrasal ;ntonation. It appears that some melodic contrasts

,wh;chBol;nger would attr;bute to differences in phrasal intonation are'
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gener·ated by the phrase accent and boundary tone in our theory. Some

contrasts which he would describe as involving the same accents but a

different overall .trendarise in our system as pttch accent differences.

I.npart1cula~, the bitonal .accents which tr;gger downstep affect the

overall trend. Differences in overall trend can also arise in our system

through expressi~e use of pitch range. Our distinction between expressive

use of range and accent differences t~kes .up one of the main pOints in

Bolinger (1951). Nonetheless, it is unclear whether this distinction

-would be applied .to particular cases in his theory in the same way· as: in~

.ours.

1.3' Association Rules

The association of the boundary tone w;.th the .text is

straightforward. The boundary tone is found ·at the end of~the·phrase,

regardless of the metrical structure of the phrase. In a' ,theory 1n which'

,the structure of ·thetext is described by a hierarchical structure of

domains rather than using boundary symbols, th;s, means that the boundary

tone al;gns w;th the right edge of the intonation phrase. In our data,

the phrase accent is found near the end of the word·with the nuclear

stress even when this is not a .metrically strong position. There is a

certain amount of variation in its placement, but it seems unlikely to

us that this variation is linguistically significant. "Thus. the interest

ing problem in text/tune association 1s where the pitch accents go. The

basic observation 1s that pitch accents are assigned to metrical feet on

the. baslsof the metrical structure for the entire phrase. The outcome
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;5 that the designated terminal element of an arbitrary metrical foot may,

but need not necessarily, carry. a pitch accent. Since all outputs of the

granmar of allowable tonal sequences have at least one ;pitch accent, the

well-fonned text-tune assoc;ations have a pitch accent on the nuclear

stress, or designated terminal element of the phrase.

These observations can be made more precise using the metrical

grid notation for stress developed in Liberman (1975) and Liberman and

Prince (1977). The metrical grid is a device for interp~etingthe

metrlcaltree, which was introduced above for describing word stress.

Here. we will be ,interested in the use of these representations to

describe phrasal' stress subordination. An example illustrating the,

metrical tree at the phras~ level is given in 15):

15)
...-~/~

/- ~
W 5

.~s w~
The region's weather was unusually dry.

The internal structure of the metrical feet is omitted. The fonn of the

tree 15 the same as the syntactic structure, except that "the" and "was"

are assumed to have been cli~icized, or in other words incorporated into

afoot with award stress. As above, !. and w are used to label the

stronger and weaker <nodes' of each pair by the Nuclear'Str~ss, Rule

(Chomsky and Halle, ,1968; Llbennan and Prince, 1977). The "Nuclear Stress

Rule appears to be,a default case at the phrase level. The label1;ng

at any level of the tree maybe reversed to highlight particular infor

mat1oninthephrase,and in some locutions !. w labelling is actually

,
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more common than the w!. labelling. which would result from the Nuclear

Stress Rule. For example, a typical stress contour for, IIWe l re looki ng

for an apartment to rent," would be:

16)

5

W s~·
We'r.e looking for an apartment to rent

The stress contour whi.ch would result from assigning the nuclear stress

of the phrase to "re~t,1I as the Nuclear Stress Rule would, comes off as

a correction or an implicit contrast. Similarly, the most normal rendi

tion of most sentences involv.ing "even" and "only" has the nuclear stress

on the const;tuent they modify:

17)

5

/\..~
w s w .s

Even John has agreed to contribute.

However, as example 18) shows, thlsis only a tendency; 1n the right

circumstances', the constituent modified by "even" can be less prominent:

18) -- I think we should build even more bombs.

/~~
s W wsw

-- Nonsense! It,would be a disaster to build even more bombs.

There has b.een a considerable controversy about the relative

roles o"fsyntaxand .pragmatics in controlling stress subordtnat ion.
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r~oteworthy wor'con thi stop;c ; nc1udes Bresnan (1971) I Bermanand Szamosi

(1972). Bolinger (1972)~ Bresna~ (1972), Schmerlfng (1974), and Ladd

,(1978). We have reached three basic concl usions from thl s 1iterature.

-Flrst, pragmatics has avery important role in detennin1ng stress sub

ordination. Second, one 'must distinguish the typical stress subordination

1n a sentence from the stress subordination computed by syntactic rule,

-because the most normal pragmatics for the sentence may predict the

except;onal stress pattern. Third, the syntactically based Nuclear Stress

Rule appears to be needed to supply default values for stress subordina- '

t;on. However, how stress subordination arises is not our rna;n concern.

For our purposes, it is enough to have a good representation of the

outcome, wh1ch ,can be applied in describ;ng the intonation system.

The metrical tree in itself defines only a partial ordering

among the stressed syllables. For example. in the tree for, "The region"s

weather was unusually dry, II in 15) above, the Iabel l tnq for the bottom

level of branching says that _the des;gnated teminal element of "dry" is

stronger than that of "unusually."and that of "weather" is stronge,r than

that of "region1s. 1I The labelling for the top level of branching says

that the designated teminal element of "was unusually dry" 1s stronger

than that of "The region'-s weather. II In short, "dry" 1s stronger than

"wea.I'Without additional conventions, the rela-tlve strength of the

,stressed syllables tn "unusually" and "-region's"goes undefined.

The-position taken fn Llbennan, and Prince (.1977) is that

there is a level of description, the metrical grid, at which the relative

strength of such syllables lsdeflned. The metrical grid contrasts with
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the tree in lacking bracketing and in defining a complete rather than

part;al ordering of re~ative metrical strength. , The degrees of freedom

left over by the tree structure are filledin'as opt~onalvar1ants in

the con~truction of the grid~ To be precise. any grid is po~sible which

meets the following convention:

19) Relative Prominence Projection Rule

In any constituent on which the strong-weak relation is defined, the

designated ,terminal element of its strong subconstituent is

metrfc~lly stronger than the, designated terminal 'element of its

weak subconstituent (p. 316).

With regard to 20) for example. 19). says that "worms u is stronger than

any of the preceding syllables with word stress bu,t does not define the

relatfon of these to each other.

20)

~~
. ~

s~ r: W W
Itis organ1 zed on the m~de1 ofa "gallon of worms •

As a result. this sentence can have a large number ofd1fferent metrical

grid's, includ1.ng the following (wheret1ck, marks are usedtn represent

the relat1ve prominence of each word stress. and syllab~es with lesser

stressareom1tte~).

21a)

- ,



b)

d)

e)

f)

I
I
1

I
,(

I
I

The choice ~f grid for the sentence seems to depend on which words in

the sentence the speaker wants to' highlight. Alternating configurations:

seem to be preferred. but nonalternat1ng configurations are also. possible

'1nparticular contexts.

Given the grid representation of metrical strength, the

assignment of accents to the text can be characterized in the following

way~

22a) Ifa foot has ap1tch accent, any foot of equal or stronger metrical

stren'gth 'in thephrase a1so has a pitch accent

except that

b) There are no pitch accents after the nuclear stress of the phrase.

Let uscons1der how theseobservat1ons apply in some s;mplecases.

'Produced in isolat;on. award containing two feet with primary stress on

--_ ..._- -----
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the right may have either one pitch accent on the nuclear stress" or a

pitch accent on both feet:

23a) California,I
H* L- l%

b) California
, " J

L* H* l- L%

When a word with two feet and primary stress on the left is produced in

isolation. it can have only one pitch accent

24a) Abernathy
I
H* l-L%

b) *Abernathy
I 1
H* H* L- L%

.The b) form is impossible because it has a pitch accent after the nuclear'

stress. However. if a word with this stress pattern occurs ;n prenucle~r'

posit;on, it can carry two pitch accents:
"

25) It's perambulating Peter!
I , I ,
H* L* H* L- L%

-,':

In Figures 5 and 6, the nuclear stress was moved through the

phrase. In every case, the phrase accent controlled the F0 contour from

the nuclear accent up to the boundary tone at the end of the phrase~

,Thus. when the nuclear accent was early in ,the phrase. the stressed

syllables following it did not carry pitch ,accents of the;r own but

instead took their F~ contours from the phrase accent.

The sentence shown in 20) can hCivea number of different

patterns of accentuation,dependingonwh;ch of the different optfons in

constructing thegr;d ts taken. For example, we can have:

26a) Itls organized on the model of a gallon of wonms
'1' I '

·H* H* 'L- LS
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b)' Itls .organized on the model of a gallon of worms
I . I
H* H* L- L%

c) Itls organized on the model of a gallon of wonms
., I I
H* H* H* L- L%

d) Itls organized on the model of a gallon of worms
I . If'
H* H* H* H*l- .l%

In all cases, any 'foot which has a pitch accent is more prominent than

any other prenuclear foot whic.h does not. Also, in cases like 26), where

there ts more than one accent in the phrase, the subordination amol19 the 

accents is reflected in their phonetic values. A H* accent on a syllable

with more stress corresponds to a higher F0 value than a H* on a syllable'

.with ·less ·stress. For example. in Figure 2 A, .the H* on "or" in "orange"

in on the nuclear stress of the phrase, and so ;t is higher than theH*·

on lIanother. 1I For L* accents, the situation '1s reversed; a L*accent on

a s~11able with stronger stress is lower than that on.a less stressed

syllable. ThetwoL* accents in Figure 3 B reflect this regularity.

The amount of difference in phonetic value between one accent

and another like accent which is metrically subordinated to it is conti

nuously variable. In an intonation with a H* prenuclear accent and a H*

nuclear accent, the nuclear accent could be anywhere from not signif;

cantly hig~er than the prenuclearaccent to a great deal higher. What

controls this variation is something like lIamount of emphasis. 1I As

-Figure 16 shows. intonation pattern~ with ~nly onep1tch accent can be

produced with difference amounts of emphasis, with consequent variation

in the :height of the accent. It is not surprising that this kind nf
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variation also plays a role where there are several accents.

In the subsequent chapters, the term "proml nencell will be used

to refer to the aggregate of metrical strength and emphasis, as it per

tains to the control of tonal values. We will assume that ~eachpitch

accent has an associated prominence value, that prominence is ~ontinuously

variable, and that the prominence of a metrically stronger accent is at

least as great as that of a weaker actent s though not necessarily greater.

We will not attempt to explain where prominence values come" from, but will

leave this task to pragmaticlsts and semant;cists.

The di fferent pass; ble accentuation ·patterns for, •• It' s

organized" on the model of a gallon of worms," preclude an alternative rule

~~r interpreting the metri,_cal tree as a grid which is explored in Liberman

~n~ Prince (1977) and al sarejected there. This is the conv.entian which'

'would.generate the~ame complete ordering of the stressed sy.,llabJes" In

the phrase as the' stress rules in Chomsky and Hall~ (1968) :-do:

27) If a t~rmlnal node.1 is labelled w, its stress. number 'is .equal to

the number of nodes that dominate it, plus one. If a tenmlnal node

i ;s labelled .!, its stress number is 'equal to the number,of nodes

that domlnatethe lowest wdominating 1, plus one.

·The stress ·contour th~t this tnterpretet.tonof the tree generates for

sentence 20) is 2 3 41,or the same as the metrical grid ,21e). In

comb;nat;onwith 22) I which impl ies that any prenuclear accented syllable

is metrically stronger than any prenuclear'unaccente~ syllable. th;srule

would incorrectly' predict that "model ll ;n 20) can'carry a pitch 'accent

onll' if lIorganized"does. and ugallonll can, only if both "model " and
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,pitch range for the implementat'ion of the first three accents would

, reflect metrical strength decreas lnq from the flrstto the third. In

fact, given ,the preference for alternating patterns, such configurations

are relatively rare.

It would be nice to find an account of text-tune assignment

from which the two points in 22) fell out as corollaries instead of

'appearing as unrelated observations. Such a theory is attempted;n'

Llbennan (1975), but not entlrely successfully. We will discuss this

theory and its problems, and then l;nes along which improvements might

be attempted. '

In L;benman (1975), the sequence of pitch accents is given

a metrical tree structure, like the tree structure for the text, and

the accents are then assigned to the text by match;ng tree structures.

Matching is carried out from the top of the tree down. with some compli

catfons which we will ~D into shortly..A tone in the tune shc~s up on

the designated terminal element of the constituent it 'is' matched to.

28) 111ustrates how congruence between text and tune is established for

one example. The correspondence between nodes in one tree and those ;n

the other is indicated by circling them.

28)



. The theory also offers an explanation for the lack of postnucfear accents.

,
s

,,,\
wsw

suggestion
II

.H L

w s·

w'\
1\ A I~

wsw sw w\
A very clever suggestion

I I I'

L H L

S~
/)S\ . "

W sw s ,W
A ·very clever

I
L .

/;5\
WSW

L, H l

29)

clever. II

30)

(In the transcription for this contour in our theory, an H tone in' a

context for downstepreplaces'the Mhere.)

Clearly, Ltberman I shypothesishas the consequence that a

weaker node cannot be assigned a tone when a stronger node ;s,npt. In

29), for example, theprenuc lear l tone ends up on the stressed'. syllable

.of "c'lever" because this is the des iqnated tenninal element of "a 'very.

·"Verll in Ilveryll would rec:e;ve the' prenucl ear. L only if the node labell ing

. for Ilavery clever" has been reversed as in 30), so that ;t was the

designated tenminal element
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Setting aside the boundary tone, all phrasal tunes in Libennan (1975)

are r1ghtbranching trees in which what count here as the nuclear tone

and tt;ephrase accent 'are a constituent. If such a· tree is labelled by'

the Word Rule from Liberman and Prince' (1977), given here ·as 31), the

results take the fonn in 32).

31) Word Rule

In a pair of sister nodes N1 N2~ N2 is ~ 1ff it branches "(p. 268).

32)

1\
,I S

/ ./\
wsw
T T T

.Labell1ngby the Word Rule makes sense in a theory where tunes are lex;ca1

items.• although it must count as idlosyncratlconce we have concluded that

,tunes<are syntactic objects. The results of th1s1abelling is that. there

is just one tone, the phrase accent, appearing after the designated

terminal element of the tonal tree. Given hoW congruence is established

between the tone tree and the text tree, this means that only the phrase

accent follows the nuclear stress.

The most ;mportant difficulty with Liberman's proposal is that

itmisal1gns the phrase accent with the text. Fo~ example t the Appendix

to the Flgures gives F9J'contours for all combinations of nuclear accent,

phrase accent, and boundary tone on "bul ldczerdr-tvers ' unton." Given

the fol1ow;ng trees for the text and the tune, Liberman's al;gnment

.pr;nciplepred;cts that the phrase accent would land on the stressed

syllable tn "unton":
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"W

T2
(phrase)
accent

s

Tl
(nuclear)
accent

The weather was unusually dry.
I 11
L HL

s
-<:

w w s
The weather was unusually dry. (Foot -structure is omitted.)

33)

34)

Liberman also dtscusseszso complications which arise in hf s

account. First, in some cases, congruence between the textual tree and

35)

the tune tree can only be established on theassumptlon that the textual

tree has been readjusted fr~m the original syntactic structure. Fo~

example~ consider 34), as 'an outcome from the underlying structure shown I

in 35) and the tune in 36)

Instead, in e.very case where the phrase accent 1s on a different ,level

from the nuclear accent and can be seen in the F0 contour, it;;s .Iccated

near the end of the word "bulldozer." In Chapter 2, wew;ll. present.

, further evidence that the phrase accent is not aligned with th.e metricaJly

• strongestsyllabl~ available. lnstead"i~ is positioned wjthaf:a~r '.

amount of variation near the-end of the word with the nuclear accent •.\' ' ..", . -,-,' ." , -.
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I'~
wsw
L H L
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Clearly, the princ;pleof matching tune to text from the top of the tree

down does not generate the output in 34); without modification, the theory

predicts that theL tone cQuldonly end up ,on "weather. 1I This location

is posslblebut it is not the only possibility. To generate 34) using

the tree congruence principle,· we need another tree structure for the

sentence, 30). Such a tree structure would arise by some kind of'extended

cliticization.

37) .~

.>:
w s s

The weather wa.s unusually, dry

A second complication is that the congruence principles must.

in some cases skip over material 1n the textual tree. L'ibennanlsexample

is 38):

38) Oh, Alonzo Davis
I I I
L HM

This ;5 a well-formed 'alignment of 39) and 40) only on the assumpt;on that

the parenthesized nodes i~ 40) are disregarded in establishing congruence,

because the topmost 5 branches tow 5 in the text and 5 w in the tune.

39)

5

A
WSW
L H M
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40)

s

(w(~ .
IW /\

w (w)(s)(w) s w
Oh ,Alonzo Davis

Note that both of these cases involving right branching text

trees of the form ~::~ • The interpretation of the tree as ~
,. W W 5

metrical grid' already takes the two w nodes to be freely ordered. This

means that any fonn 'of text/tune assignment whfch, was formulated on the

grid and captured the generalizations in 22) above could generate.both~

34) and 38) without rebracketing or other additional compl tcat'tons. More"

generally speaking, complications seem to arise because the pr-tnctp'les.

for ,establishing congruence between trees require that notonlymetri~al

strength but also bracketing be matched. Bracketing mismatches have to

be circumvented by complications of the system. As libenman'notes. it,'

would be surprising to find a' tune which could not be aligned with texts

ofapar~icular structure. This means that the rules for .establish~ng

congruence between trees must have enough loopholes to circumvent all

possible bracketing mismatches. In these, ctrcuastances , it is unclear

how we would find evidence that bracketing was relevant, apart from its

influence on relative metrical str~ngth•. It is our belief that tunes do

not, in fact, have bracket;ng above the level of the pitch accent, and

t'hat the d;fficulties w;th Liberman',s orlginalproposal point towards
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t~~t/tune alignment being controlled by metrical grids rather than

metrical trees. We leave it a~ an open question whether alignment. is

computed from the textual gridalone J or whether the tune also ~has a grid

whi'ch is matched to the textual grid. One could seek to explain post

nuclear deaccentingby marking the nuclear accent in tune grid, and

fonnulat1.ng congruence principles under which the nuclear accent would

.alignwith the nuclear stress of the text. We know of no factors which

would favor subordination among pitch accents in the tune in addition

to this. On the contrary, positing additional subordination would seem

to lead to difficulties with "mismatches" of the same general character

as those noted for trees.

1.4 Tonal Implementation

In Section 1, we noted that two kinds of rules are involved

in mapp;ng the tune into a phonetic representation. One kind of rule·

,evaluates tones phonetically, and a second constructs t~e F0 contour

-between one target value and the next.

Our hypothesis about how tones are evaluated is based on the

~esults of an experiment Teported in Chapter 3, which i·nvestigated how

two intonation patterns were scaled as subjectsvarled their overall

pitch range. The two intonation patterns studied 'are the responses in

thefol~ow;ng dialogues, and are illustrated lnFigures 17.and 18.

respectively.

·41) --Whatabout Anna? ·Who did she come with?

-- Anna S came with Manny.
II
H*L- HI H* ·L-LI
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42) --.Whatabout Manny? Who came' with him?

-- Anna %came wi th~1anny •
If·,
H* l- L% H* L- H%

,Each of these responses has two intonation phrases, H* L- L% and H* L- HZ.

The ,order of the two phrasal tunes in 42) '1s reversed from the order in

41). TheH* L- L% is found on the phrase whlch1s. fo,regrounded by the

context. and H* L- H% is found on the information which 1s backgrounded~

As a result. the phrases differ not only in tonal transcrtption but also

·inthe prominence of the peak; the peak in H* L- LS is higher.

The two baslc patterns were produced by the subjects in a

w;de variety of pitch ranges, in response, to a number indi1catingJ,the"

degree of overall ,emphasi.s with which the pattern was to be produced.

Measurements of the values ofH* and L% in the H* L- l% ph~ase. and of

al1th'ree tonal values 1nthe H% L- .H%· phrase were taken ft)r c

, each, contour.

The relatlcnshtps among these values under changes tn pitch range- was

then inYe~tigated.

I~ was 'found that the lowest Fe values. correspondtns to L%.

remained fixed for each speaker as higher values varied. These values

may be ~aken as defining the bottom of the speaker's range, or the lowest

value he 1s disposed to produce at the given location in the utterance.

The course of this bottom of the range over the utterance will be referred,

to ,as thebase11ne. This and other studies have found that the baseline

falls sl;ghtly through the utterance. The major result of the e~per1ment
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was that thedecl1n1ng base11necontrols the scaling of F" values higher

in the pitch range. This is the case even in intonatton patterns which do

not ha"ve enough low values for the baseline to be .seen clearly tn the F0'

contour; in short, values are' scaled with· reference to the baseline

,defined estbe hypothetical bottom of the speaker's range, whether or not

nearby values instantiate baseline. In particular, the finding for the

contours shown '1n Figures 17 and 18 is that the height of the foregrounded

andbackgrounded peaks are in a constant ratio ,when their value'istaken

to be the following transform of the Ffj value:
A P~8

43) P =-8-

Here. P is the F0 value of the peak, B is the F~ value of the baseline
A

at the location of the peak~ and P is the transformed value.~slngthi~

transform, it was possible to arrive at an estimate of the' baseline for

each speaker on the basis of the measurements at the peaks. This estimate

was independently confirmed for each subject by measurements of Li.

The results for these particular contours suggests two

hypotheses about how the phonetic values of tones might in ~eneral be

·determined.First, we· will suppose that 43) is the relevant transform

for all tones. or, in other words, that the unit for the phonet;c value

of tones is baseline units above the baseline. This supposition defines

a graph paper for the phonetic value of tones I which is illustrated in

F1gure19. Second, wew;ll suppose that the target values corresponding

to tones are related as ratios of basel;ne un;tsabove the basel;ne.

F1gure20 shows how .theseaS5umpt;ons apply to explain the 'peak relations
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in 'Fi,Qure 17. We will see in Chapter 4 that they can serve, as the basis

for a good description of Engli~h F0 patterns involving downstep~ One

such pattern is 'illustrated in Figure 21. The general character of this

pattern, which is exponential and asymptotic to the baseline, ;s explained

by tak;ng each level to bea constant ratio in baseline units abo.ve the

baseline of the level which precedes, 1t.More specifically, the tonal

transcription for .Figure 21 is:

44) I really believe Ebenezer-was a dealer in magnesium.
I t I , ,
H* H-+L* H-+L* H-+L* H-+L* L- L%

Each H following H+L is lowered 'relative to the precedinq H by a factor!

k (withk < 1). This lo~1ering readjusts the value H would> have on the

basis of its prontnence relation to the precedi.ng a~cent.; Thus , like

tones which are not downstepped, downstepped tones can have higher or

lower values d.epending on' the;rprominence. In H+L H, the L~,s: are

related ,to the H 1n the same accent by the same factor, k, which controls

dow·nstep. As a result, .the last two tones are on the same level if the

prominence ;5 the same. \4e will also see downstepped contours of. the

form H L+H 1n which the downstepped H remains higher than the level of

the Hpreced,ing it.

The exponential form of the F~ in Figure 21 can clearly be

generated by evaluating tones iteratively left to right. We will assume

that the series of phonetic values of the tonal seq~ence is initialized

c by thespeaker's.choice of valuafor the first H tone, for"expressive

purposes. Given that the value of adownstepped H is lowered by a factor

ofk rela~1-ve to thepreced;ng H, a chain. of downstepped His then results
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ina sequence of phonetic values of the formk/Hl/ k2/H
1/••• :k"/H1/ .

(/T/ will be used to refer to the phonetic value of a tone, in baseline

units above the baseline.) We will see in Chapter 4 that this general

approach to tonaleval~ation can be motivated for the other rules which

evaluate tones. That is, once the sequence of tonal values· for the

phrase is initialized, the value for each new tone, Ti+1,is computed

as a function of its prominence and of the phonetic and phonological

values of tones to the left. The need to refer to the phonetic value of

·a tone to the left is obvious in the example of downstep just discussed.

It is also necessary to refer to the phonolog;cal r"epresentation.because

downstep is only brought into play when "i+1 is in the contexts H+L __"

or H L+__• The rule mentioned above which ratses -the valueof the

boundary "tone after a H- phrase accent also refers to both phonetic and

phonological values; ·it applies only after ~-, and raises the value of

the boundary tone by the phcnet.ic value of the phrase accent. Similar

observations can be made about the other rules for evaluating tones

which wil·l be presented in Chapter 4.

Although tone mapping rules can refer both to the input and

the output of other tone mapping rules, the theory is saved from being

global by restrictions on the use of.such information. -First. rules can

refer to the phonetic values of tones already mapped. but not change them.

This contrasts with ordinary phonological rules, ·which can effect changes

anywherein:the domain they have access to. Secondly, the tone evaluat ton

rules are local; the rules we will propose for Engl;sh have no right
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context and refer'no further back than the pitch accent preceding the

tone being evaluated. Both th~'phonetic and the phonological values of

tones outside of this window are 1nacc~ssible to the rule evaluating the

current tone. Without further work, it is unclear what universal con

straints can be placed on the size of the window for such rules. A

differe'nt formulation of how far back the rules may refer wi 11 be needed

fo~ languages in which tones are not organized into pitch accents. Facts

'from a dialect of Zul~ discussed in Cope (1970), Clements (1980), and

below, suggest that-reference to the phonological context to the right of "

the tone being mapped is allowable. However, we are unaware of any cases

;n which reference to phonetic context to the right is necessary,'or in

which the context for a tonal implementation is nonlocal .

In our ~odel, the ;nterpolation between one target and the

next' is carried out when the value ~f the target on the right becomes

available. In constructing the F~ contour. between two targets, the

interpolation rules make reference to their value and to their location

in timei it also appears that they can make reference to the underlying

tones, since. interpolation between Land H is handled differently than

interpolation between two His in cases where the first H is lower. We

will have some observations about the general character of the interpola~

tion in particular contexts. How~ver,a good theory of interpolation

probably waits on a· better understanding of ,the motor control for :intona

tion. In particular, we would expect the constraints of the motor system

tabe 1mportantwhen tones are compressed onto a small amount of material.

One poss;b11i-ty which needs to be kept in mind is that the interpolation
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process may result in undershooting or overshooting of the phonetic value
II

of tones when the tones are sufficiently crowded. A description of this

character is suggested 1nBruce (1977) for cases in which the pitch accent.

and the phrase accent are crowded together in Swedish. Here, we have

concentrated on contours in which the tones are well separated and so we

do not have comparable observations for English.

One consequence of our account of tonal implementation is that

there is no level o'f systematic phoneti.c representation for intonation

such as was sug'gested for segmental phonology in Chomsky and Halle (1968).

This point can be made clear by considering the situation when the tone

evaluation rules have gotten half way through";implementing the tonal

sequence for a phrase. To the right of the current '1/indow are the remain

1ng unevaluatedtones,. still represented in the same form as in. the under

ly1ngrepresentation. 'To the .left of the wi-ndow 1s the F~ contour com

puted thus far (or a motor representation of it). The tonal sequence

underlying this contour isent;rely unaccess;blej specifically, the types,

locations, and phonetic values of the tones· are not accessed. Within

the current window, evaluation and interpolation rules can access type,

location, and phonetic value of tones. Clearly, in such a system, there

is nowell-defined level of representation in between the underlying

representation as ;t is before any rules apply and the F~,contour which

is output~ The strongest candidate for such a level, the sequence of

target values computed by the tonaf evaluatton rules , isnota systematic

phonetic representatio~ for two reasons. First, it appears that the

interpolation rules make reference to tonal type as well as tonalvaluei
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thus! the sequence of target levels is not in itself sufficient to

determine the F0 contour. Second, the units in a systematic phonetic

representation ar~ bundles of linguistic features. These features are

not necessari ly bi nary va1uedI 'but are presumed to be n-a'ry va1ued for

somesmal1n. The target values output by the tone evaluation rules do

not have this character; they are. values of.a ,continuously valued physical

parameter. Thus, the target values bear more similarity to the durations ,

fonnant values, and the like which are presumably computed from a sys- .

tematic phonetic representation than to the systematic phonetic repre

~entation itself.

1.5 F~ Levels versus F0Changes

One of our aims in developing a two tone theory of English

intonation is to steer a true course between previous theorf es.wtth four

tone levels, suc~ as Trager\~nd Smith (1951), Pike (1945), and Liberman

(1.975), and theories which have sought to explicate intonation in terms

of F~ changes rather than F0 levels, such as Bolinger (1951 and 1958).

ladd (1978) and Clark (1978). To our mind, a theory framed tn terms of

, target 'levels is attractive .because it affords good facilities for

describing how the same intonation pattern lives'up with different texts;

the cructal points ';n the contour, the F0 targets, can be lined up with

cruc1alpoints in the text, with stretches in between computed accordingly.

- The behavior of a. g;ven contour under chanqes tn pttch range can be

modeled in a similar fashion, by transform;ng the target po;nts. Chapter
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3 reports exper-imenta1 data for which such a model was found to give a

better quantitative fit than the best compet;ng models framed 1n terms

of F0 changes. The chapter a1so discusses a case w"here the two approaches

make different claims about the status of the relationship between two

F0 contours. The contours in question are the declarative tenminal falls

shown in Figure 22 and represented here as H* L- L%, and the vocative

contour, shown lnFigure 23 and represented here as H*+l- H- L%. The sur

face difference is that the" terminal .fall falls to the baseline,' whereas

the fall in the vocative stops well above the baseline. In a theory in

which intonation patterns are· described in ~erms of F~ changes, these

two contours count as two instances of the same type, a smaller fall and

a larger fall. In a theory framed in terms of target levels,· the two

contours differ in that the final target tn the first ;5 the basel tne,

and in the second, above the baseline. The theory does not rule out

this differ~ncebeingcountedas a difference in type. In our view,

th~~~t~o F0 contours are as good as illustration of a difference in type

as any. and the existence of this difference in type tends to support

a target level theory.

In order to maintain that intonation. patterns are decomposed

into sequences of .target levels, however, it ts necessary to answer the

objections ofF" change theorists to 'previous target level theories.

A careful examinat;onof these objections shows ·that diff1cult;es noted

arise from the postulation of four phonem;cal1y different tones, and

that ,they can be circumvented by a ·system which has two tones and an

~-i!._' .~ '~__
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appropriate phonetics. Bolinger (1951) noted that the four tone theory

confounds differences in tonal .type with differences in pitch "range, with

the result that surface forms as analyzed in the theory are chron;cally

ambiguous. The problem arises through the interaction of two factors:

first, tonal spec tf'tcatlcn is relat-;vely sparse in English, with the

result that many or, most English into~ation phra~es would not contain

instances of all four tones in a four tone theory. Secondly, pitch range

is used expressively in English<_ It is obvious that a phrasal pattern,

such as the vocative just ,discussed, can be produced in many different

pitch ranges; we also suggest that pitch range is varied for expressive

reasons within the phrase, between one pitch accent and the- next. The

consequence for the four tone theory is that it would be impossible for

the listener to decide whether the contour _in Figure 2 C~ for example,

was an instance of L*H* L- Ll produced in a moderate pitch range, or

L* LM* L- L% produced in a large,r pitch range. The difference between

the two contours lnFigure 24 could accordingly be either a tonal differ

ence 'or a range difference. Thus, even 1fpitch range were used expres

sively only at the phrasal level, there ,would be large classes of putative

intonational distinctions generated by the four tone, system whi,ch could

not in principle be distinguished. Given that pitch range is also used,

eApress1vely at the pitch accent level, the amount of ambiguity under

the four tone system becomes much more severe. Our two tone system does

not suffer from this difficulty because L* H* L- LS is the only analysts

for a contour of the shape shown ;nF1gu-re24.Differences tn the vertl

cal scale of 5ucha contour ar;se from expressive use of pitch range, and
, ,
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not from differences in tonal assignment. It should be noted that

Bol;nger's observations do not~onstitutean argument that four tone

systems are in gen.eral impossible; obviously, four tone systems ex; st.

Presumably, greater tonal density or restrict~ons in the expressive use

of pf tch ·range help to make tone values recoverable. In four tone systems

where tone is lexica1~ contextual' disambiguation of words may also help

to establish reference points for tonal level.

A second objection t~ four tone theories of intonation is

raised in Ladd (1978) and (1978a). He notes that there is a'semantic

correlate to the difference between intonation patterns which rise at

the end of the'phrase and ones which are level; the level ones, he claims,

are IIstylized,1I carrying theconnotatlon that the utterance is ritualized

or rhetorical. :wh;le the rising ones do not carry thl$ connotation. In

a four tone theory of intonation, ;tis impossible to capture the idea

of "rfse," since there is no feature decomposition for fourxones under

which L H, L H~', L LM. Lr~ H, LM HM, and HM H form a natural class which

excludes all level .end falling tone pairs. This' problem is circuavented

in a two tone description. In Chapter 2. we will argue that the semantic

difference Ladd descrfbes can' be viewed as the difference between contours

ending in HS and those ending in,L%, and that this vjewprov;des a more

coherent~ccount than Ladd's do~s of a number of intonation patterns in

addition, to those he describes. Other categories of rise which can be

treated naturally in. the framework here includer;sesarising fromL H.I

.and rises arising from H Hwith greater prominence on the second HIP There

appears to be no need for a mechani sm which would ,group together all three

of these types of rise.
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The 'F0 'contour shown in Fig~re 21'· would be a possible basis

for an argument in favor ,of a ~heory framed in tenms of F~ changes,

although wear·e not aware of such an argument being made 1n the litera

ture. In such a theory. th;s intonation pattern can be described as

alternating IIlevelll and IIfall. u A similar example ;'n Bolinger (1958)

is described in a series of C pitch accents, where each C accent consists.

of a fall into a level portion. Within his framewOrk, there is noth~ng

to prevent the number of steps. in such a sequence from being quite large,
. ,

as indeed it is in Figure 21. This intonation pattern presents a problem

, .for a theory of tntonat ion with a small number of levels. and a phonetics'

in which each level occuptes a constant place in the total-range employed.
;.

It is possible to create a pattern which steps downwards, but the number
.. ,

of level s in the system puts a limi t on the possi ble number' of. steps.

To describe the" contour in Figure 21, it would be necessary, to have six

different levels. This number has never -been proposed for English,

and the existence of languages with eve.n f;ve levels is contested (Yip,

~·r ,5 problem is circumvented here by positing a more elaborate

phonetics, -which can change the location in the range which corresponds

to a particular tone. Specifically, we propose a downsteprule which·

lowers the location ,of H after a H+Lpitch accent. When this.ruleapplies

iterat;vely to a series of H+L accents, ft creates the configuration

shown in Fi,gure 21. Such rules are well known from African tone

languages, where an underlying analysisw;th level tones iswel1-mot;vated

and ~enerally agreed on. The analysis will also-be extended to downstep.
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theH in L+H in the configuration H L+H. Figure 25 shows ,an F0 contour

in which thedownstep of H in. this context is apparent. Theabt 1ity to

generalize to this additional set of cases gives the target level theory

an edge over F0 change theories: In anF0 change theory t Figure 25 waul d

be analyzed as a series of rise/falls. There is no obvious reason that

this .contourshould downstep like the level-~all contours, where downstep

15 generated automatically, rather than failing to downstep like other

rising and falling contours.

1~6 Intonational MeaninQ------ ----..

We would like to conclude this chapter with some remarks about

intonational meaning. In ~the literature, one can distinguish two ap

proaches towards the problem of establishing which intonation patterns

are linguistically distinct and which count as variants of the same

pattern. One approach attacks the problem'by attempting to deduce a

system of· phonological representation for intonation from observed

features of F~ contours. After constructing such a system. the next step

is to compare the ~sage af F0 patterns which are phonologically distinct~

The c'ontrasting approach is to beg;n by identifying intonation patterns

which seem to convey the'same or different nuances. The second step is

to construct a phonology which gives t~esameunderlying representation

to contours with the s,ame meanin~1 and different representations to

contours ~ith different meanings.

lhework presented here takes ,the first approach, in fact, it

stops at the first step in the first approach. Wh.;le we hope that the

system of phonologicalrepresentatlon proposed here w;11 t,e useful in.

---~---"'i- ,-
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investigating intonational meaning, we do not offer such a theory here.

In some cases , rough descripticns of a meaning or usage of apar·ticul ar

conto~r are suggested. We incluJe these only, to help the reader picture

what type of, intonation is under discussion; there is no representation

that they are a complete description of the meanings of the contour in

question, nor that they are expressed ;n the correct terms for a theory

which could provide such a complete description.

The second ~pproach meets with obstacles at two levels. First,

similarity of meaning is not in general a good argument for similarity

of form; if we learn that a creature may be called e;ther a pangolin

or an anteater, we do net conclude that the segmental 'transcription of

~hese two words is the r;ame. Forgetting this po;nt is apt to lead the

investigator to construct a theory which counts intonation patterns of

extremely different ,form as Instances of the same thing" and which as a

result lacks resources for describing d;fferences. On the other hand,

keeping the point in mind means that judgments about meaning are no

longer suff';cient. Instead, it ts necessary to ask the informant, flDo

these two ;ntonation patterns carry the same mean;ng and are they

1nstancesof the same form?" As we suggested ;n Section 1, such

judgments are hard to come by because ,they overtax the native speaker's

powers of Intrcspection. This means that the inventory of poss ib'le

d;fference representatfons has to be estebltshed by .tndtrect means.

These ,include comparison of their' surface man;festat;ons, and also

exper;ments such as Bql;nger ,(1951) and Nash and'Mulac (1980), 1n which

a judgment about the acceptab;11ty' of some inference is used as evidence
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for an underlying linguistic distinction.

The second obstacle to begfnni,ngby mak;ng an inventory of

1ntonatiQnal meanings is that they are extremely context dependent. The

impression one gets from the intonation varies depending on the semantic

content of the text, the presumed aims of the speaker, and whether or

not there, is a change of speaker. The result is something that is

cOl1l11entedon in Liberman (1975): the meaning of a given intonation pat-
. -

tern can be startlingly exact in one context and startlingly diffE!r'ent

in another. For example! the pattern ;nFigure 4, which is transcribed'

here as,H% L* H* l- L%, is often used with an impl;cationlike, "I've

told you thisbe~ore ,-- how can you be so 'stupid as to need remindingn

(Sag and Liberman, 1975). In this usage, the pattern seems disgruntled

and overbearing. On the other hand, the implication that what the

s,ntence says is obvious can also be addressed to oneself rather than

the listener. The message is ~hensomething like,"Heavens! This should

have been obvious, but I only nownotlced. 1I In th;s usage, the ;ntona-

, tion pattern, can seem polite and involved. The same pattern can be used

on a wh-question as a way of mak;nga denial, or on a greeting'. S;ml1ar

ebservattons about the context dependence of tntonatfone1 meaning are

made in Gunter (1974), Hirst (1974). and Carlson (MS). literature on

thepragmat;c character of intonat;onalmeaning ts reviewed tnLadd

(1978) •

Theseobservat;ons do not mean that attempt;ngto.characterize

;ntonational'mean;ng ;s futtle. They do mean, however, that ;ntonat;onal

meanings cannot be observed directly in simple cases. Instead, they w;11
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have to be figured out by unravelling the contributions of the various

parts of the ling'uistic andparal inguistic systems to the interpretation

of large numbers of examples. The problem is a very difficult one,. which
, ,

15 far from being solved. One,obstacle to it~ solution has been the

lack of a good theory of pragmatics., which would point to what variation

in context need to be considered' and to what ,effects on interpretation

context might have. A second' obstacle has been the lack of a phonological

account of'intonation, which would give an idea of what is to be counted

as the same intonation on different texts. Thus, it is our hope that

the phonological 'accountg;ven here will be helpful in developing a

theory of intonational meaning.

It has been proposed in Lieberman (1967) that some intonation'

meanings are grammatical .rather than pragmatic, and that it is just the ,

gramnatical intonat;on distinctions which are ,properly of interest to

.1 ingui sts. As the abov.ediscussion would suggest, we cannot. agree with

this position. As far as we have been able to determine, the meaning

conveyed by choice of tune ;5 always prag~tic, and we feel pragmat;cs

is properly of interest to linguists. An example due to Mark Liberman
r-

;11ustrates the fact that even the .strongest candidates for intonation

patterns w;·th graJllnatical mean;ng~ the yes/no question patterns, are

pragmatic markers rather than grammatical markers. 'Supposing that he

shows up for an appo;ntment but is not entirely sure that he ;s in the

"right off;ce, he m;ght say to the recepttontstr

45) My name is Mark Liberman
.1
H* H- HI
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~ This'pattern is like the pattern in Figures 1 E and 6, except that the

nuclear accent is on the same level as the phrase accent. It means some

th;ng like, liMy name is Mark liberman, and is it familiar to yoU?"

The intonation solicits a ~esponse, but the response sought is not

information about whether the sentence is true or not, but rather of a

much more general character. In contrast, when subject auxiliary inver

sion 1s used to mark a question, exactly the truth value is in question.

As a.result, the grammaticalized relative of 45) would seem very bizarre

in the same circumstances:

46) Is my name 'Mark- Liberman?

~ similar example \-/8S overheard while leaving a movie theatre:

47) I thought it was good
I
H* H- H%

This conveys something like, "I thought the movie was good, but I don1t

want to, say ,anything too defirrtte about it untf l I've heard: what you

have to say.1I In contrast, "Did I think it was good?1I would be possi~le

only aS,an echo question, since one knows better than other people what

one th;nks.

In ,view of such, examples, one concludes that choice of tune

can at most interact with other contextual factors to favor on~ ~rammati

cal 1nterpretat;on over another. A slmilarposition is taken in Bolinger

(1957-1958) •
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Chapter 2

SOME BASIC INTONATIONAL PHENOMENA

2.1 Introduction

AmQng the observations introduced in Chapter 1 were the ideas

tha~ the text· is divided into intonation phrases. whose tunes are the

bas1c units of description for tntonatlon, and that these tunes can be

analyzed in terms of melodic correlates of stress and of phrasing. We

noted that the melodic correlates of stress, or pitch accents, are found

on at least one but not necessari·ly all stressed syllable~ in th~ phrase,

and that they come in several different types.

Our cho;ce of domain for the description of intonat;on is not

contrcversial ,. Our tntonat icn phrase corresponds to the domain of 'the

intonational work tn Ltbermen (1975), ·to the domatn of ·the "tone unit" .

;n Crystal (1969), to the IIsense group" in Annstrong and Ward (1926')

and Vanderslice and Ladefoged (1972)s and to the IItone group" in Ashby

(1918) and Halliday ·(1967). It appears to be the same as the "breath

group"";n Lieberman (1977). As Section 4 will shows a H* nuclear accent

followedbya L- phrase accent and ·LS boundary tone generates the F0

fal1characteristlc of the end of his "unmarked breathgroup," while a

contour invol vingaH phrase accent and/or boundary tone has an F0 rise,

·1. •like the end of his "~marked breath group.1I Our general observatfons

'about the melodic correlates of stress are 'also found in many previous

wor'ks.Bol1nger(1958) distinguishes the pf tchaccents from phrasal .
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intonation, and describes English as having three different pitch

accents .-He vi ews stress as the abstract potentia1 for carrying accent t. .

and notes that accentable syllables are under various circumstances

deaccented. Ladd (1978) and 8ing (1979) present modifications of his

proposals. In the British" tradition; Ashby ·(1978) gives a particularly

clear picture of how some but not all stressed syllables are accented

and of how accents can be of different types •. Vanderslice and ladefoged

(1972) use the feature [+ heavy] to refer to syllables which.wouldhere

be called stressed. 1hey describe [+ heavy] syllables as [+accent],

and present proposals about the distribution of [+ accent]. Theyobserve

that different kinds of pitch accents exist, but do not make a serious

effort tcdescr-tbe them phonologically. Liberman (1975) does not use

the pitch accent as a phonological entity. However, his text/tune

association procedure, \'Ihich was discussed in Chapter 1, assigns tones

to some but not necessarily all metrically strong syllables, and the

tones assigned can be of different types.

In Chapter l,we made'aproposal about how to characterize

the melodic correlates of stress and phrasing. We claimed that both

the pitch accents and the correlates ofphras;ng can be characterized

using two tones, land H. The pitch accents consist either of a tone,

or of a pair of tones with relative strength defined. The correlates

of phrasing follow the last pitch accent (which falls on thenuclea~

stress of the phrase), and consist of a phrase accent, either L orH,

and '8 boundarytone,also.either l or H. Content sensit;ve rules

------ .~. --, ---
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implementing the tonal string playa crucial role in determintnq the

shape of the F0 contour from such a tonal specification.

These proposals relate melodi~ correlates of stress and

phrasing differently than. other theories have done. For example, in

Jackendoff (1972), Ladd(1978), and Bing (1979). the sequence of H*

.nuclear accent, L- phrase accent, and H% boundary tone is taken to be

a type· of pitch accent. (In Jac;kendoff, this is the B accent, while in

Ladd and Bing, it is the A-rise accent.) Under suchan accotintJ th~

phrase does not carry tones apart from the pitch accents; t~e specjal

melodic features- of the end of the phrase 'are' handled by r~strict;ng
_ '_~.: ' , • h •

_som~ pitch accents to phrase final (that is, nuclear) position. In

. Sectjon 4~ we will suggest how o~r d~Fompos1t1on improves Qn'~u~b ~n

~ccount. On ,the other. hand, some theories, such as Boling~~ (19~8)

and Thorsen (1980), take-the melodic correlate of phrasing tobe'the

overall .shape of the contour, on which the p;tchaccents ride. Our

theory does not have two different layers of specif;cation which add up'

in this~ fashion; the underlying rep~esentat1on of 1ntonationis a well

ordered sequence of tones, and the tones which are associated with the

phrase as a whole rather than with particular pitch accents are confined

.to the end of the phrase. Th;s means that differences in overall shape

of the contour arise indirectly, through the rules for implementing

p~tchaccents. The. reasons for this choice of ~escription are given

1nChapter 4, where the character of the tonal ;mplementat;on rules

is investigated in more detail. The two accounts which are cl osest to

- I
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to ours in 'ho\'1 they relate the correlates of stress and phrasing are

Libennan (1975) and Bruce (1977). Both of these descriptions take the

underlying representation of intonation to be a well-ordered sequence

of tones. In Liberman, the boundary tone has a spec;al status as a

phrase-final marker , but the pf tchaccents and the phrase accent do not

differ in status. Brucels ~escription of Swedish develops the idea of

the phrase accent asa tone which is generated lnaddition to ~he pitch

.accents', wh;ch follows the nuclear accent, and w"it:h provides tnf'orma

tion about phrasal intonation. This idea makes possible a very clean

account of the Swedish accent differences and their implementat10nin

nuclear andprenuclear position.

This. chaptercQvers the phenomena which are the natural

const;tuency fora ch.lra~teriza~ionof intonation as a string of L a~d

H tones organized into pitch accents, phrase accent, and boundary tone.

That is~ it discusses intonational contrasts and qualitative features

of. Fe contours which reflect this characterization 1n ~ straightforward

fashion. Section 2 covers the phonetic characteristics of the L* and

H* accents, and discusses what differences may in general be f~und

between Land H.The topic of Section 3 ;5 the L*+H- accent, which

is perhaps" the most transparent case of a bitonal accent. Section 3

discusses the implementation of the phrase accent and boundary tone,

and also the mot1vationfor this decomposition of the phrase final con

tour. Section 5 suggests how the gralllDar of allowable tonal sequences

given in Chapter 1 might be expanded to account for the intonation of
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tag expressions. The relation between the basic features of our theory

of"intonati~n and a number of resultsfrom the experimental literature

is discussed in Section 6.

2.2 l*, H*, and the D1fference,betweenL and H

Two of the pitch accents introduced in Chapter 1 were the

single tone accents, L* and H*. Figures 1 and 2 show how these two

accents contrast before H*; Figures 3 and'4 show ~ow they contrast

before L*. Figures 5 through 8 show H* and L* in nuclear position,

before, the H- and L- phrase accents.

We can identify three" surface differences between H* and L*.

First, there is a paradigmatic distinction in level: in all of the

figures just mentioned, L* is lower thanH* in the same context~

Second, as we mentioned in Chapter 1, the phonetic value of"l~;,
I •

decreases if its prominence is increased. , In the same circumstances,

the phonetic value of H* increas~s. This point is illustrated in

Figure 9, where aH% L* H* L-"L% contour is shown as produced with two

different degrees of overall emphasis. In the contour ~Iith greater

emphasis, L* is lower and H* is higher. 2 There are t.~J tricky points

about this second observatio~. First, the lowering of L*s and the

rais;ng ~fH*s under increased prominence are not completely.syrrrnetric,

because the Land H stand in different relations td theextr~mes of

the spea~erls range.. A~ mentioned in Chapter 1, the base)ine~ or the

hypothet;cal bottom of the speaker's range. plays an important part in

the 1ntonationa"1 syste~.
~

It is involved in computing how prominence is
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reflected in the phonetic values of H* accents, and points on the

baseline often occur in the F0·contour. Now, a L*pitch accent is

lower thanH* in the same context. Often the distance from H* to the

baseline is not great: this limits the 'extent to which L* can be

lowered to reflect prominence, giv~n that the L* cannot be realized

any lower than the baseline. The lowering of lis under prominence

;s thus prone to ·saturation. In emphatic speech, it is. common to find

a series of l*swhich are on essentially the same level, instead of

reflecting stress subordination in relativeF0 levels. The situation

with the H*s is quite different. There is surely some hypothetical

ceil;ng to the speakerls range, but it does not appear to be important

in practice, either as a value' that speakers use in producing- intonation,

or asa hypothetical entity with a role in the intonation system. In

the~xperiments~reported in Chapter 3, subjects produced some F0 contours

with F0 ranges as much as an octave larger than their normal speaking

ranges. Even 1n these 'cases, there was no tendency for F0 to saturate

as a way of marking prominence; the prominence relations were reflected

in theF0 contour in the same way as in contours with more moderate

F~,ranges.

The second tricky point is this. In order to give a precise

answer to the questions, IIHow high a H1 How low a L?II ,we need to know

·what counts as "zero h;ghll or IIzero low .. II Chapter 3 will argue that

"zerohtqh" is the baseline; "Howh1gh1t mean,s uHow high above the base

line. 1I The baseline cannot 'correspond to II zero low,lI since the baseline

15 the most, not the ,least. low. It is at present 'notclear what counts

as "zero lOMs II. and depend;ng on what doesI the lowering ofL under
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promi nenl:e caul dwork out in 'very different ways. Further experimental

work on the scaling of L*s in a variety of 'contexts is needed to answer

this question.

The third difference between L* andH* is that they are

treated differently by the interpolation rules. Between two H*s., one

finds the dipping shown in Figures 10 and 11. The interpolation between

L* and any other tone {ei ther L or H) ; s monctoni c. For example, ; n

Figure 2, the F0 takes a direct course between L* and H*; in Figure 12~

the F0 .contour ts flat between the two l*s,. instead of displaying the..

hump which would count.as a counterpart to the dipping between H*s.

This complication in the tnterpolatton rules is in some way:s

unattractive, and we have made a serious attempt to get rid of :,it by

developing an .account under which the dip in contours like Fig~res.10::

and 11 arises ·from a L tone. It does not appear possible to do this

'without considerably changing the form of the theory. The major

obstacle is that the L tone in contours like 10 and 11 would have to be

the un$tarred tone of a bitonal accent, since we have no other source

of tones th~t can fallon metrically weak syllables phrase internally.

Specifical1y,;t'wouldhave to be either H*+L- or L-+H* in'order to

explain the lower ,F0 values in between the peaks. However, both of

these accents are already used inaccount1ng for the downstepped

contours described in Chapter 4. If one of these accents is taken to

be the source of the dipping intonation. then a sequence of H* accents

must be taken to be the source for one type of downstepped cQntour.
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Thi.s change would considerably campl icate the formal statement of the

downstep rule •. It would also make the rule 'an exceptional one cross

linguistically, since downstep is ordinarily found in sequence with

alternating tonal types.

There is also one phonetic regularity which falls out

naturally from the claim that i nterpo'lation between H*s is nonmonotonic ..

A phonetic characterization of dipping says essentially that theF0

falls until it is time to start aiming for the nextH*level; -this

characterization predicts that the amount of dipping ·wouldbe less: fc;»r

H*s which were closer in time, and could disappear for H*s which were

sufficiently close together. Examination.of Q·Shaughnessy·s cqrpus.

(O'Shaughnessy, 1976) supports this predtctton. The corpus includes-., .

·89 F" configurations of one or the other of the types shown in FigurE!

13. Of the 51 wh;chhavea dilJbetween the two peaks, as in·Figure13A,

48 have one· or more unstressed· syllables between the two H*s.Of the

38 wh;ch have no dip, as in Figure 13 B, 36 have no unstressed syllables

between the two targets. 3 Pierrehumbert(1979a and 1980) describes a

successful computer program for synthesizing neutral declarative intona

·tion which nakesuse of this principle. The program computes a local

mlnimumbetween two H* accents as a function of the;r separation in

time and frequency.

The- .nonmonotonic interpolation rule for H*s meiinsthat they

typically show up as peaks tn the F(l) contour, Spec·lfically,;n our

data, theF0 target corresponding to theM tone 1s ordinarily located

-------,...- -------------'---_w .. _-_.._...,...
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'tear the end of the accented syllable, and so the F0 contour on the

stressed syllable is a r1sewlth a local maximum at the end. (In the

case where H* shares a phrase final syllable with a L-phrase acc~nt,

the accented· syllable is lengthened; the peak is earlier in the syllable,

and the F0 contour during the latter part of the syllable is falling.)

L*s next toH*s show up as Ioca1 m1n.1ma in the contour; for example, in

Figure 2, thel* on II remar kably " i s readt ly located as ·th,e point w.here

the rise to the fol1o~'/lng H* starts. However, L*s next .11;0 other L

'tones do not showup as inflections in F0, because the monotonic inter

polation ~or liS means that the local contour ;s as close to:tlat ~s

the ·relat1·ve level of the lis permits. Figure 14, for examp.]e, shows

a contour taken from tapes of spontaneous speech made durtng ~n

experiment on personal 1nteraction.4 which we would analyze as l*-l- l%.

Figure 15 shows an example of the, "contradtctton contour" dtscussed tn

L1b~rman and Sag (1974), tn which the L* nuclear accent is between a

L- phrase accent and a,L* prenuclear accent. Cases like thfs are a

major source of ambiguity in the intonational system; in cases where

the L tones are not on different levels, the location of accents ;s not

readily recovered from the Ff) contour.. In Figure' 15. the prenuclear

. L* is 'as low a5the nuclear L* and so the contour 1s the same as if

"advantage"carr1ed the nuclear accent and-the L- phrase accent

was responsible for'the low F(I level ,f,rom there to the end of the

phrase. At best, the listener may infer location of the

nuclear accen~ from information about phrasal stress
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subordination carried by amplitude, duration, and segmental

charac-ter; st1 cs ,

As we pointed out 1~ Chapter 1, not all metrical feet receive

a pitch accent. TheF0 ,contour on unaccented feet is determined by

fnterpulat ton between the flanking tonal specifications, in the same

way that the F0 contour on unstressed syllables within. the, foot is

determined. Thus. the interpolation rules tell' us what types of F0

contours we can expect ~o.find on unaccented feet. In Figure 2, for

exampl.e, "clever" is unaccented. Its Ff) contour is determined by the

1nterpolatfonbetween L* on the left and H* on the r.1ght,. and is thus

rising throughout. Figure 12 illustrates, for comparison, the case in

which "cleverll has a L* accent of its own. A similar compar;son is

shown in F;gures 16 and 17. In 16, "good" is deaccented betweenl* and

H*.wh;leln 17. it has a H* accent. If an unaccented foot is found

between two H*s I we expect1 ts F" contour to be g~~nera ted by the same

k1nd of dipp1 ng which was found 1n Fi g'ures 10 and 11 • Figures 18 and

19 show two such examples. In 18, "book ll is unaccented and it carries

the fal11ngpartof the lnterpolat;on between H* on"wh1ch" and H* on

"mean. II In 19. taken from 0'Shaughnessy (1976) I the verb ; s unaccented'.

AsO'Shaughnessy notes, deaccent1ng of verbs ;nrunning spe£chis very

COIIII1On, E:ven when they are not really predictable from the context.

We have notedthreed1fferences between the surface reflexes

ofL*andH*: there .,are differences;" level. 1nbehavior under changes

in prominence. ·and in 1nterpolat1'on behavior. How w111these observa

tions hold .up ~hen wecons1der the Land Htones in general? The
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difference ;n level w;ll hold up exactly as' stated: in every context,

L is lower than Hwould 'be in the same c~ntext. (Here, context is taken

to tncludeproatnence relations.) This 1s an interesting 'result, because

it means that tones are not neutralized in English. As we will see in

Chapterr 4'. there 1s nothing about our account of tone mapp;ng rules

which pre~ents tones from being neutralized phonetically, and1t appears

that they can be in languages with total'downstep (that ;5, languages

that lowerH to the level of a preceding L). It is ,important to note

that the difference in level does not hold up across contexts. . The

result of downstep and upstep is that a H can be lower than aL earlier

in the phrase, and a L can be h;gher than Hearlier in the phrase.

Our observation about interpolatlo~between a L* accent and

~~oth.er tone also generalizes. All L tones contrast with H*fn: requir

ingmonotonic tnterpotattcn to an adjacent tone. For example, f;gure

20 shows a case ofH-+L* H*: in which H* has been.downstepped to the

level of the preceding L. The interpolation between the two starred

tones is straight, even thcugh they are separated by two unstressed

syllables. This ;sa particularly clear illustration of this regularity,

because the Land H are both starred tones. Since only unstarred tones

undergo spread;ng, the alte~natlve hypothesis that the plateau arose

from spreading can be eliminated. Whether dipping is found between any

two H ,tones 1s:anoth~r question. Unstarred H tones are SUbject to

r1.ghtward tone spread.1ngwhen the next tone is phonetically equal or

higher. Dippi-ng would come into quest10n only when the context for

-----.-..--......- .....-----~--~-----------.....--------
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·spreading is not met. Th1~ rather special set of cases would include

H* H-+L* and also l*+H- H-+L* with H-+l* under less prominence than

L*+H-. We arenot sure whether d'ipplng is found in these cases or not.

The d1ffer~nce between L* and H* under changes in prominence

does not generalize to Land H. :H tones all go up under tncreases

fnprominence,butnot all Lis go down; in some cases. His drag Ltones

upward w;ththem. Specifically, a L tone ina bitonal accent goes up

as a ratio of the value of theH. This point is illustrated in Figure

21. We will see tn Chapter-'3 that the L- phrase accent after H* also

goes up as increasing prominence raises the H*.

2.3 The L*+H- Pitch Accent

The clearest example of a p;tch accent involving two tones is

the l*+H- 'accent •. The contrast between the l*+H- and the H* accents is

illustrated in Figures-22 and 23. In Figure 22 At the nuclear accent

isH*. and falls on "Ie," which has the pr1marystress 1n "legumes."

In Figure 22 B, the nuclear ·accent is L*+H-: the primary stressed

.syllable has a very low FB, indicating the presence of a l tone. and

the FfJ peak, corresponding to the Htone, does not occur until the

following syllable.Flgure23 shows that the same contrast can be

implemented on a monosyllable. In Figure 23 A, there isa H*pitch

accent, L- phrase accent, and H%boundarytone on the syllable IIAnnelli

in 23 ,B. the pitch accent isL*+H- rather than H*, and the phrase

accent ~nd the boundary tone are the same as in A). One- appropriate

use of the1ntonat;on ·patterns ;n 22 Band 238 would be to indicate
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incredulousness. The l*+H- pitch accent can a~so be used less

emphatically to indicate that the speaker views his reply as incomplete.

An example due to LauriCarlson makes th;s potnt nicely (Carlson, MS).

In answer to the question,'''Who wants tea?", a polite person might say,

"I do," us1n.g a L*+H- pitch accent. Thts answer carr-Ies the impl icatlon

that perhaps someone else present might also want tea. 'It,is also

pesstble to answer the question using a H* pitch accent on 111 11
• Howev~r,

1nthis case, the lmp·lication is something Hke , "The answer to your

question is, I want tea"; ,there is a note of rude disregard1f f;l r ~he

possible wishes of other people present. .Dther authors whq,~aveiPoted::

the 'contrast illustrated in Figures 22 and 23 incll1deSled~.~(l~~§l,,:

Bo11nger (19.58), Vanders1i ceand Ladefoged (1972), and Ladd (l978~.

Crystal's (1969) "rfse fal1 11 and "rise fall rf se" involve ~ .nuc'leer

L*+H-; his lI~piky head" appears to involve prenuclear L*+H~;·occent~·.

The L*+H~ accent provides the first example in which the

unstarred tone ofa pitch accent is .subject to tone spreading. The .to."e

spreading rule, which is. developed iri Chapter 5, spreads T- to the right

when the next tone is phonetically equal or higher. An F0.contour in

. which the rule has applied to l*+H- ~* is shown in Figure 24. This con

tour contrasts with H* H*. since the first accented syllable has a low

F" value. It· also' contrasts with L* H*, because the Fe jumps up

quickly and then makes ~ plateau instead of ris;ng gradually.

We noted in Chapter 1 that a strength relationship is def;ned

on the two· tones of bitonal accents, and that it ts t,he stronger tone
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which lines up with the accented syllable. In Figures 22 and 25, the

L* inL*+H
o

• 'is associated with .the stressed syllables IIlell and "riq."

The lccation of the H- is only derivately governed by stress, 1n that

it follows immediately after the L*. In order to clar;fy how the

unstarred tone in a bitonal accent is aligned with the text. a ,corpus

of utterances with L*+H- accents wa~ collected. The stress pattern on

thematerfal imnediately following the 'accented syllable was varied

systematically. Two speakers wer~ used, and a total of lOaFf) contours

resulted in ,which it was clear that a L*+H- rather than H* had 'been

produced.

The hypothesis suggested by this corpus of F0 contours was

that the H- is located at a given time interval after the L*, regardless

of the stress pattern on the mater;al following the accented syllable.

For speaker KXG, the mean time was 19. 1 cent; seconds (0 =l.8). For

speaker ~B, it ~s 20.2 centiseconds (0 = 3.9). One might suppose ~hat

these intervals 'arise as the amount of time needed to execute the change

in FII level spec;fledby thE: pitch accent. If this ;5 so, it would be

likely that the interval would increase with overall pitch range. Our

corpus did not have enough variation in range to test this prediction;

the possibility of variation with speech rate was also left for future

;nvest1gatlon.

Theplcturepredicted by this hypothes1scomes out clearly

In a tabulatlonof where the 'H- fell in exarnples w;th different types

ofJlletrical structure.

I I
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The words in the corpus which had the longest syllable

following the accented syllable were the compounds IInewsreel," "wind

mill, n "hooseqow, nand "headwind," In the utterances wher,e the L*+H-

. accent fell on these words, the Hwas in the first half of the second

syllable. in some cases falling before-the beginning of the vowel~ The

H fell near or at the end of the post-accented syllable in th~ words

where this syllable was of moderate length: IILieberman,1I "rnothersinlaw,"

IIBrobd;ngnag," IIKelloggs,1I IImotherwort,1I and so on. In words where the

post-accented syllable was an extremely reduced CV syllable, Hfell on

the next syllable after that: tlcardamon," "Alamo," IIhedebo," IIc~tamount,"

, c. .
"rigamarole," and so on." A number of apparent exceptions to this.

picture turned Qut not to be e~cept1ons ~hen sufficiently detailed

phonetlcanalysis was performed. For example. in three out of -,~our(

cases, the H- fell on the, second syllable i'n "Manidae. 1I ExamlnatlQn of, ..

,the. waveform showed that the speaker had not flapped the /n/ in

these cases, perhaps because the word was unfamil;ar. As a result, the

post-accented syllable was slgn;ficantly·longer than in words ,like

IIAlamo"and "hebedo," where the dental was flapped. Similarly, in one

of the four utterances involving "Brobdingnag," the H- occurred on

"nag.1I In this case, the' speaker had reduced the post-accented syllable

to a dental plus a syllabic nasal, whereas in the other cases, this syl

lable was pronounced with an unreduced vowel.

In our corpus. almost all of the cases in which H- was found

on the second rather than the fir.st syllabl eover from the accented

I

I

:1-------..........~----~---..-._------------------------



syllableare.cases in which one of two metrical rules discussed in

Kiparsky (1977) would baappl tcebl e, These are the Victory:Rule, which

deletes an unstressed vowel medial1ybefo~ea sonorant followed by an

unstressed vowel in words like lIoperaliand Uvictory," and the

ResolutionRule,whichperm;ts a VCVsequence to count as a single

metrical position (either strong or weak) in the poetry of Chaucer

and Shakespeare. The· Resolutiori Rule is stated 1n 1) and exemplified

tn 2).

1) V

!
M

cv

!
t) (where M=metrical 5 or W)

2a) And-spends I his prod;/gal wits / in boot/less rhyme

b) Come to lone mark, I as many I ways meet I in one town, (p •. 236)

Under our account of how H-is aligned with the text, this correspondence

ts not surprising. The syllable followin'gthe accented syllable is

skipped just when it is extremely short. It;s exactly extremely short

syllables that are on the road to deletion by processes like the Victory

Rule. A rule like Resolution would be apt to incorporate only very.

short syllables in with the preceding one. and itsapplicatlon might

trigger shortening. However, these observatlonsalsosuggest thatH

alignmentmightbehandledmetr;cally, by an alignment rule ordered

'after Res'olution and the Victory Rule. The ,metrical alignment rule would \

associate the 'H tonephonologfcal1ywith the next metrical element
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after themetric~l element corresponding to the accented' syllable. This

would ordtnar'i lybe the next sytlable after the accented syllable, but

when this syllable had been subjected to the Res'ol ution Rule or the

Victory Rule, it would 'be the syllable after that.

Three considerations lead us to conclude that our original

proposal accounts .for the facts better than the alternative metrical

proposal. Ffrst , the t;ming of H- with respect to the syllable it is

on differs from that of H*, which we know to be assoclated"by a·phono

logical rule. Except when 'H* is crowded by other tones, the peak

corresponding to jt is found at the end' of the syllable the tone 1s '

.attached to. 'H- I as we noted, occurs earlier or later. in the syllable

accordtnq-to t-he length of ·the :syllable it ts .on. This dtffcrence ;,5·

bardfo explain if H-, likeH*, is phono'loqtcel.ly asscctated with a.
, a

syllable; we would expect the phonetic rules for t;m;ng tO~:.treatl
H

'unifonnlyregardless of how it arose. The variable timing}of .

H- in L*+H- iS 5 however, easily explained in our account, tn 'which H

is separated from L*by a fixed time interval, without regard to the

segmental' or syllabic character of the material following the accented

syllable. Second, a phonetic account of the timing of L* a~d H- ;s

needed to account for theF0 contour ; n'F;gure 23 A, .where both fallon

a single syllabte. Once we have such an account, additional metri~al

rules to account for the. behavior of l*+H- on polysyllabic mater;al

would appear to be superfluous•. Third, the metr;calaccount rel;es on

Resolution to account for the t;ming of H- in' a large number of examples

where the Victory Rule could not apply (Am;tyv;lle, hedebo, monograph,
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etc.) Whereas theVlctoryRule is a productive rule 'of fast speech in

English, Resolution was a poetic rule which was lost after Shakespeare.

W;thout further motivation, we are reluctant to regard it as a productive

rule of modern English as the metrical accountof unstarredtonealign- .

mentwould require.

Our account of unstarred tonealignment,generalizes'readlly

to account for where H* contrasts with H*+H-, an accent which' is

discussed in Chapter 5. We would take the lag of H- after L* in L*+H

toarlse from the need to execute an F0 change. In H*+H-. there ;5 no

Fe change and hence we suppose there to be no lag. This means that

H*+H- contrasts with H* only if tone spreading applies to H- to generate

an F0platea.u where the F~ contour after H* would dip. This is in

cases where the next tone is equal or higher phonetically. The natural

generalization of the metrical theory of alignments however, would be

to ass;gn any T- in T*+T- to the metrical element following the accented

syllable. This would incorrectly predict a contrast between H*+H- and

H* even when the next tone is lower; for ·H*,the fall to the lower tone

would start at the end of~theaccentedsyl1able, whereas for H*+H-, the

onset of the fall would be delayed. Avoiding this consequence would

require a cOInpl ication of the tone al ignment ru.leswhich does :not appear

to have a natural basis.

2.4 Tonal Correlates of Phrasing

Chapter 1.~resented the, idea that the underlying description

for'a melody 1s a sequence of tones, comprised of tones contributed. by
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~1tch accents and tones marking the borders of the intonation phrase.

Of the latter, there,were two types: the boundary tone (T%land the

phrase accent (T-). This,section deals with how these, cQncepts serve

to characteri-ze theF0 configurations found at phrase borders. We will

first present additional examples and how we propose to describe them,

and then justify the description on the basis of the natural classes it

engenders.

A boundary tone, as Libennan '(1975) observed, occurs right at

the phrase boundary, regardless of the stress pattern of adjacent'

mater;al. This point is illustrated in Figure 26. Figure 26· A shows an

Fe contour ending with a continuation rises or H% boundary tone.Her~,

the last syllable in the phrase, which carries the peak corre~ponding

to thts tone, is stressed. In 26 Bt the stressed syllable ts the fourth

syllable back from the end, but peak ts still at the end. In Fi:gure,2~ ,C,

-,the F0contourhas an utterance internal H%., which is located at the

boundary between the two phrases.

Abo'undary tone can 'occur not only at .the end of'e phrase, as

1nFigure 26, but also in utterance in;t1al position. where it determines

how the F" contour beg;ns. Inpart1cular, aH% initial boundary tone

adds a note of v;vacityto an tntonationpatterni as libennan (1975)

notes, theH% boundary tone in a tone level ~heory corresponds to the

Ilhigh prehead" tn O'Connor and Arnold (1961) • TheF0 contour in Figure

27 111ustratesf1ow the HI initial boundary tone stays at the phrase

boundary even when the first syllables in the phrase are unstressed.

!

i!
I

I

~'l
i:i,;:' ......... -- --~__-~- -----~__-
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It is not hard to find F0 contours which are plausibly analyzed

as having a L% initial boundary tone. One such contour is shown in'

Figure 20. ,However. there are many onset levels in between the two

extremes, which might in principle count as either high values for L,

or as low val ues forH. We have not found a basi s for transc.r1bing a

leading boundary tone 'in such cases. A possibility to keep in'mind is

that they do not have a leading boundary tonei the Ff) onset may be some

kind of neutral value. An observation which favors this possibility is

made ;n Liberman (1975). As he notes, it is d;fficult to have a H%

initial boundary tone when the first syllable in the phrase is an

. accented syllable with a L* accent. He attributes this difficulty to

ill-formednessresulting from the boundary tone falling on the metrical

beat. If this 1s so, then the occurrence of any boundary tone when the

first ,syllable wasaccent:edwould be imposs;ble. Utterances ~eginn1ng

wlthaccentedsyllables exist, of'course, and the FiJ onset is determined

somehow. Thus, L;berman's ,observation implies that F0contours can be

'begun w1thouta phrase initial boundary tone.

The occurrence of phrase 1nitial as well as phrase final

boundary tones raises the question of whether it ;spossible to have both'

at an ;ntonation phrase boundary ,utterance internally. It is our impres

sion that such contours are posslble,provided the phrase boundary is

also marked w;thapause.. An example of this, type ts provtded in Figure

28. The ,first phrase ends with H% and the secondbeg;ns w1thanother.

h1gher,HI.
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'The phrase accent occurs after thenucl ear pitch accent, and

before the'phrase final boundary tone. There are thus two extra tones

at the end of the phrase. In FigurE! 23 B, it was clear that two post

nuclear tones were needed in order to generate a fall-rise following the

nuclearL*+H- • Other exampleg· ·where it ~1s clear that two post-nuclear

tones are needed are shown in Figure 29'and 30. In Figure 29, the

nuclear accent is a l*, and it occurs early in the phrase because of the

.focuson "r~an1towoc_.11 There is a H% boundary tone, .\tlhich is responsible

for the f~ maximum, at the end of the phrase; however, the contour ~oes

not rise smoothly from the L* to this "H%, but rather rises" fonnsa:<

plateeuvand then rises aga1n.Thus, an additional H tone .ts needed to

def1nethe corner in the contour. This is the H- phrase ac~ent; it~is

lower than the H%because T% is subject to upstep afterH- ~Th1s'~,,\f~

contour has a typical form for a yes/no questloni' in part1cular. Sag

and Liberman (1975) and Rando (1980) also note that therise-plateau

rise configuration is found when the distance from the nuclear accent

to the end of the phrase is great enough for it to be observed.

A contour in which both a L-phrase accent and a LSboundary

tone can be seen's shown in Figure 30. The F0' falls qtiickly and then

levels out. Thus, the tonalspecif1cation for this contour must be

H*L-~ L%, with the L- phrase accent placed at the end of the wo'rd

"~'onarch.IIWe suggest that the description of intonation is considerably ·

simplified :by the assumption that the tonal specification for every

1ntonattonphrase .ends in I' phrase accent and a 'boundary tone. ,Under

~:,:......i __---.._-... ..... - - __~--- ---_......._-- ~_----__
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this. assumption, the underlying representation for the end of the contour

in Figure 27, for example, is "also 'H*L~ L%.However,herethe L- does

not shop up as a corner in the contour; instead. it appears that in· such

closequarters, a coalescence of the two like tones takes place. 'It;5

unclear whether this should be handled by delet;ng one of the two tones

phonologically, or by a phonetic ;mplementation wh;ch leaves the two

barely sep~rated ;n time. We lean towards the second solution.

The boundary tones align with the text in a part lcutarly

straightforwardfash1on. It is much less clear what principles control

the alignment of the phrase accent with the text~ In order to investi

gate this question. a corpus of 350 F0 contour with focus early in the

utterance was collected.

For each sentence in the corpus, the ·subject (MB) produced

three nuclear intonatlonpatterns: H* L- H%, L*+H-L-H%,andL* H- H%.

The sentences were designed to vary the stress pattern inmedlately.fol

lowing the 'nuclear accent, .and the length of the word carry;ng the

nuclear accent, on the hypothesis. that the phrase accent might show some

affinity for the next stressed syllable or for the word boundary.

This set of F0 contours was Instruct'lve ,butsti 11 1eft many

questions unanswered. The major observation .was that the distance of

the phrase accent from the syllable with the nuclear stress varied

considerably for all three intonation patterns, in a way which appeared

to be systematic. Th;spofnt is illustrated in Figure 31, where the

L* H-r;se 15 shown on three words with a secondary stressfol1owlng

the primary stress, and in Figure 32. where the H* L- fall is shown for
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three words of. the same character. Such data made it possible to rule

out the claim in Ashby (1978) that tbeexecutton of these two contours

displays a fixed time course. Independent discon·finnation of this

claim had been found -in working on the. tntonat'ion synthesis program

mentioned above, where a fall suitable for phrase final monosyllabic

wordsw1th short ;ntrlnslc duration, such as IIbit," had been found, to

be too quick for polysyllabic words like "r l vaJ Il (Pierrehumbert,' 1980).

It is also possible to rule out the hypothesis that the phrase accent

occurs on the next stressed syllable after the syllable with the nuclear

stress. The type of contour on which thi 5 cone1usion wa·s based i s \

shown in Figure 33. Here, the next stressed syllable is "bel' ·in

'lgorbelly,I' but the 'H- does not occur until the following syl-Jable'l

which is unstressed. (All eight utterances where "qorbel ly" carr-ied '

the nuclear accent of' a 'question exhfbf ted thts pattern exactly.)

The strongest hypothesis was that the phrase accent is placed

at the boundary of the word carrying the nuclear accent, regardless of

stress pattern. We present this hypothesi.s with a few caveats, however.

In F0 contours like 22 8, in which a L*+H- was assigned to a bisyllabic

word. the L- phrase accent' did not fallr1ght at the end of this word,

but rather further to the right.. It;s;n fact hard to imagine that the

fall from 'H- to ·L- in Figure 228 could have been produced any faster

than it was. Secondly, due to the curvature of the 'interpolation be~ween

H-andL-.and to the ;nterference of segmental effects. it was very

dlff;cult to decide where the L-'was located. There weremany,cases

.·whereapersonw;tha different theory could have located the L- a
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syllable to the left or to the right of the word boundary. The

interpretation that woul~ first jump to mind varied for repetitions of

the same sentence. This was less of a problem with the L*H- sequence,'

but even here there would be a 90 0d number of examples in which the

location of theH- could be legitimately disputed. Third. this conclu

sion applies only in the case where the word with the nuclear stress

is not phrase final. Figure 23 already showed that when the word with

nuclear stress 1s phrase final and the boundary tone is higher than the

phrase accent, the phrase accent is pushed back into the<word. It;5

only by compressing the intonat;on pattern onto the material available

that the spe~ker preserves its contrast w~th other patterns. The phrase

accent also occurred before the end of a phrase final accented word in'

many cases where the word was Ionq, even when the boundary tone was of

the same tonal type as the phrase accent. One such case is shown in

Figure 34. Lastly,;t has been observed that the phrase accent in

chanted calling contours falls most naturally on a metrically strong

syllable. For instance, what ;5 transcribed in Libenman (1975) as 3).

and here as 4) I has the phrase accent on "the designated term; nal element

of the second" foot.

3) . "Ab,rnathy
!/ 1/
H M

4) Abernathy
I. I '

H*+L- 11- L.S
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In Liberman (1975), this is treated as the styl;zed case which reveals

the general pattern. Our impr~ssion is that this behavior is only

characteristic 'of chanted speech. In our corpus of normal speech, the

'phrase accent did not fallon the metrically strongest syllable after

the nucleus. as Libennan's account wouldspeciflcal1ypredict; more

generally, we could not identify any, tendency for it to prefer a metric

ally strong syllable to a weak one.

The positive face of our observations 1s that there was a

contrast be'tween the behavior of the phrase accent and the pttch accents

1n this' corpus. The starred tone of the pitch accent was always, found on. ".

the accented' syllable; the phrase accent showed no special~ffin:jtY,fpr~~.;
. ,

stressed syllables., let alone for more prominent stressed syllables ove~,

less prominent ones. For this reason, it was clear to us from this

experiment that the phrase accent is unstarred, in the same sense that I., ,

the unstarred tone in a bitonal pitch accent i~. ThusJ.it is natural

that it shares theab;l;ty of the floating tone in a pitch accent to

'spread.

There is, howev"er, an fnteresting contrast between the phrase

accent and the unstarred tone in a p1t~h accent. As we have se~n, H- in

L*+H-occurs about 20 csafter. the L*; in Figure 27, we see' that the H

phrase accent after L* can be considerably more delayed. Thismeans
I

thatL*H-and L*+H- H- can be distinguished when .there is enough

syl1ab;cmaterial to carry thedistinct1on. The L*+H- H- has avery

sharp rise in pitch after the accented syllable, whereas the L* H- has

I

I
I

;1
------------------------------------------------.-------------.......
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a rise which spans the whole word carrying the accent~d syllable. Th;s

difference is illustrated ·;nFigure 35. Figure 35 A shows .the normal

question, involving'aL*H- contour; 35 B shows the L*+H- 'H- contour,

where the use of theL*+H- accent leaves the listener with the impression

that the .question was ~ncredulous. Recall that this was also one of the

usages of the L*+H- accent before a H* or L-.

'The implementation of the phrase accent and the boundary tone

are affected by two 'rules. First, the phrase accent, like the H- in a

L*+H-. is subject to spreading. In Figure 26, the L- in the sequence

H* L- HI spreads from its location at the end of the word w;th the

nuclear stress to the end of the phrase. The result is that the ,rise to

the HI occurs only at the very end of the phrase, rather than being

spread over the post-nuclear material. As Figures 30 A and 31 show, the

H- in the sequence L* H- HZ. behaves in the same way: its value is

ma;ntalned up until the end of the phrase. where the rise to the H%

occurs.

The context for spre~ding of T- is when the next· tone 1s

phonetically equal or higher. The motivation for this formulation of

the rule depends on results in Chapters 3 and.4, and is thus put off

until Chapter 5. The conseque~ce for the implementation of the phrase

accent is that H- spreads before either H%,which is h;gher, or L%,

which is equal after upstep. 'L- spreads before H%. However, L- does

not ·spread,beforeL%i spread;ng ;sblockedbecauseL% ;s on the base

l;neand L- is somewhat higher. Th;s means that L- L% is implemented
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as a gradual. F0 fall rather than having an F0 plateau like the other

cases.

The second rule affecting the implementation of the phrase

accent and the boundary tone is the rule responsfbte for making the H%

in Figures 30 A and 31 higher than the preceding H-. The motivation for

this rule depends on two additional observations. First, as noted by

Sag and ,Liberman (1975) and also Rando (1980), a question need not

have a final rise; the level of the phrase accent can instead .,by con

tinued up to the end. The contrast between these two ways of ending

a question is shown 1n Figure 36; 36 A, which has the fina1 r~~etis '

the nannal form for a question so1i ct ti ng ; nformatlon,whi J:e the contour

in 36 B, lacking the rise, is often· used for rhetorical qu~st1ons. ' (It

is al so used in l1st tntonattcns.) The second observation .is. that "the

contours shown fn 3'6 C and 36 0 are lmpossible,on any analys[s with',a,

nuclear L* and H- phrase accent as rnarked. That is, there ts no contour

in which a H- phrase accent is followed by a boundary tone wh;ch causes

the F" to fall back to the baseline. 6 This distribution of possibilities

suggests that Figure 36 Brepresents the case where the H- phrase accent

;s followed by L% boundary tone. Thus, the target values corresponding

to both L% andH% af'terH" are shifted upwards by comparison 'to their

target values after L-. Like downstep, upstep is ,a rule which readjusts

the'p~onetic va.lue of atone in a particular context. The formulation

of th~ rule is discussed in Chapter 4. with an eye towards the lessons

learned fromaphoneti,c investigat;on of downstep. The fonnulatlons

cons;deredboth realize L% at the level of the preceding H-.H% is
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realized roughly as much higher than H- as it1s higher than l-. The two

fonnulations differ eboutwhether the differeilcebetweenH% andT" would

be exactly 'the same in both.cases. We take ,the upsteprule J like other

tonal implementation rules, to be a local rule. That, is. we are 'not led

to suggest that question~' have an overall rising and expanding pitch

range, as Bing (1979) does. Figure 38 shows a comparison between a

longish declarative sentence and the same sentence ending in a question

rise. The overall shape of the question is slightly downdrifting, just

like the statement, It is only the phrase final sequence H-· H%(which

is compressed onto a single syllable) that generates an F0 value standing
•

out above the ge~erally falling pattern. We will pick up this issue

again in Chapter 4.

In the analyses just given J we have. recogni zed three

contributions to the Fe contour from the nuclear stress to the end of

the intonation phrase: the nuclear pitch accent, the phrase accent,.

and the boundary tone. :What is accomplished by breaktnq down these F0

configurations in this way, instead of viewing them as holistic units?

F;rst. we note that separating the phrase accent from the nuclear pitch

accent has the same advantages in an analysis of English as it did in

Bruce ls'(1977) analysis of Sw~dish. Being able to refer to the phrase

accentphonologlcal1y makes it possible to account for observed varia

tion in the distance between the phrase accent and the nuclear stress.

This separation also makes ;tpossible to claim that the inventory of

nuclear and pren~clear pitch accents is t~e same; the claim that there

l
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is an extra tone after the nuclear accent expla;ns why there ;s

additional F0 movement on or next to the syllable with the nuclear

accent.

In Stockholm Swedish, according to ~ruce, all pitch accents

areH+L and the phrase accent is always H. In Engl;sh. there are a

number of different pitch accents. and the phrase accent and boundary

tone may' both be either Hor 'L. This makes it possible to find addi-

tional motivation for the decomposition into nuclear accent. phrase

accent, and boundary tone, beyond what exists in Swedish. 7

First, this decomposition·makes it possible to predi.ct what

d';f~~rent F0conflgurations are possible over the part of the phrase ,

from the nuclear stress to the end, This point may be made by contrast-

1ng the s~quences of nuclear accent. phrase accent, in· thepre~ent

framework with the "nuclear tones" in Br.iti-sh work. The nuclear tones

are coextensive with our sequences,8 but as Crystal (l969) points out,

'are usually considered to be single phonological entities. While this

tradition has given.Lis some· of ,the best descriptive work on ;ntonation.·

the· assumption ~hat ·the nuclear tone iS,an unanaJyzable entity forces

this approach to stop at description. It offers no basis for explana

tions of why many F0 configurations which would contrast perceptually

do not also contrast linguistically•. For instance, let I s return to the

·question of why English. intonation. does not have a three way contrast

,among· rlsing~ level, and falling ,Fe after a H- phrase accent, as shown

'in ,F;gure '36. In the framework here. such ,a contrast is impossible
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because the two tone description of English intonation provides only two

alternatives for the boundarytone slot" whereas d.escriblng this contrast

would require three. Such an explanation relies crucie l ly on taking the

boundary tone to be a theoretical entity, and would not be available if

the types sketched in the F';gurE536 C andD were viewed as unanalyzable

wholes. In the same vein, the claim that the same inventory of pitch

accents serves for both,nuclear and prenuclear position constrains the

forms of the phrase final configuratio.ns.. In

fact, itw;11 be possible to claim that all combinations of. pitch accent,

·phrase accent t and boundary tone generate well-formed F0 contours. The

Appendix to the Figures 5unmarizes the possibilities and how they arise.

In Crystal, prenuclear material is treated separately as th~ prehead

and head of the phrase; under such assumptions, the way F0markedstress

1nthehead could in 'principle be completely unrelated to the ,fonm of

the nuclear tones.

The decomposition into nuclearaccent~ phrase accent, and

boundary tone can also be motivated by the possibilities for cross

class;fy;ng contours that it affords. A number of examples ;n which

suchcross-ctassf ttcattcn ts exploited have already come up. The spread

1-ng ~ule for the phrase accent has the result that the final H% rise

after a H- was timed in the same way as the H% rise after a L- .. The

claim that the association rule for the phrase accent places it at the

end of the word with the nuclear ,stress has the consequence that the H

in a L*H-sequence ;5 located at the same place as thel- in ~ H* l

sequence on the samematerlal. The upstepruleapplies to T% after H-,
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regardless of what 'type of nuclear accent precedes. Thus, it not only

predicts the possible .terminations .of the contours in Figure 36, but

also that of the superficially different contour in Figure 6. In,

Chapter ,4, we will see that the same rule also makes correct predictions

for the vocatfve contours, which have a partial fall rather thana rise

after the nucleus. (Examples are ,giv~n in Figure 39.) This prediction

will fall out because the vocative contours will be analyzed as

H*+l- H- T%, with TS subject toupstep after the H-. In the domain of

meaning, it was suggested that the L*~H- accent can add a note of

tncredulousness to' an utterance, whether the following phrase accent is

H- or .L-. Ladd (1978 and 1978a) discusses an additional case in· which

an tntonational nuance can be pinned ana shared feature of two, dffferent

nuclear contours. The contours he discusses are the tllow'risell nucleus,

wh;ch is illustrated in Figure 40 A and. which. ;5 analyzed here as

l*L-HS, and the IIhigh rtse'' nucleus which ts illustrated.in Figure.,

408. and has the analysis H* H- HS. Each of these contours 1s related

phonologically and semantically to what he callsa· "stylized vers;on."

The styl;zed .version is level instead of rising. and is appropriately.

used .when the utterance i!. predictable or stereotyped. The stylized

version of 40 ,-. 'is 40 C, analyzed here 'as L*. L- L%. 'The styl;zed, vers ion

of 40 Bis 400, which involves a H* H-L%. Thus. in the present frame

work. the meaning d1 fference between the pl atn contours and t'he styl ized

contours ;5 the·meaningdifference associated with the H% as against the

LI. This analys,;smakes afurtherpredtctfon for a case which Ladd does

not discuss. ' It predicts that the relat1onshi.p oft· H- H% andL* H-. L%
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would be that of "pl atn" to "styl tzed." This prediction 'seems correct,

since as we have observed, L* H-L% is an appropriate contour for

rhetorical questions.' Ladd's analysis, unlike the analysis proposed here,

does not carryover to this new case,'however. In his view, the differ

encebetween "pl ainu and "styl ized" .ts the difference between a level

'nucleus and ·a rising one.. Now, both L* H- Ll and L*H- H% are rising~

since the sequence LsH" ·generates a rise. Thus, Ladd's descr-tptlve

tenn;nology does not make itposslble to ident;fy the difference between

L~ and HS after L* H- with the difference in cases where the nuclear

accent and phrase accent are both l or both H. 9

2.5 Tags

An interesting problem which ;5 dtscussed in Libennan (1975)

- and Bing (197.9) is how to describe the intonational contrast found

between sentences 1ike 5) and 6).

'5) Sam struck out ~ friend.

6) Sam struck out, my friend.

One rend;tion of the contrast ;s shown ;n Figures 41 and 42. In Figure

41. an F0 contour for 5) I II friend" has nuclear stress in the phrase.

In 42. an F~contour for 6), "out" has a nuclear accent and the F0 falls

to its 10\'Jest level by the end of "out. II As Bing points out, intonation'
....

patterns like 6 occur not only on vocatives, but also on other tag

expressions. including polite expressions, expletives, epithets, tag

.questlons.quotativeand epistemic verbs, and sentence adverb;als.The

melody shown iriFigure 42. for ex~mple, would also be appropriate on any
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of thefol1ow1ng sentences.·

7) That's enough, thank you.

8) It's broken, damn it.

gl Hewon't do it. the bastard.

10) He's sorry. isn't he.

11) "Good heavens. 1I Joe muttered.

12) He forgot itt unfortunately.
('

13) This 15 my sister, Mary.

One of 81ng l 5 observations about these expresslens is that·, they lack F0

,mark1ngof prominence; in our terms, ,they do not carry pitch accents.

<;Twotypesof examples br-ing this point home. First, an express ten in

th'1sclass can have a large. number of<metr1cal feet wi thou,t.r'becom1ng

~"e11g1ble" for theF0 Inf'lect lons which'~would arise from pf tch .eccents. A

nO'nnal pronunciation of 14), for example, has the same melpdy~ss.hown in

Figure 42, with the low level section of the Fe contour expanded to cover

the additional material:

14)lt ls time to get Up. you good-for-nothlnglazybones.

S_condly, s~ntence~ like 7) through 13)' can take on strikingly different

interpretations if a pitch accent is assigned to the tag expression.

For example, in either 15) or 16), IIMary" 15 no longer a vocative but

rather 'an appos;t;ve:

15) This 1smy sister Mary
! I
H* H* L- L%

16) This 15 my sister Mary.
I I
H*i..- LI °H* L- L%

iii;
iill;
~ ..~ ~
i~' '---.......--------------------------------------------~-
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17) no longer means that Joe muttered,' IIGood heavens." Instead, it is

an expression of astonishment ~hat Joe muttered something:

17) Good heavens, Joe muttered.
I I

:H*L- H% H*l- 'L%

S;m;larly, 18) is no longer a courteous ~ay of say;ng, IIThat'senough. 1I

Rather, a rude IIThatls enough," is followed by an unrelated "Thank

YOU,ll which is probably to be interpreted as a dismissal.

18) Thatls enough. Thank you.
, I
H* L-·~l% H* l- L%

In some cases, there seems to be no al ternative interpretation .available

when a pitch accent is assigned to a tag expression. and so the resulting

tntonet ton is bad. Inpar-t tcular-, most of sentences 7) through 13)

cannot be rendered as a single phrase with the nuclear accent on the tag

expression.

19) * It's broken damn it.
I ,

HI L* H* L- L%

The d;fference between the tag and nontag intonations ;5 not

only a differenceln accentuation. Libennan notes that if sentence 5")

15 produced ,with nuclear stress on "out". and "fr-lend'' deaccented', the

F' contour looks .1;ke Figure 43. The salient difference between this

contour and 42 is the timing of ·the fall; in 42, it is completed by-the

end of "out" whereas tn 43, it continues on limy. II The same difference

can be found 1n contours,ending in HS. This is shown in Figures 44 and

45.

Our hypothesis is that the intonation of tag ~xpressions is

to be accounted' for by one of two expans1onsof the.granvnar of tonal
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express;on 'carries a secon~ phrase accent, whjch follows the first phrase

accent before the boundary tone, or else the tag carries both a second !

phrase accent and a second boundary tone, ' Under the .first proposal, the

gral1l11arof allowable tonal sequences would look like 20)9 and under the

second, it would look like. 21).

20) .
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21 )

. These two alternatives have a .nuaber of features in cosmon.

First, both do not assign pitch accents to the tag expression. Seco~d,

assigning theff rst phrase accent to the end of the main clause explains

why the Fe in Figures 42 and 43 drops so quickly: in these contours,

both H* and L- are found on "out. 1I Third, taking tag intonation to

arise from anexpans;on of thepostnuclear part of the tonal sequence

explains why. the same intonation is not found on the preposable tag

expressions when they are preposed. As examples 22) through 25) indi-

.cate, there is no intonation pattern for preposed tag expresstons which

shares the distinct;ve lack of pitch accents found 'in the postposed tags.

'Instead. preposed tags are produced with the intonation of independent

phrases, or else treated as part of the following phrase.
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22)" Mary. thi5 is my sister
I

. "
H* L- H% H*'L- L%

23) Mary this is my sister., . I

H* H* L- L%

24) Unfortunately, he forgot it
I I
H* L- H% H* L~ l%

25) Unfortunately he forgot it.
I I
L* H* L- L%

Fourth, it is our impression that postposed tag expressions are not.

felicitously set off from the rest of the phrase by a' real pause. If

there is a real pause. we find the interpret~tions which arise from~
. -

assigning two phrasal tunes, as in 16) through l~). ·This follows from

an account in which they are part of the same intonational phrase a~

what comes before. The point is somewhat delicate, because, there is

substent.lal lengthening' of the last syllable 1n the main clause, before

the tag. This 'lengthening would arise \'1ith or without an tntonat'ional

phrase boundary, because of the influence of the sentence boundary.

The alternative accounts sunvnarlzed in 20) and 21) differ in

the number ~f melodies for tags they are capable of generating .. 20)

gives us four different combinations of two phrase accents. On the

assumption that the rule which upsteps a bounda~y tone after a H- phrase

accent also raises a second phrase accent, these four possibilities

correspond to the four phrase accent configurations shown in Figures 46

through 49. Figure 50 prav.ides an additional and somewhat clearer

illustration of the doubleupstep found 'lnsequences of the fonn
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H- H- H%. Altogether~ 20) gives us ~ight different configurations from

first phrase accent to the end-of the phrase, since as 'Figure 42 showed,

the boundary tone maybe L% tnstead ofH% "as i-t is in Figures 46 through

49.

The extra boundary tone separating the two phrase accents in

21) provides an extra degree of freed~m~ so 21) generates distinctions

wh;ch 20) does not. F9rexample,this grammar predicts a di.stinction

'between L- L% H- and L- H% 11-. L- L%H- would according to our phonetic

rules have a slight fall terminating on the baseline at the end of the

main clause, followed by a rise' to H- at the beginning of the tag.

L- H% H- would have the rise beginning at the end of the main clause,

so that the higher level would already be reached at the beginning of

the tag. It .is not clear that so fine a distinction is actually used.

in the intonation of tags. On the other hand, clear examples of the

contour :which would 'be tran'i\.ribed L- H% L- H% can be found. An example,

taken from Liberman (1975), ;5 shown in Figure"Sl. One question which

needs to be answered is whether 20) is the grammar of intonat;on :patterns

for some well-defined class of cases, or whether melodies like those in

,Figures 45 through 49, which look like outputs of 20), are really the

outputs of 21) in which the second phrase accent matches the level of

the preceding boundary tone. Another question is' whether 21) is needed

in its fu.11 power, or whether a more restricted version of it 1s the

rlghtone.

The ~ntonationof tags is interesting not only as a

phonological problem. but al so as a problem in how intonation' is related
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to syntax and semantics. There are very few cases in which a particular

type of expression is so strongly r~lated to particular" intonational

features; for the most part, as w~ have seen, choice of text. and choice

of tonal specification can be viewed as independent. Both the repre

sentat;onand the interpretation of the relationship between the post

poned tag and its main clause are unclear. r~ore specifically, it is .

unclear how the' re~resentation of the tag ~nd the~tonal association rules

conspire to line up' the extra ton~~ correctly with the text. It is not

. obvious what prevents the tag from being set off as a separate intpna

tional phrase, given that the main clause ends in a sentence boundary

and intoriation breaks can in general occur at such major synta~tit:

breaks. ,lhe relationship between t~e tag and its clause may h~ve a.

special syntactic status which does not al:low a phras'ing break, or~:~.it,

'may be that ,splitting the constructlon into two phrases conveys emessaqe

about the infonnation structure which is at odds with the tnformatlonal

interpretation of a tag. A relate~ question is why tags can not carry

the nuclear stress tn a phrase which includes also the main clause.•

2.6 The,Experimental Literature

In the description of intonation proposed in the last sections,

the underlying representation of the F0 contour for a phrase is a string

tone. comprised of pitch accents, a phrase accent, and a boundary tone.

ThesE: are 11ned up with the text on the basis of the prominence relations

and the location of the intonational phrase boundary. The F0 between

any two tones is determined by p~onetic rules, on the basis of what the
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This cluster of features has a number of ramifications which

are subject to experimental confirmation. Uere, we discuss the relation

ship of these·features of the description to the results ofe~periments

onF0 as a perceptual cue for stress. on Ff)as a cue for the location of

boundaries, and on the categorical perception of intonation patterns.

'In the wake of Fry· s classic study (Fry, 1958), the impression

grew up thatF0 can be viewed as a transducer of stress: "the higher

the stress, the higher the F0 (or the greater the F~ movement). In the

framework outlined here, the relation of F0 to stress is not as direct

as this. Rather, a wor? w;·th a given. stress pattern could have any of

a number of different F0 contours, depending on the intonation pattern
,
that was ~eing used. A given F0pattern could be compatible with more

than one conclusion about the location of stress, if more than one

assumption about where the accent is located was consistent with a ~ell

fonned tntonattonal enalysts for the contour. However, some F0 contours

do not display this kind of amb;guityJbut instead permit only one

conclusion about the stress pattern. It is only in the second kind of

case that f0 can serve as a cue for stress. In fact. this general

picture ts supported by experimental .~ork since Fry (1958), and by

Fry·s st~dy 1tself.Morton and Jassem (1965) report that either lower

lngorraising theFB Iocal ly can produce the impression that a syllable

is stressed. This means that the perception system does not translate

Fe hefght directly into stress level. We would expect. thts resul t ,

s1ncea stressed syllable may have a L.* or H*accent.Nakatani and
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Aston (197'8) report that F0 was not a cue for stress on a noun following

a focused adjective. As we me~tioned in Chapter 1, no pitch accents

are assigned, even to stressed syllables, after the nucleus. 'Since the

focuse~ adject;ve in Nakatani, and Astonls experiment carried the nuclear
,

stress, F~ could not be used to markstress on the following noun,

Fry (1958) studledhow 'F0 and duration influence perception of

stress on the word "subject,1I which has initial stress as a noun and final

stress as a verb. The interaction of'durat'ton \1ith sixteen differentF0

contours was examined. He' found that. some Fe patterns. overrode duration

as a cue for stress; that is. for these patterns " subjects gave' the same

stress judgment more than half the time, regar,dless of the relative dura

tion "of the two,5y11 ab1es • The patterns whi chbest overrode durat'ton

.as .a cue for stress appear to be those far ~Ihich one i ntonati Dna1·. analy

.sfswoul d be highly preferred. For example, the t\'IO patterns involving"

a falling F~ ,on the first syllable followed by a low F~ on the second

syllable would most readily be interpreted as instances of aH*.l- l%

pattern on the noun "Subject.,·l0Bycontrast, the pattern with a high

FIJ on the fi rst. 5y11 ab1e and a low and then ri si ng F0 on the second

syllable was judged to be a- no~n when the first syllable was long and a

v~rb·when the second syllable, was long. The tabulated results for this

contour have 51% noun judgmen·ts, suggest;ng the Fe contour did not bias

stress judgments in ef ther dtrectton. This result does not seem sur

pr;sing. since the F0 pattern bears. a fa;r ·resemblance to e;ther a

H*L- HS assigned to the noun. or a HI L* H- HI assigned to the verbe

The interpretation of results' 'for contourswhi ch wauld not be acceptable
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in Englis'h for either stress pattern Is rather unclear. -Fry himself

, suggests that a sy"Jlable withF0 inflection wil~ be perceived as stressed

over a level syllable, regardless of the linguistic system. One cannot.

however. take this to be proven by his experiments. 'For ane,he does not,
1n anyway control for effects of the linguistic system ,on judgments.

Secondly, the contours he examined are not a systematic sample of the

set of possible contours: forexample~ he includes results for one

contour with an inflected first syllable and a high level second syllable,

but results for four contours with a low level firs't syllable and an

inflected second syllable. Given that the results for two contours he

included do not support 'his conclusion, it seems possible that a differ

ent selection of contours would have resulted in different averaged

results.

In our description of intonation. the intonational phras~

boundary is the only boundary which has a surface reflex in the F0

contour, namely, the surface reflexes of the phrase accent and the

boundary tone. The FJ contour does not in any comparable way mark the

word or syntactic phrase boundaries within the phrase; the phonetic rules

for interpolating between tones are blind to the structure of the con

current 'textual material. Thus, we predict that the possibilities for

:Ft to serve as a perceptual cue for boundaries are quite limited. Three

recent experjments tend to confirm this prediction.

Wales and Toner (1979) studied whatk;nds of ambiguous

sentences may be disambiguated using intonation. The three categories
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of ambiguities they examined were lexical ambiguities. exemplified in

sentence 26; deep structure ambigutties, 'exemplified in sentence 27;

and surface structure phrasing ambiguities, exempl tf'ted in sentence 28..

26) Isn't that what a ruler is for?

27) Flying planes can be dangerous.

28) He carried nothing to indicate that he was one of the group.

The ~nly .successful disambiguations in their study involved sentences

l;ke 28) with the two possible su~face structure bracketings. Homonyms

as in 26) could nor.be disambiguated using intonation, nor could deep

structure ambiguities which did not have a correlate 'in surface structure

bracketing. Ourinterpretati on of this result 1,5 that the speaker for

the experiments used intonat;onal phrase boundaries todisambjguate ;some

surface structure .bracket1ngs. She was. unable to disambiguates,entences

1i ke.·26) and 27) , .because the 1ntona.t1on system prov1des no way of dr; s

tinguish1ng readings which do not differ in stress or phra~1ng •.

Experiments' by Streeter (1978) confirm that the tonal

correlates of the intonational phrase boundary are effective perceptual

cues. She studied disamb;guation of the phrase, IIA.plus E timesO,u

and found, that subjects were able tO,use F~' in detennining whether ~he

speakerls intention -lias "(A plus E) times A.. or uAplus (E times 0)."

'UnlikeWales and Toner, she. reports on what characteristics of the F0

contourpennitted. disamb,lguation. The two speakers in the study both

used an ;ntonationalphraseboundary to mark the bracketing; one speaker

u~edaH* L- H% on the last (or only) variable in the first phrase; the

I
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tonp (it ls not clear what the. phrase accent was for this speaker).

Nakatani and Schaffer' (1978) report experiments on.the

perception of word boundaries in reiterants~eech(speech in which the

speaker has been asked to replace some or all syllables of an utterance

with the same syllable, h'!re rna, preserving the prosodic pattern, of the

model). They founds as we would predict, that F0 is not a cue for word

boundary location when the stress contour is fixed. That is, subjects

were unable to use F0 to decide whether the rna-rna imitiations of the

underlined words in 29) and 30) represented "mama ma" or lima mama."

29) The noisy dO,g kept everyone up all night.

30) The bold des1gnkept everyone I s attention.

(Duration differences due to the lengthening of monosyllabi~ content

words could be used with some effectiveness.) F~ was an effective cue

for word boundary location only in cases in \~hich it markeda stress

patternwhlch was compatible with only one location of the word boundary

(given the contextual constraints). The 1 1 0 stress pattern in 31),

for example J would only be possible for lima mama n and not' for "mama rna. II

31) The near future is ,not yet detennined for her.

The present approach predicts these results; the pitch accents provide

away of marking stress, and given the stress pattern~the subject would

in some cases be able to infer where the word boundary is. However,

because the ;nterpolationbetween pitch accents is insensitive to word

':boundaries,the location of the word 'boundary cannot be inferred from

the Fe contour except as it marks stress.
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We would like to stress that the Nakatani and Schaffer result

foliows from characteristics of the Engl'jsh intonation system rather than

from universal principles. Nothing excludes the possib1lity that some

other language assigns tones is away which permits word' boundaries to.

, be recovered from the F" contour. For exarr.ple, Nakagawa and Sakai (1979)

report experiments in which Japanese subjects were able to useF~ to

detenn1ne the number of words in .speech which had been resynthesized

us1ngwh1te noise and' damped stne ,waves in order to remove segmental

information·.

A :.third ramificat1onof the description of 1ntonat;o.npropos~d

here is that the listener should be able to perceive qualitati~eJY

:' different intonati"on patterns i .the difference between H and Li,ll:> tntona

tion is given a status similar to the difference between, say, [+ coronal]

,and [- coronal] in the,segmental domain." T~lo experiments 1n this area

seem worth discussing. Hadding-Koch and Studdert-Kennedy (1964) did

a comparative study of perception by Americans and Swedes of F0 ~ontours

ending in a rise. Subjects were asked to judge whether what they heard

was a statement or a question, and, some evidence fora qualitative

difference between the statement contour and the question, contour was

found. In the framework here~ there is evidence for a qualitative
(.

distinction betweeu contours ending ;n L- H% and contours ,ending;"

'H- HI. This result ~ighthavebeen stronger if the stimuli had been

designed in closer conformity ·~othe facts of 'English intonat;on.

Perhaps because the plan of the experiment required the use of'F~

I

il:
~

!11~:;\
'~'~---------~-.--------~--------- ......_-....-._-~---~ ......_---
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contours which are acceptable 1n both Engligh and Swedish, all the

stimul; had a peak-fall-rise pattern. Some tended towards the question

contours we have seen above more than others. Ho~evert none were really

accurate representations of these contours, which do not have falling F0

anywhere past the nuclear stress.

An experiment by Nash 'and r~ulac (1980) investigated the

perception of the contrast between the L*+H- and the H*. These pitch

accents ,were implemented on "thought," in II I thought SOli; the F0 on 11111

was also var:2d. Subjects were asked to judge whether the completion

1I ••• and I was right ll or " .•• aF'd I was wrong ll was more appropriate. No

discourse context was provided. The assumption underlying the experiment

was that ".-'•• and I was wrong" is the more acceptable completion when

the l*+H- is used. and "•.• and I was right," when the'H* ·is used.

Three aspects of the results are, of interest here. First,

statistically significant differences in the direction predicted were

found. That is, listeners we~e successful in distinguishing between the

l*+H- accent and the H*,and in relating this distinction to the semantic'

d;fference between the two choices for a response. Second, listeners

were ·somewhat tnconststent in their responses: 1n particular, the

results ·were strongest for first presentat;ons and weaker for subsequent

repetitions. .Thlrd,the listeners nonetheless did not make much use of

the "can'ttell" option on the response sheet; as Nash :and'Mulac say,

they preferred lito impose definite. al beit contradictory, ; nterpretatlons t

.rather than to recognize inherent ambiguity. II

Nash and Mulac conclude from this experiment that English may

have a lexical tonal distinction between th~ patterns studied. ~Ie agree
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with this conclusion; it remains to explain the degree of inconsistency

which was found.Onepoint J which Nash and Mulac bring up, is that in

the: later repetitions, comparison to preceding stimuli affected responses.

A second point is that.the response alternatives were less directly re

lated to the distinction in intonation pattern than the authors seem to

have realized•. ·Which of the two suggested completions is appropriate

is a complex function of the pitch accent used and the discourse context

of the sentence. The L*+H- can be completed with' ..

in the following kind of context:

32) Well, I thought so ; but I didn't feel I couldt.el l her that. It
L*+H-

turned out I was right, though.

Conversely, ;t is possible' to use the H*in the context II

wrong":

and' l'was'

33) But doesn1t your book say semantic interpretation is done on

deep structure?

--- Well, at that time, I thought so. But I was wrong.
H*

The resul t that subjects did not view the stimul i as ambi guous" even

when their interpretation had changed suggests that they recognized

the intonation patterns, but changed their minds about the discourse

contexts lnwhich the patterns were to be imagined. This hypothesis

also explains why the responses of some subjects (an average of 24% per

.stfmulus) did not fit into the expected pattern from the onset. These

subjects ,may have right away based their repl;es, on a different sort of'

context than the majority.
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Footnotes to Chapter 2

1') We would like to stress a point which Lieberman makes h;mself: The

characteristic configurations of the end of a tlbreath group" have

been regularized as markers of grouping, and ar~ often produced by

the speaker ,without actual inha1ati or. at the boundary between groups.

This point will be important 1n Chapter 3 in the discussion of

declination, which characteristically has a~ its domain a serie~ of

intonation phrases.

2) Liberman uses a four tone system to transcribe these contours, and

the difference in range is attributed to difference cholcesof tones.

As 801 inger (1951) points out, such a descriptio." confounds range

differences and tona1 types in a way that 1eads to chronic ambiguity.

In ,8 two tone theory, the contrast illustrated in Figur,e 9 could only

arise from expressive use of ·'range. This explanation predicts that

the phonetic values of the tones are continuously variable along the

dimension of contrast tn the figure, and this prediction seems to

be true ..

3) Thegeneral;zation that F0 contours with no dip also lack unstressed

syllables between the peaks obtains only because Q'5haughnessy·s

subjects used H* pitch accents in their neutral read;ng intonat;on.

As Chapter 5 w;11 show, the sequence H*+H- H* generates a contour

~ith nod;p regardless of how many unstressed syllables there are

between the accents. For some speakers. (apparen~ly 'including.

O'Shaughnessy's subjects), the H*+H- accent is a rather marked one,
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used in exclamations and rhetorical wh-questionss for example. For

others, including JBP~it is much more usual and could well showup

fnneutral reading.

4) We are grateful to Mike Wish of Bell Labs for .providing these tapes.

5) In the cas-es under the discussion, the medial sy.llable was not

actual1ydeletad; the syllabtc nucleus could clearly be identified

in the speech ,waveform.

'6) The intonation pattern in Figure 36 C, which is impossible in Engl1sh.

occurs as a question intonation in Czech, which lacks the upstep rule

for theLbcundary tone. Figure 37 illustrates the forms this tntona

'·tfon pattern takes, as thenucl~ar,stress (marking the focus o~ the

question) is moved th~o~gh the. phrase.

'7) One type of motivat;on for this 'decomposition which exists. in Swedish

is still mtssirig in English. Bruce ahd GIrding (1978) sho~ th~t the':

analysis of the contour into ,accents plus s~ntence accent can be used

to explicate superficially complex dialectal variation in Swedish.,

-It would be' int'erestirig to know what dialectal variation exists in

Engl ish I and ,how it may be characteri zed.

8) In saying the nuclear tones are ccextens tve with our sequences of

nuclear accent, phrase, accent, and boundary tone. weare setting

astde one ser-icus prcb'lem with a, nuclear tone analysis wh,ich 1snot

carried over into the present framework. In our framework, every

, intonation phrase ends with an accent, phrase accent , and boundary,

tone. If the accent falls on the last syllable of the phrase, the

phrase accent and boundary toneareal so crowded onto the same
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syllableiother'wise, they are strung out over syll'ables following the

nuclear stress. In some cases, crowding neutralizes distin~tions

which would be possible,when more material is available. This solu

tion was arrived at in thesplrit of Libermanls (1975) observation

that one makes progress in the study of ;ntonatlon by considering

tune separate from text. Crystal takes ad1fferent approach. He

breaks down the end of the intonation phrase into the nucleus (the

syllable wi th nucl ear stress) and the tai 1 (consi sting of syll ables

followfng the tail, if any). Then, he considers what features the

FI on the nucleus and tail can display. Obviously, since the nucleus

can be in absolute phr~se final position, the F0 contour it carries

can be the full sequence.of accent, phrase accent, and boundary tone.

Thus, CrystaJ, is able to identify as nuclear tones many of the phrase

final configurations given here. .Hts dtscuss ton of the tail ts

inconclusive, however: he notes that it ord;narily continues the

directfon of a unidirectional nucleus, but in some cases displays'

linguistically significant variation.

~t appears to us that studying the Fe on' the nucleus and tail

separately and then attempting to combine them allows many regulari-
J

ties to fall between two stools. For instance, we predict that there

would be extremely strong cooccurrence ·restrlctlons between Crystal's.
nuclear tones and his linguistically significant tails, but Crystal

does not discuss this question. Also, considering the nuclear tone

in its most compressed form to be basic results in lack of 'attention
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Even under Laddls assumptions, it is quite unclear how this can be

counted as enother case of "the same phonological type. Ladd does

not discuss, for example, why the fa.ll should be stylized as a step

down, when ther1ses are stylized as a level Fe rather than a step

up. He also does not note the existence of the variant of the Yoca

tive contour with a rise at the end, which is shown 1n Figure 39 c.
Under our assumptions, this contour represents the H*+L- H-H%, and

thus has the same relation to the H*+L- H-- L% in 39 A that Figure 41

has to Figures 40. The relation of H* L- L% to H*+L- H- L% is

different; these two differ in nuclear accent and phrase accent. By

taking the H*+l- H- LS to be the stylization of the H* L- l%, Ladd

precludestreatlng it as the styl;zat;on of the H*+L- H- H%. This

would,appear to be a wrong move, since H*+L- H- H% is closer seman

tically to:·the H*+L-·H~ L-S,.as well as· exhibitlng.a phonetlc differ

ence mot"e parallel with Ladd~s other cases of stylization.

10) The two alternat;ve interpretations. H-+L* H- l% and HS L* L- lS,
. ,

are both quite unusual patterns which would not seem natural without

a discourse context which strongly motivated them.

11) Nash and Mulac describe the accents in Bolinger's framework. Our

conclusion about how the stimuli would be described in the present

framework ,was made on the· basi sof the1 rFfI contours for the stimul i .
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Chapter 3

DECLINATION Ar~D THE CONTROL OF PITCH RANGE

3.1 Introduction

The last two chapters have discussed how tonal value and

prominence interact in determining the FD contour. This chapter is

concerned with the thi rd important determt nant of the Ff) contour,

"declination, and with the interaction of declinati6nwith tonal value

and prominence. Declination;5 a gradual downdrift and narrowing of

the pitch range. which occurs within th~ body of the intonation phrase
. , .. ,

and frequently over the course of severe1 1ntonati on phrases. It .does

notarise from tonal specifications, but rather is a factonfndetermtn

1nghow tonal specifications are mapped into Ff) values. Thfs effect has

been mostextensively studied in Dutch (ColHer and It Hart, 1971;
. .

It Hart and Cohen, 1973; Collier, 1975). and Engl~sh (Maeda, 1976;

Breckenridge' and L;berman, 1977;.P1errehumbert. 1979b; Sternberg. et al.,

1980; Sorensen and Cooper. 1980; Olive, 1974). It has also been reported
, ,

for Japanese (Fujisaki, et al., 1979), French (Vaissierre, 1971),

F~nnish (Hirvonen,'1970), Danish (Thorsen, 1980), Swedish (Bruce, 1977).

Phenomena reported ; n ,Meyers (·1976) and Schachter and Fromk; n (1968)

suggest ;,t is a1·50 found in Hausa and, Akan. Bolinger (1978) suggests

that the phenomenon may be universal.

An understanding of declination is important for two reasons.

,First. ;t 15 needed to model Ft) contours accurately and to account for

how the listener recovers tonal values and prominence relations from
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theF0 he. hears. It lsknown that listeners make allowances for

declination in judging the rel~tive height of H tones (Breckenridge and

. Lfbennan, 1977; 'Pierrehumbert , 1979b). However. many features of this

nonnal1zationprocessst111 aren't understood. Secondly, an under

standing of declination is important to a theory of what categorial

distinctions are possible in an intonation system. This is the case

because declination continuously varies the graph paper on which tones

are evaluated. If the character of this graph paper is predictable,

then the effects of the. changing graph paper can be factored out, and

a rich,system~f distinctions in tonal value and prominence canbe

recovered by the listener. If, on the other hand, the character of the

'graph paper is ;tself subject t~ mean;ngful variation, then there are

limits to how rich a system of ,distinctions in tonal value:and prominence

can be simultaneously maintained. If the tonal system is too rich,

recover1ng thed~clination and the tonal and prominence distinctions

from the Fe contour can become a mathematically underdetermined problem.

3.2 The Scali"9 of H*Values

The experiment reported here (and abstracted in Liberman and

p1~·rrehumbert. 1979) investigated how decl ination and prominence interact

lndetennlning the phonetic value of H tones. While only two .. specific

intonation patterns were studied, the results suggest a model which can

be extended to many other cases as well.

The two patterns ·stud;ed,shown in Figures 1 and 2. were

selected because they~ade ltposslble toexam;ne how the implementation
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of a give~ prominence relation between two· nuclear pitch accents was

affected when the;r position" relative to the declination was switched.

"The pattern in Figure 1 is, produced as the answer in the following

dialogue:

1) What about Manny? Who came with him?

---- AnnaI _

H* L L%
came with Manny.

I _

H* L H%

Figure 2 shows the answer in the following dialogue:

"2) What about Anna? Who did she come with?

---- Anna came with Manny.
A* L- H% ~* L- L%

Note that each of these intonation patterns has two phrases. Thus~ ;

they contrast phonologically with the single phrase answers which" would 

also b~ appropriate for "the same questions, shown in Figures 3 a~d~4~

The two phrasal intonation patterns involved in 1) and 2) are H*" L~:,t%>

andH*l- H%. These occur in bothorders. In add;tion to the differ-

ence in tonal specificat;on between the two phrased patterns. there is

a difference in prominence: the H*in H* L- LS ,1s more prominent than"

that ;n H* L- HI, because it is used on the main answer to the question,

while H* L-HS ts used on the background infonnatf,on. We will follow

Jackendoff's (1972) usage and refer to the H* L- L% configuration. with"

its greater:prominence, as "AII
, and tJ H* L'- HI. w;th 'its lesser promi

nence, as IIB II
• A convenient mnemonic is, "A for answer, B for back

.ground. "Obviously, A and B are no~ pttch accents. since "they

incorporate anaccent J a phrase accent, and a boundary tone as well as
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a prominence feature. (They do not correspond to Bol1nger ls A and B

accents, apolnt on which Jackendoff is confused.)

For the experfment , four subjects were recorded in .a sound

treated booth. Two were the authors, and two were Bell Labs employees

'Yho were not involved in the study of intonation. Each subject was

presented with a stack of file cards, on which were written:

• A background, question.

• The sentence to be read.

• A number from 1 to 10, indicating the degree of "overall

emphasis" to be used in reading the sentence.

The recording session included several intonation patterns in addition

to those just described,but the only question/sentence pairs which will

interest us here are those in1) and 2). The subject read out the

question, and then the answer with the indicated degree of emphasis.

With only a small amount of practice, even the nalvesubjects were

able 'to vary emphasis and intonation pattern orthogonally as the <experi

mentrequlred. The instructions for varying the degree of emphasis were

very effective in eliciting a wide variety of pitch ranges. We should

note that amplitude and duration also varied with emphasis; in particu

lar. themax1mum tnterpeak durations for each subject was about twice

the m1nimum.Wewl11see below that there are reasons not to be too

concerned with the effects of these duration differences.

The stimuli were randomized ,in sets con~1st1ng of all

combinations of fntonationpattern"and degree of emphasis. For the

first subject,S such sets were recorded. The data turned out to be
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clean enough that for sUbsequent subjects the number of repetitions was

lowered to 6.

The F0 contour of each utterance was deteratned using a," LPC

'pitch tracker due to ,Bfshnu Atal. The vo1ced/voicel~ss decision in the

program was suppressed because ; t m~de errors on some low amplitude parts

of the signal which were of tnterest , The revised program computed an

'F0 value everywhere: voicing decisions were made manually on the basis

of' the scatter in the computed F0 values and the periodicity of the

,waveform.

The regularities in the data which our model seeks to explain

;~re t l lustrated in the graphs for, sUb,ject JBP (the least conststent

~.sHbject) in Figure,s 5 through 10~ Figure Sis a plot of the value of

~~~~ l% .~n A against ,the value of 'the H~s ~hen A precedes B~; (This: is io"

.sentences of type 1. ) Figure ,6 is the, correspondingplotfor,the,.,BA,

case, or sentences of type 2; the value of the H* in A is plotted ,against

the, value of theL%. (In all plots, first peak valuess if used, are on

the horizontal axis and second peak values, if usecl, are on the vertical

aXis.) Clearly, in both plots, the value of H* varies con~iderably

but the value of L% varies little ,by comparison. Furthennore. the value

of L% appears' to ~euncorrelated with the value of H*., Tabl~ I shows

the slopes and correlation coeff~cients of lines fit to these scatter

plots. and to the comparable plots for the other subjects. The results

for' the BA order strengthen the observation made in Maeda (1916) and

Boyce and Menn (1979) that the "tenn1nal Fe value for the unmarked

1-'''' .:
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Table I

SLOPES AND CORRELATIONS ·FOR THE RcELATIONOF l%' TOH*

Subject ABorder BA order

Slope 2 Slope r 2r

JBP .13 .43 -.03 .02

MYL .05 .11 .01 .04

KXG .2 .55 -.06 .08

D\~S .21 .32 .06 .23

declarative utterance appears to be an invar;ant for a givenspeakerls

voice. ' Thf!se studies were corpus studies in which pitch range was not

varied systemati.cally. and now we see that' the observat;on holds up when

a more thorough examination of the relation of L% to the total range is. I

made.

The rel ationshtp betweenL% andH* shown in Figures 5 and 6

contrasts with the relationships shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 is

a plot of'the value of the L- in B against the value of theH*, for the

BA case. Figure 8 is the corresponding plot of L- against H* for the

AB case. In both cases, the value of L- increases with the value of H*.

The slopes and correlation coefficients in Table II show that this

increase was sizable ands1gniflcant for all speakers. Similar results

were found for ,the relat1onbetweenHlandH* in B,and also for the

rel.at1onbetween .'H* inB and H* in A which will be discussed further

shortly.
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Table II,

SLOPES AND CORRELATIONS FOR THE RELATION
OF THE L-PHRASE ACCENT TO H*

Subject

JBP

MYL

KXG

DWS

ABorder ' BA order

Slope r2 Slope r 2

.42 .69 .25 ' .62

.10 .37 .16 .63

.59 .83 .36 .82

.70 .83 .25 .59

The re'gular1ties in Tables I and II can be accounted for

by the theory that each speaker has a floor for Fil, which is hel d

constantwhen the avera11 range; s increased and F0 values above

the. floor are scaled up. '~e will refer to this floor as ;t!chang~s.

over the utterance as the baseline. We take L% to be on the baseline,

and accord;ngly its value does ·not increase with overall range. L-, H%,

and H* are all above the baseline, and so the~r values do increase with

overall range. Since L% 'is the only tone whose value is on the baseline

in the patterns investigated, the time course of the baseline cannot be

;nferred from the F0 counter for· any· given utterance. On the assumption

it is invariant. however, ;ts behav;orcan be inferred by comparing

different contours. Comparing the values of L% in the AB and BA c~ses

shows that the baseline declines during the utterance. The difference

between the value ofL% in first 'position and ;ts value ;n second posi

tion averaged 14Hz for the male speakers and 33Hz for the female
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·speakers, and was statistically significant for ~11. This result

corroborates the reports ofa declining basel ine in the references,

given in Section 1.

Analysis of the data showed that an estimate of the baseline

can also be derived by comparing the relation of the two H* peaks in the

ABorder to their relation in the B,A order. This was so, because the

baseline was found to control the scaling of the intonation contour

throughout the pitch range. Our model for this scaling is motivated

by regularities in the H* data for each subject which are ex~mplified

in the scatter plot "for subject JBP shown in Figure 9.

In Figure>g, the distance along the horizontal axis represents'

the height of the first peak, in Hz. The vertical a~is represents the'

second peak. X·srepresent th~:AB data points. lis represent the BA

data points. The observations about this plot which we ~ill wish to

explain are the following:

• The relation between the A and B peaks appears to be linear,

in both orders.

• The configuration ~f the AB and BA data points suggests that

l;nes fitted through them would intersect at point 0 in the figure, which

represents the baseline (x = the median of L% values in AB, y = the

median of L% values inBA).This makes sense intuitively: given that

the pitch range above the basel ina decreases as the plotted peak values

decrease, 1tmeans that the ABandeSA cases are neutralized when the

p;tch range is zero.
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• The AD and BA data points are not symmetric around the line

y = x; the whole plot is tilted, so that the slope of each set of poin~s

is less than "if this were the case. This means the declination. shows up

not only in the baseline, but also in how the peaks are scaled under the

two orders. In both· orders, B is backgrounded -relative to A. In the

AB order, declination adds to the effect of backgrounding, resulti~g in

a B peak which is very much lower than the A peak. In the BA order, by .

contrast, declination lowers the A peak relative to "the B pea~, off

setting the effect of backgrounding B. This means that B ;s at most·

slightly lower than A.

The model which accounts for .these features of the data can

be expressed, in tts stronqest' form, as follows:

• Each speaker has a': declining F0 'baseline which ts.a ~

characteristic of his Yoice.Thi s.basel fnefs invariant,inthe;~en~e.:,.

that the onset level and the total drop remain the same as overall pitch

range' and' utterance length are varied. The ~lope does vary in inverse

.proportion to 1ength it' S i nee the drop rema1ns fi xed. The· base1; ne repre

sents the lowest F0 value the speaker would be disposed to r~ach at any

g'iven point in the utterance. Itis not instantiated in every phrase,

since the. tonal spectffcatfon need not include any tones whose value is

on thebasel;ne.

-FJ peaks are sea led as the peak-to-basel ine differenc,e

(In;Hz), divided by the baseline value at the locatton of the peak.

That ;5:
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~ = P
bp

(3)

This means thatbaselinedeclinatlon detennines how tones are scaled

throughout the pitch range.

• The A pe~k and theB peak are related by a constant ratio,

in the scaled domain. "That is, regardless of pitch range,

~ =cO (4)

where c is a constant g~eater than one. Figure 10 shows how this model

determ;nes the relative peak heights in "the AB and BA cases.

Three parameters are involved in fitting this model to the

first-peak/second-peak data points: bl' the value of the baseline. at

the.first peak,b2, the val ue at the second peak, andc , the constant '~

relating the A,and Bpeaks. Specifically, algebraic manipulation shows

that the equation of the value second peak (P2) in Hz as a function~of

that of the first peak (Pl ) is (5) for the BA order:

(5)

In the AB order, where A is the first peak andB is the second peak,

the equat;on is the same except that lIe is substituted for c:

(6)

For each subjects values for bp b2, and c were found which minimized

the mean absolute perpendicular deviation of the data points' from the

predicted values. Absolute perpendicular deviation was selected as the
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measure of fit for two reasons: First, the line fitted on this basis is

the same when computed. for x against y as for y against x, like the

prfncipal components line and in contrast to ,ordinary regression. Second,

absolute perpendicul'ar deviation is the most perspicuous measure which

. overcomes the problem with the quadratic weighting used in fitting a

principal components line -- excessive weighting .of outliers. Optimal

va1ues for the three pararueters were found numeri cally, us; ng a computer.

The 'results of fitting the model to the first peak-sec~nd peak
-

·data are shown. in Figures 11 through 14. The upper and low.er lines in

each fi.gure are the predicted va1ues for the peak relations in the BA

'case and the AB case, respectively." The middle line repres~nt~what\th~.

model predicts to be equally promtnentpeaks . Note that the .Intersect tcn

of the fitted lines (at (b1, b2H is in every case very close to the 0

·representing the baseltne for the subdect, Thts is a stri;k:;ngconfi.rmar>,·

tion of the model, since the measurements of L% on which the est;mate

of the baseline ts based played no part tn fitting the model parameters

c, bl' and b
2

to the peak data. Table III lists for each subject esti

mates of c, b1, and b2, measured L% values, and mean absolute deviation

of observed from predicted values.

The patterns in the data which led us to propose the present

model also permit us to reject a number of other hypotheses about how

Htones are scaled. If the scaling function were

(7)
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Table III

THE RESULTS OF FITTING THE r'10DEL FOR EACH 5UBJ.ECT

i,ledian of Mean deviation of
Subject Fittedparameter val ues Measured l% observed data points

Values from those predicted

c b1 b2 b1 b2

JBP 1.4 158 134 156 137 12.3

'~YL 1.5 89 75 87 77 6'.6

KXG 1.5 142 105 143 103 12.3

DWS 1.4 116 101 124 101 7.3

(ForJBP and KXG, the fits reported are'slightly sub-optimal; accepting

a fit in which the mean deviation was less than 0.05 worse than the

optimal ~it in these two cases gave values of b1 and b2 which were

noticeably closer ~o measured values.)

instead of (3) above, the lines fitted to the first-peak/second-peak

datapolnts would go through the origin. For all the subjects, lines

fitted by least absolute dev;ation separately to the AB andBA data

points did not go through the origin. Jackknifing (Mosteller and lukey,

1977) was used to, show that the difference of the intercepts from zero

was statistically significant. If the scaling function. were

~ =p -b (8)

then the ABpoints and the BApoints woLildbe syrnnetrica'ily di sposed

around the li·ne y =x. As F;gcres 11 through 14 show, this was clearly

----- ----~-------------:--'~-~---
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,not the case for any of the subjects.

'A more interesting.possibility is that peaks are scaled not

bya hypothetical baseline, .but by Lis actually found in the F~ contour.

Under such a theory, the reflex of promtnence ts not tar~et level but

amount of f0 change. The intonation patterns investigated provide an

opportunity to test thishyp~thesiS, because the L% in A is on the,hypo

thetical baseline, but the L- in B and the L preceding th~ first peak

in ,both patterns are not ... This means that the relationship betVleen the

scaled A,peak and th~ scaled B peak ~ould come out differently under this

hypothesis than under our model.

A number of different versio~~ of this hypothesis were

;n~,esti.gatt!d, including modal s ustng the, logarithmic musicaJ,:~cale__;·

rather than the 1inear Hz seal e.:;We restr-ict our attentionhere to the

two best fitting ones, whi:ch preserve the scaling function (.p-br)/~ for, ,

P ln~Hz. In one version of the hypothesis, the values of b were -the

low values precedin~. peak values in the same contour; in the second

version, the values for b were the low values following. The only free

parameter in both cases is the constant c relating the A and B peaks.

Values for c were found which minimized the me~n absolute perpendicular

dev;at;onunder both verslons, using the same methods as above.

Table IV compares the meandeviat;ons found under these

'assumptions to those which result under our model. Scaling by actually

occurring low values gives a worse fit for all sUbjects, and for some

,subjects, the fit was considerably worse.' The subject for which the
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Ta'bl e IV

A COMPARISON OF THE MODEL IN WHICH PEAKS ARE SCALED BY A .
HYPOTHETICAL BASELINE TO TWO '·10DElS IN WHICH PEAKS ARE

SCALED BY ACTUALLY OCCURRING lOW VALUES. VALUES ARE
MEAN ABSOLUTE PERPENDICULAR DEVIATIONS.

Subject Hypothetical Baseline Low after Peak low before Peak

MYL 6.6 9. 1 12.3

DWS 7.3 17. 1 27.1

JBP 12.3 38.8 62.1

KXG 12.~ 30.4 31~3

alternative hypotheses fit best, MYL,was also the subject who showed

the least tendency to raise L- above the baseline. The comparison In.

Table IV 'is not completely .conc lus tvevbecause notse in the product ion

orm~asurement of the observed lows may be working against models which

scale actual rises and falls. The'effect of such noise was less in

the baseline estimates against which b] and b2 of our model were

compared, because a sunmary statistic, the median, was used. However t

we feel the results in Table II suggest that the data are better

handled lntenns of relations 1n targ~tlevel rather than relations in

size ofr;se or fall. .

3.3 Is the Baseline Invariant?

The model just presented crucially assumed that the baseline
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was invariant as the overall emphasis was varf ed, If this were not the

. case~ we would not have been justified in collapsing measurements of b,

and b2 taken from utterances with diff~rent degrees of emphasis'.' and we

would.not expect that the first-peak/second-peak data for the larger

pitch range utterances would point to the same bas~line values as the

data for the sma~ler'p1tch range utterances. A close examination of

Figures 11 through 14 suggests that the relation between the A and B

peaks is actually slightly curved, so that higher values point to a,

somewhat different baseline than lo~er values. However, a linear approx

;mat;on works quite well -- perhaps surprisingly well in view of'.feet

that changes i n .overal l pi tch range~ere accompanied not only by'chang'es

tn duratfon but .a1,50 by changes in average amplitude and therefore

presumably1n,su',b~,lottalpressure.Weare not aware of any other, expert-.

, mental results bearing, on 'the relatton between average amplitude and

amount of declination. However, there is a body of work which suggests l

that amount of decl~nat1on r~mains invariant under changes in utteran~e

length. These results add plausibility to our assumption that the base

line 1n our studY" did not vary significantly.

The claim that theF0 drop exhibited by the baseline is

constant was first put forward by Maeda (1976) on the basis of his

corpus study. His materials included· both isolated sentences and para

graphs. He fit the baseline by eye to the lowest points in the contour.

In extended ,material, points where thedeclinat10n appeared to have

reset were identified, and aser1es of baselines was f1t.A typical
j

I
I

i
I
I

I
I
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result is shown in Figure 15, which is taken from Maeda. Maeda

concluded that the baseline drops a constant ~mount.regardless of the

length of the material it subtends.Thls, of course. implies that the

baseline slope is in inverse proportion to length. The standard

deviations for drop he reports are an the order of 10% of the drop,

with 1ns1~n1ficant covariance with length.

Onepred1ction of our model is that taking the baseline to

be a measurable feature of individual F0 contours would inflate the

~ar1ance in observed slope, because low values can vary through factors

other than variation in declination. This would red.uce the chances of

identifying anyrelationsh1p between amount of declination and length

which did exist. However, given that the standard deviat1bns for drop

Maeda reports are' not large, his resul ts at least, suggest that any

effect of length on drop. is not large. Two subsequent Experlmentshave

provided additional evidence for Maedals original claim.

Sternberg, et al. (1980) examined declination in lists of

two to five numbers produced ;n an experiment on motor latency. Subjects

had been instructed to speak as quickly as possible, to put equal stress

on each number, to avoid phras.ing, and to speak in a monotone'. .The

measure of declination was the sequence of medians of the F0 values in

stressed syllables. Under these c1rcumstances t the total amount of

declination was found to be constant regardless of the length of the

list. Although theFlmed1ans of the stressed syllables were almost

certa1nly·above the baseline, they should provide an accuratereflect10n
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of relative amounts of baseline declination, given the experimental

design. The absolute amou.,ts of declination reported cannot be meaning

fully compared to the amounts found ;n our experiment without examining

the F0 contours the subjects produced •

.Maeda's claim '1s also conf'trmed by a perception exper-iment

reported in Pierrehumbert (197gb). The ~xperiment examined how the

perception of relative peak height in a nonsense sentence was affected

by the separation between the peaks. The two F0 peaks wh1~h thi! subjects

compared were separated vari.ousl}' by'one unstressed syllable, by. two .

unstressed syllables, and' by three syllables including a medi~l,stress

with pitch accent. It "las found that subjects made a correction for

declination in all three of these cases: if two peaks were eq~~l in Hz,

tha second sounded higher~ and thesecond had to be lower for ·the:two.:to

sound' 'equal.'. The amount of·'th;s correction was the same' for al Lthree

types:"of st1mul i .

A study which challenged Maedals conclusion is reported in

Sorensen and Cooper (1980). In this study, declination in paired

'sentences of 8 and 16 syllables was examined. A curve fit through the

peaks in the sentence was used to measure declination. The slope of

declination was found to be less for longer sentences, but the decrease

.was less than 1n proportion to sentence length. Hence, the total drop

'wasgreater in 'longer sentences. This seemed to be related to the fact

that the f;rst Fe peak in the longer sentences was about 6% 'higher than

1'0 the shorter sentences. The apparent discrepancy between these results
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and Maeda'scanbe explained in terms of our model. As Figure 10 showed,

our model defines,a kind of graph paper for mapping tones. The lines

on the graph paper def ine what value an H tone must have later in the

utterance to count as equally prominent as an Htone earlier in the

utterance. Given how these lines are defined, they tilt more in the

F0domain, the higher they are in. the range. T~us, if speakers for

whatever reason began a longer sentence at a higher F0 value, we

predict a steeper decline and a greater total drop for declination line

fit through the ,peaks. This would be true even if the Ffa drop of the

baseline 1tself was not .affected by sentence length. The fact that the

longer sentences began higher than the shorter ones is not surprising.

It 1s~known that paragraph initial declarative sentences have a higher

first peak than paragraph internal sentences (En·kvis't and Nordstrom.

1978, Lehiste. 1975). So, it appears that a larger pitch ~ange is used

in general to' signal the onset of a larger semantic unit.

If this explanation of Sorensen and Cooperls result is to

-hold up, we must also explain why Sternberg,etal.(1980) did not find

a similar pattern. Their measure of declination, the F0 median, is also

above the basel;ne and would be expected to drop more if a greater pitch

range was used. In fact, Sternberg, et a1., report that the onsetF0

of the first number in the ·list was unaffected by the length of the list.

Oneposs1ble·explanation of the contrast between this result and Sorensen

and Cooper's is that the instr.uctions to the subjects in Sternberg. et al ,

suppressedexpresslve use ofp1tch range. Ort it is· possible that ·the

e1'fect Sorenson and Cooper found only exfsts in longer utterances than
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Sternberg, et al. were interested In.

In the Pierrehumbert (197gb), .exper'iment on the effect of

1nterpeak separation on perception of relative peak height, the first

peak was not varied. Assuming that sUbje~t~ judgments were made on the

basis of the first peak actuaily heard, we would not under the assump

tions of our model expect a greater correction for declination for the

longer sentences. However, we would expect a greater correction if

pitch range w~re varied, with or without variation.in utterance length.

An experiment on the effect of pitch range on perception of relative

peak height is reported in Pierrehumbert (197gb) •. A greater correction'

for declination was found for the w.ider pitch range stimuli in this,

experiments as pred..icted by our model.

3.4 Hypotheses about the' Implementation of Intonation

The experimental results'di'scu5sed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2

suggest a number of hypotheses about the structurerof the intonational

,system wh;ch will play an important part in subsequent chapters. Our

a;m here is to layout what these hypotheses are .and why they are

plausible. We do not mean to suggest that they are proven by the

experimental results presented. Rather. we 'feel that they are in some

measure justlfiedby the results above. and by the part they will play

bel'ow in provi.ding a coherent picture of English intonation•. We. Iook

to future experimental work to prov;de further just1fication,or to

uncover how they need to ,be corrected.



Our flrsthypothesis, which was also discussed above, is that

the speaker '.s baseline, or the.hypothetical bottom of his range to whtch

tonal values are referenced, is a quite invariant feature of 'his voice.

It follows that differences in the overall configuration of the F0 con-

tour arise not from differences in declinationtbut from differences in

tonalspecificat1on and 'prominence. This hypothes;s interacts with, our

cla;mthat the rules which compute theF0 contour from a representation

of prominence relations with associa~ad tones have a narrowwf~dowas

their domain. Taken together, these two claims restrict the range of

'intonational distinctions which can be descr-ibed in the theory.

Our second hypothesis is that the model we have worked out for

describ;ng prominence .rel at ions between two phrases also appl leswlthtn

the phrase. This ,means that a gradually declining baseline is defined

within the phrase, and that the phonetic value of tones is. computed ;n

baseline units above the baselin~. Thenotation/T/ will be used to

represent the phonetic value of a tone as expressed in theseun1ts. One

of the lessons of ~Figures 11 through 14 1s that phonetic value is con

t1nuouslyvariable. We will also assume that a prominence relation

between two H tones ;5 expressed as a ratio between their phonetic

values. The ;dea that the tone mapping rules are fonnulated in tenns of

ratios ofbasel;ne unftsabove the baseline will be extended to cover

thep~raseaccent and the boundary tone~ It will be crucial in expla1n

. 1ng the behavior of the downstepped tones discussed in Chapter 4.

. Our th1rdhypothes·is ts that ,the basel ine plays a role in

'perception 'as:wel1 as production. In particular, ;t ts our impression

."" .._----,
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that a listener can tell whether the F~ contour has reached the speakerls

basel tne or not. One possib'le .basis for sucha decision would bea

no~a1izatlon process based on a small sampling of speech, similar to

that which permits lis~tenerls to normalize for a speaker's vowel space

(Ladefoged and Broadbent , 1956)., The correlation between vocal tract

s;ze and size of larynx may be 9Qod enough to permit the listener to

infer from formant values where the bottom of the speekers range would

be. Or, F0 values near the baseline may be produced with a character1s~

tic $~urce spectrum. Whatever the basis of the dectston, the ability to,

make it affects what cateqorfal decisions can be made in the "intonation

,system. Consider, for example, the contrast between the vocat;ve and

*he~declarat1ve terminal fall shown in Figure 16. Fro~the" poipt Qf

V1~w of the speaker, the difference between these two ts th~t. the ~,enni0:.,

nal, fall goes all the way down to the baseline, while thefa-!l In the

, vocative stops well above the basel ine. We bel ieve that this differen~~

is recoverable by the listener. It will be described ·in Chapter 4 as

o categorial difference between H*. L- L% and H*+L- H- L%, in which the

H- is downstepped but remains, above the baseline. If the tonal 'values

are not referenced to the baseline in this way, the two contours in

Figure 16 differ not in type but in s;ze: one·is a larger fall and

one 1,5 a smaller fall. They are related in the same way as a more

emphatic and a 'less emphatic instance of H* L- LI. This approach ts

taken in Ladd (1978), who does not recognize a difference between a

declarative and a vocative in which the F0 changes'continuously.



The' .results just presented do not lead us to draw conclus1ons

about whether the implementation system for tntcnatlon should be framed

in -terms of acoustic parameters or articulatory ones. Obviously, the

results are consistent'with an account in which the speaker computes an

Fill value as the implementation for a tone, and determines a series of

motor commands which will enable him to attain the F0 target. However,

it 1s equally possible that the observed regularities are byproducts

of an implementation system w'hich maps tones d1 rectly into motor commands.

Suppose, for exenple, that decl tnatf on is generated by a gradually

declining subglottal pressure curve, as suggested in Collier (1975) and

Bolinger (1978),tha·t tones areimpl emented laryngeally I and that

subglottal pressure and laryngeal parameters interact multiplicatively-in

controll~ngF~. If this- is so, the data waul d be accounted fur without

positing F0 targetv~luesan~lhere in the system. This picture is no

doubt to~simple. However, a~lose comparison of our results with ~

Maeda's suggests that it is more plausible than Maeda's results would

'at f;rst seem to suggest. On the basis of a review of the literature on

5ubglottal pressure and its ~ffect on F0, Maeda est;mates the'

contribution'of subglottal pressure to the amount of declination to be

15 Hz for a male subject. In our study, thebasel ine fit for D~IS exhi-

'bi te,d a 15Hz drop .whi1e the base1i ne fi t for MYL had a drop of 14 Hz.

'Maeda rejects the hypothesis .that subqlottal pressure completely

acecunts for declination. slncehe found drops of 20 to 40 Hz for the

speakers he studied. 'However,his method of detenn;n1ng ·thebasel1ne
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almost certainly inflated the observed drop relative to whatlt would

j . be 1n our model. His example F~ contours show that his corpus had a

h;gh percentage of the downstepped intonation patterns discussed in the

next chapter. A baseline fit by eye to such ~ontours decline~ sharply,

since the tonal specificat;on generates· a drop in the contour;n addition

to the drop arising from declinat;on. Pilot results discussed in, the

next chapter suggest that a baseline fit by Maeda's procedure is not

relevant to the description of these contours. Instead, the values of

the peaks in such a contour are computed with reference to a baseline.

which 1s not seen in the F~ contour and which can be identified with

the basel i ne for the AB and BA contours ~ Maeda 's decislon to regard::L%· as

below the base1i ne may a1so have contr.i buted to ·the 1arger. drops found .:~.':

tn hts study. Given that he fit baselines to low points remaining,,"w.h_~n

LS was set aside, his baseline 1shigher in thespeakerls range than ~h~,

baseline .in out·model. As· we just pointed out with regard;"to .Sorensen

and Cooper's results, we expect to find more decl;nat;on the higher in

the range its measure is taken.



Chapter 4

DOWNSTEP,UPSTEP, AND LEFT-TO-RIGHT TONAL IMPLEMENTATION.

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 2 gave no account of a family of intonation patterns

wh1chare very conmon tnbcth American and British English. .In

Figures 1 through 4, the four members' of this family are shown on the

same phrase, "There are many tnternedtate levels ll . Fi gures 5 through

8 g;ve additional examples.. The interestin~ property shared .by these

contours is thetr steeply falling configuration. Because they fall

much faster than declination would account forI the last pea~'in each

has a Iower phonettc value than the preceding ones, even tholl9h ;t

occurs on the nuclear stress and is therefore underlyingly the most

prominent. The contours differ in the features of the FrtJ con,tourwh1ch

ar~ local to each accented syllable. In, Figures 1 and 5, the F~ level

on each accented syllable is sustained over subsequent unaccented

syllables, with a sharp fall at the next. accented syllable. This

pattern is reported by Kingdon (1958) and Crystal (1969) to be the

most conmon ;n Br;tishEnglish. In Figures 2 and 6, there ;s a gradual

fall from one accented syllable to the next , so that the F0 on an

accented syllable fsa local max;mulJI with respect to material 'irrmediately
\

\ . ,

following it. Figures 3 and 7 have a relat;vely low Ft'on each

stressed syllable with ar;se inmed;ately following. This suggests

that the accents in'thesefigures are the familiar L*+H-. Figures 4 and

'8 show a similar rising-falling pattern. except that the peaks occur
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One might contemplate resolving the conflict between phonetic

value and prominence seen in these contour~ by increasing the English

tonal ;nventory. Under such a proposal, the contour in Figure 2,

for "example, might be analyzed as a sequence of Hi.gh, High-Mid, and

Low-Mid. with the low phonetic value of the tone on the nuclear stress

attributed to its phonolog;cal character. This move is inadvisable,

. however, because the number of dist~nct levels in contours of the .t.vpe

we are discussing can .be considerable. The Fe contour in Fig~r, 5 has

stxdtst'tnct levels. There are no known cases of a language with·,slx:

phonemic tone levels (r~addieson, 1978); i.n cfact~ the existence of..c

lan'guages .with evenf't ve 1eve'l tones is di sputed (Vip, 1989).

In the descrfpt ton ·a,f· theseJntonatlon patterns proposed

here, the claim that English has only two tones is malntai~ed~; H9we~ers

we will not suppose ,that each of these tones corresponds. t~ sQl)Je fi~ed

part. of the .overallpitch range. Instead, we will propose that the

location in the range corresponding to a particular tone is computed by .

context sensitive rules, and thus changes between one tonal location

and another. More specifically, the underlying descriptions for the

four intonat;onal types shown in Figures 1 through 8.all involve

b1tonalpitch accents. For Figures 1 through 4, the accents are

,respectively H-+L*, H*+L-,L*+H-. L-+H*. Thp tone implementation rule

which is responsible for the descend1~g pattern lowers the t~rget

corresponding to the· H on the right ;n the sequences HL+H andH+L H.

In a sequence where the context for the rule ls·lII\!t more than once, such



'as HL+HL+H ,the second H is lowered re1at i ve to the fl rs t I and the

third ts lowered relative to the second, so that descending: terraces

result. We will refer to a rule of thts ty,peas a downstep rule.

As we observed in Chapter 2, English also has anupstep rule, whtch

raises the target,corresponding to either LorHafter a H- phrase

'accent. Because of this rule, the boundary tone after H- is either

at the same level as H- (if it is L%), or else h1gher(if it is ·H%).

Figure 9 illustrates how this upstep rule 1s reflected in the F" contours

forH* H- HI and H* H- ·l%.

In our account of downstep a~d upstep, the decomposition of

the intonation pattern 1nto p;tch accents" phrase accent, and boundary

tone plays a cructat j-ole. The bitonal form of the pttchaccents is

responsible for describing contrasts in the local behaviour of the F0

around the stressed syllables •. The claim that a sequence of such accents '

generates the terracing pattern means that there is a ready account of

F0 contours in which terracing occurs in only ,part of the phrasal tune.

Two such contours are shown 1n F;.gures 10 and 11. In the framework

here,the contour in Figure 10 is readily described as H* H*+L- H* L- L%.

and the one In Figure 11, as L*H*+l- H* L- L%. This advantage is shared

by the descriptive framework in Bolinger (1958), 1nwh1ch stepping

conffgurat;ons are also described as a series. of accents. In Crystal

(1969),bycontrast , the stepp;ngconf1gurations are viewed as a type

ofheadi the exlstenceofheads which start nff ona way and continue

another 15 noted as a puzzle. Ath1rd consequence of ourdecompos;tion

of the intonation pattern is that it raises the'possib111tyof the H-

....
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phrase accent being downstepped after a H+l 'nuclear pitch accent. This

possibility will be explotted t~ describe the vocattve pattern shown

;n Fi~ure 12. This pattern has a partial fall from a peak on the nuclear

stress to the phrase accent; it contrasts both with the sequence H* H-,

whlchhas asusta1ned high ll!vel F~. and the sequence H* L-. which falls

closer to the bottom of the speaker's range. Superficially, this

pattern would suggest the need for a mid tone, as in the description in·

Liberman (1975). .Taken toge·ther, the downstep rule and. the separation'

of the pitch accent and the phrase accent make a two-.tone descrtptton

possible. Furthermore, we will see that the downstep rule.interac:ts

with the upstep rule to predict the behaviour of the boundary tone 1.0

vocatives.

The int~oduct1on of tonal implementation' rules as powerful,: .

as downstep and upstep raises many questions: What contextual:1nfo~~a

tioncan such rules 1n general make use of? What mathematical rrelat,jpins

may they express? What conventions control their interaction? These

questions are the topic of thts chapter-, The downstepped patterns will

play acentralrole1n the dlscuss1on, because they SU9.gest two different

approaches to describing the representation and. implementation,' of

;ntonat1on wh'1chcan only be evaluated after detailed exam1n~t1on of

,the phenomena. Under one approach, the F~,contour results from the

interaction of a global specification of the intonatfon p,attern with

local spec1f1cat1ons~ Under this approach,F1gures 1 through 4 would

exh1'bit a generally descending pattern on which theL and H ton~s rode.

Two d1ffe~ent versions of this approach will be discussed. In one
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version, due to Lea (1973) and Thorsen ("197'8, 1979 a,b,c and d, 1980).

the global and Ioce l 'specifications are essen·tial1y independent, and. .

superimpose. In another, developed in Clements (1980) and Huang. (1979),

the tonal specifications are the bottom level of the global characteri

zation, and are one of several factors which determine its form.

Neither of these approaches will be adopted here. Instead,we will

suggest that the overall contour ar1seson1y as a byproduct of the

application of local tonal implementation rules. Figure 5 and 13

111ustrateone observation which makes this approach' seem plausible.

Both of these contours have a large number of downsteps, so that it is

easy to see the exp~nential character of the implementation. More

pre~isely. Section 4 will show that each level is a constant ratio of the

previous Ievel , in baseline units above the baseline. This tsfust the

type of overall conflgurat;on \'/hich car arise thro'ugh a local rule which

cQmputes each value as a function of-the value of immediately preceding

tones. That is, the F~ contour can be computed by local rules applying

1nteratively left to right. If it had turned out instead that the step

s1zedepended on the number of upcoming steps. or the 'number of steps

so far. then anon-local implemen~ation would have been required.

A comparison betweenFigur~s 13 and 14 illustrates another correct

prediction of this approach. Under the local' theory, the level which

follows target- level x 1n adownsteppedsequence should be' the same,

regarcilessof what tones or target levels are found elsewhere .1n the

phrase. 'andregardless of how many downs~eps precede or follow. To a

good approximation. Figures 13 and 14 are in, line with these predictions.
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In Figure. 13. theH-on "Ebenezer" is the second downstep in a sequence

of ··L.*1-H- accents. InF1 gure 14, the same tone ; s the fi rstdownstep,

sfnce its left .context is L*+H- H*~However, due to the smaller initial

pitch range in Figure 14. the value, of H* there ;5 about the same as that

of the H- orig;nating on IIbelieve" in Figure 13. even though the latter

is downstepped and the former ;s not. Consequently. /H-' on "Ebenezeru

is. also the same in both cases. and the implementation of' the following

l*+H- on "dealer" ts 11kew1·se the same.

Section 3 ~urveys phenomena which suggest that all FII contours

.. are computed from the unde~lying tona'l sequence by local context sensitive

rules. We already suggested in' Chapter 2 that upstep isa .Iccal rule,

We will :a150 identify contextual variants of L, and provide, evidence

suggest1~g t~at H'sare evaluated with reference to immediaitely preceding

tones.

The technical formulation of our hypothesis about downstep and

its relat;onto other tone mapping rules has the follow;ng features:

• The value of the first pitch' accent in the phrase is a

free choice. governed by pragmatic or expressive factors •

• S,ubsequenttones are scaled in relat lon to illllledlately

preceding tone~t taking prominence relations into account. For a series.
ofH*'s.the relation 1s:

1) IH*i+ll =IH*il Prominence (H*i+1)
:Prominence(H*.;) ." ..

Wewfl1 show 1nSection 3 that th;s rule generalizes to govern therela

t;on His in any two pitch accents ,which contain 'a HI and also of the H-
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'phrase accent to such an accent. The general form 'of the rule ;5 thus:

2) In Hi (+1-) (T+)Hj : IHjl =IH/Prominence ~
. Prominence (Hi)

WhereH j is the phrase accent following Hi' the prominence ratio is

apparently constrained to be one, and so IHjl = IHi/.Note that 2) does

---,no-t-GO¥e~H*-L--=-W%-,-whef!e-JH%I--i~t--YP1.Ga1-ly-les-s-than-lH*-/--.----As~-ta-ted-t----- ---- u __ ._ ••._-,

the rule does coverH- H%. It is difficult to evaluate its correctness

in this case, however, since /H%/ varies considerably for expressive

reasons.

.l tones, l;ke H tones, are also scaled in relation to

preceding tones; however, a single rule does not cover theL* accent.'

the L in a bitonal accent,' and the Lphrase accent and boundary tone.

As a'result, the value' of two successiveL's can differ even without,

a change tn promtnence. Rules whichwillpl.!y a part here are:

3) In H+l: ILl = k/H/ 0 < k < 1

4) In H(+T) L+: ILl =nlHI Prominence H
Prominence L

0< n<'k

(The value ,of H i~ L+H is then computed by rule 2.)

5) In H(+T} L-: /L-/= p IHI 0 < p <k

(Here, we ,meanL- I the phrase 'accent, and not L- +)

6) IL%I= O(orasa ratio, IL%i+ll = 0 IT-if)

'Rules 3) through 6) are motivated in Section 3.

'We also speculate that the rule fora L p;tch accent or phrase accent

follow1ngaL*accentls:

7) IL i +11 = IL*11 P~inence (L*f)

Prominence (L i +lr
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Using the ;nverse of the prominence ratio used in rule 2) governing His'

means that lLi+1/ < IL*i l if P~ominence (*Li+1) > Prominence (L*i)' as

observed in Chapter 2. However, rule 7) ~t111 guarantees th~t/LI > 0 fo~

fini·te .prom;nence.Onthe assumption that. the prominence of the phrase

accent is the same as that of the nuclear accent, rule 7) assigns a l

phrase accent the same value as a L* nuclear accent.

• IHI as determined by rule 2) is subject to readjustment

by downstep and upstep. The downstep rule is:

8) In H+L Hi and H L+H;: IHil = k/Hi,
Ii'

A tentative formulation of the upstep rule, is:

9~ In' H- T: ITI = /H-' + ITI
. (Here, we mean H":' , the phrase accent, and not +H-.) .

.';' ItJ is important to note in tnterpretfnqrules 8 and 9 thatiO:.'i~)~·=1I ta.en

f as:sl·gnment operatcrvas in ru'les T) through 7l t and not a J_:o:g1cal

operator.' That is, 8) and 9) are not equations to solve, but rules

whic~ assign a new value to a tone on the basis of its old value. Rule~

8) and 2) together mean that downstep interacts multiplicatively with

prominenc~ to determint;! the value of downstepped H tones. Rules 3) and 4)

interactw;th 8) to lower successive L -tones in downstepped sequences.

·k in rule 3) ;5 the same as ~ i,n 8) ,and so H+L H exhibits total downstep.

~ in 4) is a smaller fraction than k. and so H L+H displays partial down

step. 1

-Rules 1) through 9) are part of the package of rules wh;ch map

tonalspec;f;cations and prominence relations ;nto Fit contours•. Th;s

package of rules applies iteratively left to right, and includes the rules
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for interpolating between target values discussed in Chapte~ 2 and further

in Chapter 5. The increment for this iteration process is one tone. In

computing the value for the new tone, rules can refer back at most as

far a~ theprev;ous pitch accent. Values computed under previous

iterations are not subject to modification. Figure 15 gives a step by

step derivation for a series of accents with downstep, as it would be

implemented under these assumptions. The impl;cation of the description

'1s that tones can be mapped into F9J contours by a finite state machine.

The downstepping observed in English has substantial siml1ari

-ties to downd,.·ift 'and downstep as they have been stud1ed in African tone

languages. Both downdrift anddownstep rules shift dow'nwards the

location1n the pitch range at which a particular tonal type is implemen

ted; 1n the paradigmatic case, H is lowered after L. Trad,itlonal1y, .:

downdrift has been-distinguished f'rom downstep by its surface transparency.

'Oowndrift is viewed as an automatic assimilation of tone to its

predecessor, and so in a two tone language a downdrifted H is found

only after a preceding L. In languages with downstep, by contrast, there
I I

are surface distinctions between the sequences ~I Hand H · H(where · H

represents adownstepped H). In many cases, it has been poss;ble to
I

motivate analyses in which sequences likeH -H arise from an underlying

representation in which the two HiS are separated by a L which fails to

appear~on the surface (Stewart 1965i Schachter and Fromkln 1968; McCawley

1970). Clements and Ford (1979) character;zethese tones which fail to

appear ,on the surface as floating tones. ~hat ;5. as tones which ~have no~

beenasscc'iated with syllables in the text. They argue that all cases of
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downstep shouldb.e. derived synchronlcally fromrepresentatlonswi-th ,under:'--
a

- 

lying floating tones. A language will exhibit both downdrift and down-

'step if the lowering rule is insensitive to whether the triggering tone

is floating or attached. If it is triggered only by a floating tone,

then.thelanguage has· downstep but not downdrift. Although in the

typical case H is lowered after Ls in more complex systems, other tones

may cause lowering or be lowered. The main thrust of Clem;ents and FordI s

proposal is that dosnstep and downdrift are really the same thing. In

view of this result, we will make no distinction between the two tn

our discussion of tonal irnp1 ementat i on in Engl,ish and African li;l.ngLl~ges;

.\.'Ie ,will use the' tenn tldownstepUto refer to cases where theunder'lyinq.
: . :~J" . -. ~' j , : •

tOf.lalrepresent~t;on shows up transparently on the surface:.._as well/'as'

to cases where, ; t does not.

The main similarities between English downstep and the classic

cases of downstep in Afrjcan tone lang~ages are that the, tonal value

forH. is lowered after L;, that the new value for H governs not only

the downstepped H, but also the value for any His' to the right; and

that lowering due to downstep is over and above lowering due to declina

tion..The f;rst point repeats an observation made above. The second

point is, illustrated in F;gure 16A,which shows a schematized F0

pattern fora two tone' language with simple downdrift. The value for

H ;5 lowered"afterL, and the new value is ~ontinued on subsequent H

tones which do ,not themselves follow a L.We w;11 see inSectlon 3

·thatsimi larphenomena are found in Englfsh, FigureS illustrates the

thtrdpotnt for English. The first peak in thtscontour is about 1 2/3
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"basellneunits above thebasellne, and the drop from this peak to that

on the nuclear accent is 207 Hz. The re~ults in Chapter 3 suggest that

the maximum baseline decline likely for a speaker with this pitch range

is about 40 Hz~ Given our model, the effect of declination at 12/3

baseline units aboe the baseline would thus be at most 67 Hz. This

means that the ,nuclear accent is 140 Hz lower than it would be if it

has the same phonetic value as the first peak. The literature also

contains two types of evidence for distinguishing declination and down

step in African tone languages, although to our knowledge this distinc

tion hasnct been made. Phrase internally, declination can show up

;nthe F"of successive like tones lt where downstep does not apply.

Meyers' (1976) instrumental study found that the second of two; l1ke

tones in Hausa is lower than the first, though not as much as if it

had been subject to downstep. F~ contours in Silverstein (1976)

corroborate this find;,ng. Hombert (1974) reports a simi lar result for,

H tones in Shona.Earl ier transcr1ptlonsbyear (e.g. I Hodge and Hause

(1944) reported that the second of two It·ke tones in Hausa mainta,ined

the level of the f;rst; the contrast between this report and Meyers·

finding suggests that non-instrumental observations on t~,is point in

other languages are probably not reliable. A second way that declination

can show up is by affecting theF0 values in successive phrases, as it

dtd ,1nChapter 3. Sch-achterandFromkin (1968) formulate· downd'rift

in Akanas a, rule which applies w;thin each phrase, relating t-he value

of later tones in the phrase to the value of the first. However, they

point that "there is -also a :kind of downdrift within the sentence 'as a
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whole, such that the pitch of the first [-tone] (L)or[+tone] (H) segment

of each successive phrase is somewhat lower than" that of the first

similarly-valued segment of the preceding phrase ll
• Thus the overall

pattern is as sketched in Figure 168. We would analyze this pattern as

involving declination over' the whole sentence, with downdrift w~thin

each phrase superimposed on the' overall pattern of declination.

'There are also inlportant differences between English downstep

a~d downstepas it has been observed in tone languages. First, English

downs~ep is.conditio~ed by the morphological organ;zat;onof the

intonation; it tak~s place in sequences of the form H+L H and,H L+H t

but not in other.alternating tonal sequences. Tonal organization

comparable to the organi,zati.on into pitch accen~s appearsfo ,be lacktng

in African tone languages, and therefore plays no role in tonal 1mplementa~

t lon.. Second ,Engl ish appears to. use pitch rangeexpress.i'vely withjn', the

phrase to an extent which is not paralleled tn African· tone lan·guages·".

Downstepped tones are themselves subject to expressive variation in

level. Thus one of the problems which English presents is:how to describe

the interaction of relative prominence and downstep ;n control1;ng tonal

value.

In view of these s;milarities and differences. it 1s interesting

to'compare the fonnulationproposed here for downstep 1n English to the

fonnulatlonswhlch have been proposed for African tone languages.

There .have been two' major groupso.fproposa15. One t ,exemplified 'by

Schachter and Fromk1n (1968) ,Fromk1n '(1972).. Peters (1973) and Meyers

(1976). generates. downstepped sequences through a process which applies
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Clements (1980) and Huang (1979J, generates downstep from ahier

archical representation similar to the metrical trees discussed in

Chapter 2. Our reasons for selecting iterative rule application over

the hierarchical representation are discussed in S~ction 9. However,

weshare with Clements and Huang the view that tonal values are

detenmined relationally. The difference is that in our system, these

relat.ions are defined locally an tones near to each other while in

Clements and Huang, they are represented hierarchically." Our approach

contrasts both groups of formulations in having no level of representa

tion between the underlying sequence of .tones and the F0 con~our.

In the other approaches, a level of representation is proposed which

shares with the phonet;c representation the property of encoding steps

overtly, while sharing with 'the underlying representation the property

of being ;nvariant for different speakers or choices of p;tch "range.

All authors presuppose but do not develop phonetic rules wh;ch compute,

an Ffj contour from the intermediate representation. Our reason for

dtspens tnq with such a level of representation is that in all proposals

it encodes how many downsteps have preceded anyg;ven downstep. There

is nothing to prevent the phone~ic rules.from mapping use of this

informat1-on in arbitrary ways, and so the form of theF" contours

generated by downstep is quite unconstrained. In our system, this

infonnation is not available; each downstep is computed as a purely local"

,relationship. The onlyposs1ble outcome is·an exponential decay

asymptotic to the baseline. Section 4wil1 present evidence that this

-------r---------------:---~ ,~---__lF.__r -~
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outcome is the correct one for English.

4.• 2 ~ual itativeBehaviour of the Downstepping Accents

Figures 1.through 8 introduced the four bitonal accents which

trigger downstepping': H-+L*, H*+L-, L*+H- ,and l-+H*. Of these" all but

H*+L- occur transparently in the F0 contours. In Fi'gure 1, for example,

the target level on "med" in intermediate 1s low relative to that on th~

metrically weaker syllable to its left, 'and so we 1nfer a H-+L* accent.

In F;gure 3, "tntermedtate" has the fam;l tar F~ contour resulting from a

L*+H- accent, witha relatively low target on the stressed syllable fol Iowed .

. by a higher target on the subsequent metrically weaker syllable.

Figure 4 shows the same basic pattern, but shifted over. Here,. the·

,higher targ2t ts on the stressed syllab1e2
t and the lower target

precede's so, the accent rnustbe ·L-+H*. In Figu·re 2, the unstarred tone..

of the pitch accent does' not show up in the same obvious way;.we see.a

gradual fall from one ~ccented syllable to the next instead of the abrupt

drop followed· byaplateau which we wo~ld expect for H*+L-. The argument

for analyzing this contour as arising from H*+L- pitch accents is thus

of the fonn IIF;t the only remaining peg into the only rematntnqhole".

It is cle~r that the overall shape is that of a downstepped contour.

Given Clements and Ford's resul~, this implies that the underlying

representatlonhas'alternating tonal values i the only possible non

alternatingdescri.ption, H* H* H*, is in any case already used up for·

a different type of intonation. Our cla.;msabout the character of pitch

eccentaaswel l as the clear desirab;litYt?fgenerating 'Figure 2 with the

same downstep rulewhfchapplies 1n1, 3, and 4. thus force us to look "for
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acharacterization·of 2 using a biton~l accent with opposite valued tones.

H*+L- is the only such accent which is not already in use.

Below, we will see additional evidence for the existence of

the H*+L-, and we will show how the surface non-appearance of the L-

ean ;bedescribed in the present framework.

The topic of this section .is the qualitative features of

English intonat;onpatt~rnswhichare related to-these four accents and

thefonnulation of the downstep rule. Specifically, we will show that

H+Ldownsteps any followingH and that the H in L+H is downsteppedafter

any precedingH, as rule 8) states. "Ie wi11 show that downstepdoes not

occur in other alternating tonal sequences, and that the H+L and L+H

accents occur distinctively even in non-downstep contexts. Thesection

ends with an account of the fate of l- in H*+L-.

It is clear from Figures 1,2,5 and 6 that a H+L p1tch~accent

downsteps theHina following H+L accent. To establish that j-uleB) is

correct. it is necessary to establish that H+Lalso downsteps other H'.s.

Figure 17 shows an example in which H-+L* downsteps a following H*. , The

nuclear H*on "Ebenezer ll isdownstepped to the ,level ofL* on IIlievell in

Ilbelieve". and shows upc'learly 1n the F" contour because the pitch

level shared by the two tones ;5 ·ma;nta;ned well into unezllbefore the

fall to the L- phrase accent "begins. For comparison, Figure l8~shows

an Fl' contour ;n which "Ebenezer ll has, a H-+l* accent ;nstei:~ of H*.

Here, the Fe ;5 already. fa11 i ng on "be",and1 t falls ,throughout "nez II •

F;gure '19 shows a contour 1n which H-+L* has downstepped the H- phrase

accent. (There is a 'L% boundary tone, which isupstepped to the level of
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'H-, by rule 9). The result is a contour in which the pitch level on the

nuclear stress is maintained until .the end of the phrase. This level

ts well above the basel ine; the contour shows levels out a,t about 190 Hz,

or about 50Hz above the tenninal baseline point for this speaker.

Th;s contour may be compared to the example ofH-+L* L-H% shown;n

Figure 20, where it is clear that L- is lower thanthe'L* in the

nuclear accent. as rules 3} and 5) imply., A prediction of the two tone

theory is that there is no third distinctive level for the phrase accent

a'fter'H-+L*, hi gher than that ; n F1 gure 19. And in fact t the type .of

contou-:,shown in Figure 21 seems to be impossible.

Downstepping a H- phrase accent after H*+L- results in the

vocative contour l11ustratedlnFigures 12 .and 22. This contour: ts.

eharecterfzed by" a>~,fall from a peak on" th;e nuclear stress p,artw~y,to the

baseline.' The extent"of,the fall in Figu're 22 may, 'be compared tnthat.

in the H*L- L% shown in Figure 2'3. In previous ecccuntsvtbevocat'tve '

contour has been described as aH Msequence (Libennan 1975; Leben 1976)~

The introduction of ,the downstepped, H makes it possible tcdtspense with

theM tone. The ~laim that the phrase accent is H- also interacts with

the upsteprule to predtct the possible' levels for the boundary tone in

vocative contours. As Figures 22 and 24 indicate, a vocative contour'

can either level out above the baseline,' or else end in a rise. The

level of the dcwnstepped H-phrase accent ;n Figure 24 may be compared

with that of tJ'leL- phrase accent in the H* L- HI contour shown in

'Figure 25. Th'ere is novar-lant of the H*+L- H- contour with a fall

to ,the basel ine at the end.' Just as in the question intonations
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d;scussed' in Chapter 2, we take L% to be the boundary tone in the contours

'which end level, and H% to be the boundary tone -in the contours wh-ich
. .

end in a rise. The two tone theory and the upstep rule together explain

why no variant which falls at the end ;s found.

The existence of the H*+L- accent with its non-appearing l- is

crucial to our explanation of. Figures 22 through 25 as contours generated

by downstepping a H- p~rase accent. The n~clear accent in these contours

could not be H-+L* or L*+H-, becau3e these would p~oduce a local minimum

rather thana peak .on the. nuclear stressed syllable •. L- +H* ts not

possible, because we know independently thatL-+H* H is not a context for

downstep.

·Turning no\'1 to downstep in the L+H accents, we observe that

Figures 3. 4. 7, and 8 show that the H in such an accent is do~nstepped

if thepreced1ng accent is of the same type. In Figure 8, we also

see that H* in L-+H*is downstepped afte~ a H* accent~ The F~,contour

on "bel;eve Ebenezer ll in 14 J'lakes the same point for H* L*+H-. As stated.

rule 8)pred1cts downstep in the contextH% L+H. The contour in·Figure

26apP,ears to confirm th1sprediction. It would also seem plausible to

interpret the contour in Figure 27 as involving downstep in H% L*+H-,

particularly in view of the fact that the F~ value at the H- is 'raised

by the Ikl in "remarkably". (fbi was also partially devoiced in this

utterance, so the F0 is also raised at its.release).' These observations

are presented with some caution, however, because we do not have much

data on the scaling nfH%; we lack the basis of comparison which the

scal1ngoftheH* accents provides for downstep triggered byH in a .

,pitchaccent.
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A conspicuous c~ntrast between cases of H-+L* H and case~ of

H L+H ;s that the former has total downstep, with H on the right

lowered to the same level as the preceding L for the same prominence,

while the latt~rhas partialdownstep, with the Hhigher than the

preceding L even af'ter downstep. (In H*+L- H,. the 1ack of L- on the

surface makes this distinction moot,) We bave opted to describe this

difference by formulating the downstep rule to compute the same relation

between IHil and IHjl in Hi L+Hj and Hi+L Hj , and then treating the L's

separately. In Hi+L Hi' ILl i5 related to IHil by the same coefficient

k which r~lated IH;I and IHj / ; in H L+H, ILl comes out lower. Our

reason for taking this approach 1s that th"e exponential decaytn a..

downstepped sequence. seems to occur at the same rate. whether, "the pitch

accents involved areH+L or L+H. This point can be seen by examin;!ng

Figures 1 through 4. "and also by comparing Figures 5 and 13.cI- If the

contrast between total downstep in the H+L cases and partial downstep

in the L+H cases we,re handledby computing the value of the downstepped

H as two different functions of the value of the preced;ng L1 this

'regularity would be purely coincidental.

One might consider explaining the contrast between total·

"downstep lnH-+L* H and partial downstep in H L+Hby proposing that ILl

15 in both cases:relatedby the factor k to the IHI for H in the same pitch

.accent.Thlsproposalgives the right qual itat"ive result. since ;gnoring

prominence differences. the output for H-+L* ·H would be /H-/ k/H-, ;k/H-',

while forHL+Hit would be IH/k2/ HI k/H/. However, the proposal is not

quantitatively ,correct. It pred;cts that in sequences of the form
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HL.+H :l+H·.,/l./ = IH./. In Figures 3. 4, 7" Band 13, we see that, J 1 J

fL il < IHjl in sequences of thi~ sort. This means that the constant

relating ILl and /HI in L+H, or n/k in the present statement of the rules,

is less than k.

So far, we have reviewed cases where rule 8) predicts that

do.wnstepwou~d occur, and it does." The correctness of the rule also

needs to be supported by supplying cases where the rule predicts downstep

will not occur, and it does not. Figures 27 and 28 show two F(lJ contours

with H l H tonal configurations which could in principle trigger downstep

but do not because they are not organized into pitch accents in the

manner specified by the English downstep rule. In Figure 27, the H*

on "suggestion ll ts not downstepped in the sequence L*+H- L* H*. In '

Figure 28, we do not find downstep inH* L* H*. Rule 8) also predtcts

that we would not find downstepJn sequences of the form H% l* H·. With

the same caveats about the scaling of tI% as before. this appears to be

the r~ght interpretation of Figure 29.

All four of the downstepping accents also occur distinctively

in non-downstep ·contexts. For instance, all cases of l*+H- in Ch~pter 2

,were not 1n downstep contexts. Figures 30 and 31 illustrate the contrast

between L-+H*and H* after L*; in L* H*, there isa gradual rise from

L to HWhereasin l* L-+H*, a level stretch in the F0 contour is, followed

by a sudden ·rise"Figure 20. provided one exa~nple in which H-+L* occurred

distinctively ina non-downstep context, after L*.H-+L* is also

distinct1veafter H*; it shows up either as a corner in the F0 contour,

as in Fi..gure 1, or if lthas sufficient relative prominence, ;t shows up
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as a peak, as ·in Figure 32. Even though the L- in· H*+L- is not evident

tn the F~ contour, this accent still contrasts with H*beforeL+H·.

The contrastarisesbetause downstep applies in H L+H but fails

to apply in H+L L+H. An example il1ustrat;ng the lack of downstep ;n

H*+L-L+H is shown in Figure 33. 'This F~ contour may be compared to a

contour withdownstep for the same sentence, shown 'in Figure 34.

Our transcription of Figure 33 may, seem counterintuitive, since

it means that before L+H~ H* and H*+L- exchange the descriptive roles

they had before H.However, the hypothesis that H*+L- is the, trigger

,fordownstepboth forH and for l+H is ,quickly rejected by consjderlng

Figu~es 3 and 4. Taking H+l L+H to be the structural descr-iptlcn 'for;

downstep would make tt. imposs;ble,:-to generate these contoursvwhtch

transparently e,xhibitdownstep tn a L+H l+H secuencevTheseructural

'description H(+L)L+H would gener8'te these contours, but 'wO"u]d,:'~ronglY'1"!'~

predict downstep· ;n l+H after both H+l and H, leaving no way to generate

F;'gure 33. Thus the .conctuston that downstep applies in H L+H sequence'

and that figure 33 represents H+L L+Hstill stands.

We have noted that the L- in H*~l- fails to .appear in the F0

contour after triggering downstep of the H to the right. Similarly,in

Clements and Fords· (1979) account of downstep, floating tones fail to

appear on the surface after triggering downstep.' These proposals are on'

the surfaceincons;stent with the claim that tonal implementation rules

apply iteratively left to right. and cannot change anything coeputed 01:1

the last iteration. To see why this is so, consider thes.ituation for

H*fL- H*t+l at the beginning of the i~ration on which 'H*i+l' is to be
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computed~ l- must still be present in the representation at this point

in th~ derivation, because downstep of H*i+1 would fail to occur if

it had already been deleted. If L- ;s present, then its value was
> ,

computed on the last iteration, and an ;nterpolation between this value

and that of the preceding H*i ~as constructed. Thus deleting l- on the

H*1+1 iteration entails deleting not only a computed target value, but

also a stretch of.F0 contour.

The theory described here leaves an out for handling this

casewhlch stil11eaves in place the general restriction. Since, as we

have suggested. the value of downstepped His in English appears to be

referenced to the value of the H in the pr~ceding pitch accent rather·

than that of·'the intervening L, the only possible evidence .thatL was

evaluated at all would be its occurrence on the surface with some

'value. Such evidence is exactly lacking in the case of H*+L-. 'This

-observation opens the way to an account which is consistent with our

general, claims about the form of the theory. and actually involves

fewer rules than an account w; th L- deletion. Spec1fi ca11y, we propose

that rule 3) above be restricted to apply only to H-+L* and not to

H*+L-:

fl*1 = k/H-'

Asaresult. no value for L- in H*+L- can b~ computed on the iteration

on which it is the target tone. Since the interpolation rules

necessar;lyrefer to two target values between which an fnterpo'let tcn

is ,to be constructed. it' follows that no ;nterpolationbetween H* and L"

1sconstructed on this interation. On the next iteration, IH*1+1 1 is

computed with reference to IH*i l and L-, but w1thout reference to It-I.
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At this point, the target value preceding /H*·+l' is /H*·I. and an
,11

interpolation between these two H targets ;s constructed, just as between

twoH*s. The large, difference in levels generally means that the inter

polation 'is monotonic but nothing excludes sagging between sufficiently

separated targets. The failure of L- to appear in theF0 contour thus'

follows without the necessity for a deletion rule.

This type of solution is also available for the tone languages

described in Clements and Ford (1979), in which a floating to~e triggers

downstep of a following tone but fa;ls to appear on the surface.

There are two alternatives, depend';ng on whether regularities

tn the phonetic output ar,~ found to require that evaluation of;"(:the

downstepped tone make reference tc the phoneti c .. va1ue of the,;,floating .

tone.' or only to its phonological value. In the latter case. ·the" '

.sltuatf cn ;5, the same as ·that found in English. We can propose-that a

target., valuei s not computed for the ,floating tone: .aa a result,·;:·the

lnterpolat;on rules fail to construct an F~ contour between ,it and the

tone on .ef ther side. It lssk1pped over when an 'interpolation is

constructed between the tone to its left and that to its r;ght. The

floating tone affects the F0 contour only ind;rectly, through its

effect on the phonetic value of the downstepped tone. If the system

must refer to thephonetlc value of the floating tone, the s;tuation

is not identical to that found in English but can still be handled in

the present framework •. Since the ;nterpolationrules construct an F0

contour-as a functi,onofthe location in time and phonetic value of two

tones, the -rules would also sk;p over a tone which had no location tn

',t;me. Float;ng tones by definit;on are not associated with th~ 'text,
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and so the interpolation rules would skip over them whether or not they

had a phonetic value. Either of these alternatives is a more precise

version of Clements and Foudls proposal that floating tones are not

transmitted to the articulatory cOD.1ponent. However, we do not treat the

L- in H*+L- as a floating tone, because the unstarred tones in En.glish

are in general assigned a location in time, and the only ways of

excepting th~.L- from this assignment appear to be ad hoc.

Our treatment of these cases in which a tone fails to appear

after triggering downstep is not equivalent to a theory in which tone

deletion rules ;ngeneral may be ordered after phonetic rules. Our

treatment predicts that only 1imited context could be relevant .to the

non-appearance of the tones in question. If tone sandhi rules proper

can make more extensive use of context, then it would also be possible

for a language to have tone deletion rules which are not limited in

th1sway. Such deletion rules, however~ would presumably be ordered

,amongst the phonological rules rather than am~ng the rules which map

the phonological representation of tone into a phon~tic representat1o~.

The constraints. on tone sandhi rules have not been a topic of discussion

here,becauseas far as we know English does not have any.

4.3 Left-To-Right Tonal Implementation lnOther Contexts

In the case of downstep, the exponential character of the result

strongly suggests that an ;terativeprocess is at work. In this section,

we present the facts wh;ch lead to the inference that the values of all

tones, whetherdow~steppedor not, are computed in relat1onto the

inmediately preceding tonal values. These are the facts which motivate

...-....--------,--------r----------_"I"_w·_ -- _
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rule 2) for Htones and rules 3) through 6) for L tones. The first

observation is thit the value ofa H tone is carried thrriu~h onto

a following H tone of equal prominence, with differences in prominence

scaled accordingly. (The value of the following Hmay then be

readjusted by downstep). One consequence is that prominence relations

are reflected in F~ values in the same way, whether or nor the. first

tone wasltself downstepped •. The second observation ts that the value

of l tones 1s also computed in relation·to the values of invnediately

precedtnq ·tones. However, the l in a bitonal accent, the L- phrase

accent, and L% are all related differently to a preceding H;thi~ means

that the value of successive l tones can differ even wtthout a change :.in

prom;nence.

The situation tnEnqlish may be compared to that reported for

Afri c..an tone 1anguageswi,th downstep or d"owndri ft. . A~Figure: 16A and

168 indicated, the· value of ~ downstepped H is. carried through ~n 'subse-

.quent H's until the next dowrastep. The value of the first L following

the dcwnstepped H is also shared by subsequent ~ 's until the next

downstep. '(Huang 1979; Clements 1980; Meyers 1976; Schachter and Fromkin'

1968). Such a system of implementing a bitonal d;stinctlon is redundant

compared to .that found in English. A .paradigmatic dtst tnct ion between

two tones can be conveyed if the value for one is consistently different

from the value for the other at the same location. This does not require

th'at the amount of the difference be the same across locations. Thus

additionalinfonnation can be carr-ted by varying the amount of .the

.dtfference. In English. the extra 1nformation carried is information
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'about phrasing and prominence.

The end of this section reviews how the tone mapping rules

discussed support t~ehypoth~sis that the left to right mappi~g of tones

into tonal values has an increment of one tone and permits reference back

as far as the previous pitch accent.

Figures 35 and 36 illustrate one consequence of rule 2), which

coaputes the value of a 'H tone in relation to. that of a preceding H

tone. The transcription for the F0 contour in Figure 35 is H*+L- H*+H- H*.

(The H*+H- accent. which is discussed in Chapter 5, scales like H*but

generates an F0 plateau instead of a dipping. configuration). The medial

pitih accent in this sequence is_downstepped in the context of the first.

The nuclear H* accent is not itself in a context'; for downstep. Nkonetheless,

its phonetic value is still less than that of the less prominen"t H*+l-.

This is so because its phonetic value is computed in relation to the value

of the accent tothe'left, without regard for whether that accent was

downstepped or not. Thus, the. prominence d;fference between the nuclear

H* andtheprenuclear H*+H- is implemented in the same way ;n F;gure 35

as it is 1nFigure 36 ·where H*+H- was not downstepped. This means that

the effects of downstep are carr;ed over onto subsequent non-downstepped

H tones.•

In.Figure 36" as in ~Il patterns with H*+H- accents, /H-' = /H*/.

On the assumptfon that both tones in the sam~ pitch accent have the same

prominence. this follows from rule 2).

WealsQ proposed that rule 2) computes a value for H tones in

downstep contexts, whichdownstep then readjusts. The rules were fonmulated '
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in this way to capture the fact that downstepped tones, are subject to

,variation on the basis of pr~minence in the same way that non-downstepped

tones. are. Figure 37 illustrates this point. The figure shows two F0

contours for H*+L- H* L- L% wh;ch share the same ·phoneticvalue for

H* in H*+L-. The values for the nuclear H* differ. because the word with

the ,nuclear stress was somewhat more emphasized in one utterance than in

the other. Our observations about the interaction of downstep and

prominence are only qualitative, however. Further experimentation is

needed to determ;ne whether this interaction. is really multipl;cative,

as rules 2) .and·S) would predic~.

In all our examples of a H- phrase accent after a pitch accent

ending in ;H,H- continues the previous level. Thus, not only would, it

appear correct to compute the value of H-by rule 2J.but also it .seens

that the phrase accent is taken to have the same promtnence-as the

nuclear ·accent. This is an interest;ng result, bec~use the value of the

Hboundaryvaries ind~pendently from that of the nuclear accent according

',to how non-f'tnal the speaker v1ews his utterence. In principle, it would

,be ,perfectly possible' for the phrase accent to vary1na 'similar fashion.

ForH- after H-~L*, rule 2) sets the value of the phrase accent equal to

that of the H- in the nuclear accent. As a result, tbe phrase.acc~nt has

the same value as the L* a'fter downstep. Thts can be seen in Figures 19

and 38. Figure 38 makes the same point for H-+L* H-that Figures 35 and

36 mad! forH·+L- H* H*.Here, theH- in the nuclearH-+L* has itself

-been downstepped because of the H-tL* to its left. Rule 2) carries this

downstepped.valueonto theH- phrase accent, which then undergoes an
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additional downstep. If the value of the phrase accent were computed on

the basis of the prominence of the nuclear accent, for instance, instead

of taking its phonetic value from the nuclear accent t then it would not

have downstepped exactly to the level of the L*.

According to rule 2), the H in a bitonal accent is related to

other H tones in the saIne way that a H* is. We have· already made use

~f this assumption in giving an account of Figure 38. A further'

prediction of this claim is that the step size for equally prominent

accents is the' same in H*+L- H* as 1n H*+l- H*+L-, for example, and the,

same in H*L-+H* as in L-+H* L-+H*. The relations between the contours

in Figures 7 and 8, 13 and 14, and 17· and lBappear to be in line w;th

this pred;ct;on~

Rule 2) assigns equally prominent H tones equal phonetic value, .

whether they are in a bttonal accent or not. According to rule 7) t

equally prominentl*sarealso assigned equa l phonetic values. This

behaviour is not shared by allL tones; instead, the value of the L tone

is" computed differently in different contexts, so that differences in

phonetic value arlsewithout a plausible source in prominence diffe~ences.

Figure 20 provides one illustration of this point. The transcription for

this contour isL* H-+L* L-HI.' Here, the l* of the' nuclear accent is

higher than theprenuclear L*. This sltuationarisesbecause of rule 3) ~

> wh1 ch sca1ed L* i nH"+L* as a ·f; xedrat ; 0 of the phoneti c va1ueof H

without reference to preceding, L tones. If the value ofL tones were

computed by a general;zation of rule 7) similar to- 'rule 2), which relates

two like tones disregarding unlike tones in the samep;tch accents, the
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outco~~ would be different; the L* in the bitonal nuclear accent would

be equal to or lower than the l* accent, since L* accents become

lower under increased prominence. The behaviour of sequences of H-+L*

accents under chang~s in ·overall pitch range also reflects rule 3).

This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 39.' When the pitch contour is

increased, the entire 'F0 contour is raised proportionately; the value

of the L*sas well as theH-s goes up. This follows when fl*1 is

computed as a ratio of /H-/, and contrasts with the behaviour of L* when

it is not in a bitonal accent.

Returning to Figure 20, one alsb notes that the l* of the nuclear

H-+L* is higher than the L- phrase accent. The situation thus contrasts

with the cases of L*L- shown in Figure 40, where the L- ts assigned the

same phonetic value as the precedlnq L* byru]e 7. Limited observations'

suggest that the .L- phrase accent after H-+L'* is treated the:-::sameway·.as

it would be after H*; its value is slightly above the baseline. S;milar c

observations can be made for L*+H- L-. These observations are covered by

ruleS).' We wDuldpredict,but have not confirmed', that the value of L~

in these contexts increases with the value of tha nuclear H tcne,as it

does in H*L-.

Section 1 suggested that the t~ne mapping rules only, refer

back as far as the precedingp1tch accent. The tonal value relations

,we 'have just .reviewed all fit th;s hypothesis. The mai'n. rule propagating

,the value of'H tones, rule 2) above,computes the value of H* or the H in a

bitonal accent in relation to that of "the Htn an 1nmed1ately preceding accent.,

When rule 2) 1s applied to a H-.phrase accent, the ;RII1ed;ately preced;ng
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accent is the nuclear pitch accent and it is to the nuclear accent that

H- ts related. The downstep rule, 8), does not refer to phonetic values

of tones in the preceding pitch accent , but f t does refer to the tonal

description of the pitch accent. H is downstepped only after H-L, and H

in L-H. only after H. 3 Rule 5) for L- after ~(+T) computes L- as a ~tio

of the value of th~ preceding accent, the nuclear accent. Rules 3), 4),

6) and 7) also look no fu~ther back than the previous accent.

Our hypothesis obviously permits the value of the boundary tone

to be computed from the value of tones in the nuclear accent. It is not

clear whether this possibility is used in the system. The rule L% = 0

is non-relational; if H% after H- is handled by rule 2)~ its underlying

value is computed in relation to the phrase accent rather than -the nuclear·,

accent. The upstep rule for L% and H% after H- is likewise:-~ tnsens lt tve to

the character of the nuclear accent. Thus the only case in which there

is areal possibility of the boundary.tone being mapped with reference

to the nuclear accent is HI after t-. The F0 contours gathered for the

experiment in Chapter 3 showed a strong.relationship between H~ and H*.

This relat;onsh1p is shown foratyp1cal subject in Figure 41. It could

arise from a rule. computing IH%/ as a function of /H*/.However, it could

also arise indirectly from /L-' =m IH*/ and. IH%/ ~ nIL-I, given that

/L-/ shows m ~ o. If the relationship does arise in this fashion, when

we would expect HS to scale the same ,way after L*L- as after H*L-. We

donot ,know if this is the case. sfnce that we have no data relating

scaling of Hafter Lto its scaling ·after H.with prominence equated.
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The increment for iteration of the tone mappingr~les was

hypothes;zed to be one tone. Furthermore, we stipulated that tonal values

computed on one iteration cannot be changed on the next. A two tone'

increment would in mos.t cases give the same power as a one tone tncrement

with thepennission' to recompute the tone preceding the current tone.

However. in sequences of Ti T~+l Ti+2(-T), using a two tone increment

would ta inconsistent with our hypothesis that tone mapping rules only

refer to the last accent: when i was incremented to ;+2, the last accent

would be Ti+1• whose value is not yet computed. This situation would

leave no basis for the computation of IT i +11 or 1i +2/ . This argument

can obviously be' extended to rule out that possibility tha~ the in~rement,

1sany greater.

4.4 The Scaling of Downsteps

According to the downstep rule formulated in Section 4.1,

successive H values in a downstepped sequence are related as follows:

11) Hi+1 =k IHil 0 < k < 1 (indexing here omits L ~ones)

This means that 'the total sequence o( values can be described as V(kn)

where V = IH1h n is the index. k is thedownstep coefficient. and the

value of tones is expressed in, baseline units above the baseline.

This section reports, the results of a p1~ot experiment to test

the 'predict;onsof th;s fonnulatjon of downstep. Th~ model predicts that

the size of the first step is constant. regardless of the number of steps

in the p"'rase. This follows because the model has no look-ahead. It

also predicts that the phonetic value of the nuclear ac~ent is lower,

the longer the phrase. Since the step size ;s claimed to be constant as

Ie:

Iiw'----_......__--- - ..----- ~-~- --- -~-~-
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measured in baseline units above the baseline, it should decrease as

measured in Hz or semi tones.

Two alternative hypotheses will be .entertained. One is that

dowhstep has a look-ahead.mechanism, which the speake~ .uses to divide

his total range by the number of steps. This hypothesis predicts that

the size of the first step is smaller, the longer the phrase, but

that the phonetic value of the nuclear accent ;5 invariant, for a given

I~/. A second possibility is that the steps are computed by local
I

recursive rules, as propos~d, but not in the·space of baseline units

above the baseline. Under such a hypothesis, the step size would be·

1n~ariant with length of phrase and position in the phrase, but only

when expressed in Hz or semitones rather than in baseline units above

the baseline.

The results of the pilot experiment confirmed our porposal

over both of the alternatives.

The subject for the experiment (MB) recorded the following

sentences, with the indicated intonation pattern. There were twelve"

or more repetitions of each,

12)

13)

14)'

15)

I really believe him., . J
H* ·H-+L* L--L%

I really believe Ebenezer.
I I ,
H* H-+l* H-+L~L- L%

I really believe Ebenezer was a dealer:
IIII
H* -H-+,l*·· H-.+L* H-+L* L- L%

1 really believe Ebenezer was a dealer in magnesium..
I ·11 . I'. .
H~ H-+L* H~+L* H-+L* H-+L* L- L%.
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The sentences were constructed in this fdshion' so that steps at ~ given

location.would be comparable across sentences. Also, all accented

syllables, had a high front vowel in order to minimize the effect of·

d;fferencesin vowel height on 'Ff', so that earlier and later steps in

the same sentence would be as comparable as possible. The ,sentences

were wr;tten, on cards and randomized together, with .addit.lona" sentences

that will not interest us here interspersed.. The subject was trained

to produce the desired intonation pattern using phrases that'had'only

one step (H* H-~L*), and was quite successful in extending.this ..

pattern to 1anger phrases. Four utterances ,were el tmtnated fr()m,';

analysis, ·becauseof misplacement cfnuc'lear stress and a number.,were

also eliminated because they did not have the·desiredH~+Ltracc~nts •.

However"there were at least 10 correct. utterances for each sentence
. ,.' ~: ~-~. ~

type. F~ values were measured. at the Fe. peak in the case of the H~s,

and at the amplitude maximum of the vowel in the case of the L*s in

H-+L*s. (The'L*s of course do not have a peak on the accented vowel).

The results of the experiment are summarized in Figure 42.

Each data point is the mean of 'thef'0 values for the giv,en word in the

same sentence. Data points from words in the same sentences are connected

by lines. Vertical bars indicate the standard error for each data

point.

A visual examination of the graph confinns our downstep rule

over t~e look-ahead hypothesis. The size of the first step is quite

insen~;t;ve to phrase length4, and the nuclear accent is lower, the

longer the phrase. The step size w;th;n a phrase is clearly not constant

in Hz, although visual examination does not make· it clear whether it migh~

I~'
I~
t
r ~

~,JI
ij;!

~j
~1"!

ii:I;,_- ~...._-~ -- -------...___-------.....------.....-------
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be constant in semi tones.

More detailed analysis is necessary to ~etenmine whether

exponential character of· F.;gure 42 can be generated by a constant ratio

in baseline units above the baseline, as proposed above, or whether

it involves a constant musical interval, as some researchers have claimed

for downdrift in African tone languages. Table I gives the intervals for

each step shown in the graph.

Clearly, the steps are not equal in this domain; the step size

decreases as the phrase progresses. To mak~ our case, we have to show

that a baseline units .modelcan be fit in which the step does not,

decrease in this way. Table II gives ratios of each accent to its

predecessor, in a, hypothesized domain of baseline units above the.basel tne,

The hypothetical baseline falls from 150 Hz to 140 Hz; the terminal

value was estimated from declarative Fi) contours for this subject, while

the ;nitial value was arrived at hit or m;ss. This transform removes

the trend observed in Table I. As in' Table I, the third entry in the

bottom row is an outlier; otherwise, early values for step size,are

comparable to later values.

, It is important to note in comparing Table I. and·Table II that

the amount of variab1l;ty 1n the step size values ts not a measure of

relative goodnessof'f;t of the two models. An ;ntelligiblemeasureof

relat;vegoodness of. fit is the comparison between deviations of observed

values from values "predicted by the two models. These deviations are

tabulated in TablesIII and IV,on" the fol1.owfng pages. Tabl e II I shows

the deviations of the data observed from the values predicted by the equal



Table I: Step Size in Semi tones
'J

Sentence believe/really Ebenezer/believe dealer/Ebenezer magnesium/dealer

12) ...6.4

13) -5.2 -4.7

14) -5.7 -4.1 -3.4

15) -5.9 -3.9 -1.6 -2.4

Table II: Step Size asa Ratio of Estimated Baseline Units above the Basel;ne

Sentence believel really Ebenezer/believe dealer/E~enezer . magnesium/dealer

12) .57

13) .60 .54

14} .58 .61 .54

15)" .55 . .61 .80 .62

.....

.........
N



Table III: Deviations of Observed Values from Predicted Values for the Equal Interval Model

A- In Semi tones

Sentence

12)

13)

14)

15)

1.9

1.0

1.3

1.6

Ebenezer/believe

1.5

-0.3

1•1

dealer" Ebenezer

-1.1

-1.6

magnesium/dealer

-3.5

Mean absolutedev1at1on

B - In Hz

........................................................." . 1.5 ....
.........
w

Sentence

12)

. 13)

14)

15)

30.7

16~ 5

21.9

27.2

Ebenezer/believe

18.3

-4.0

14.9

dealer/Ebenezer

-11.5

-17.9

magnesium/dealer

-32.4

Mean Absolute deviation ............................................................... 19.5
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Table IV: Deviation of Observed Values from Predicted Values for the Baseline Model

. A - In SeC1;tones

Sentence Ebenezer/believe dealer/Ebenezer magnesium/dealer

Mean absolute deviation ............................... . .. .. . . . .............................

12)

13).

14)

15)

B - In Hz

0.4

o
0.3

0.7

0.6

0.1

0.4

0.5

-1.1 -0.9

0.5 ....A

.-..J
~

Sentence

12)

13)

14)

15)

bel;eve/really

6.0

o
4.8

11.3

Ebenezer/believe

7.4

1.3

5.4

dealer/Ebenezer

4.9

-12.1

magnesium/dealer

-8.6

Mean absolute deviat ton .....- . 6.2
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musical 1ntervalmodel. The value for "really" in each sentence was taken

to be-the mean of the observed values for that sentence. Subsequent

values were computed taking the step 'interval to be the mean of the

observed intervals, 4.34 semitones. The mean absolute deviation of the

observed data from the predicted values was 19.5·as computed in Hz and

1.5 as computed insemitones. As one would expect from examining Table It

. taking the step size to be a constant musical interval resulted in

predictions which were too high for the. left side of the. table .. and too

low for the right side. Table IV shows the deviations of the data

observed from the val ues predicted by downstep rule 8). presuppostnqa

baseline running from 150 Hz to 140 Hz. The step size was taken to be

0.60, the mean of the observed steps measured as a ratio ,of basel;ne un;ts

above the baseline. The mean absolute deviation is 6.2 in Hz,and .49 in

. sem;tones • Thus, even a rough estimate of the baseline enables the downstep

rule operating in the ·doma;n of baseline units above the baseline to fit

three times better than the constant interval m~del.Our downstep rule

has the further advantage that the predicted value'of the downstepped

eccentsfs a·symptotic to the baseltne.. Thus t the model. automatica l1y

avoids generating downstepped values below the bottom of the speakerls

range. In the constant interval model J tbe predicted values are asymptoti,c

to o Hz. Add1t;onal assumptions must be introduced to describ~ what happens

when-the predicted values fall below the base1; ne and are notphys i ca11y

realizable.

'G1venthepromis1ng ·results of this pl1~t experiment. a .full

scale experiment with more careful controls seems justified. In the

projected exper;ment. the estimate' of the ~ase11ne for the stepping contours

~------------~- -- .......-.-----.-
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wi11 be arrived at by optimization, as in Chapter, 3, rather than by trial

and error. Since the stepping intonation patterns differ from those

examined in Cha~ter 3 in not providing an estimate ,f the baseline which

is independent' from the coefficients of the fitted model •. additional

contours will be collected for this purpose.

It would be interesting to know whether downstep and downdrift

in African tone languages exhibit the same phonetic properties that were

found here for English. ~'eyerS- (1976) study of Hausa foumfthat the step

size as measured in Hz decreases through the phrase. IIAt the b.eginni-ng _

of an utterance, within a g;ven word, the distance between a high tone·

and a following low tone may be as great as 20 herz , while -eowards th.e:·;·" ."\

end of the utterance the distance. between a high and a low tone, even.

withi.n, the same word, may be only 2-3 herz" (85-86). Thts repo;rt:~.

obviously rules out the possibility that .the step size 1s constant in,.;;Hz,:,

and i,t also suggests that the step size cannot be a constant musical

interva.l: If the step of 2 Hz is a fall from 100 Hz to 98 Hz, then the

step of 20 Hz would have to be a fall from 1000 Hz to 980 Hz in order to

represent the same mU.sical' interval. This is an implausibly large range:

for comparison, the total range of tonal values in Silversteinls study

of Hausa was 97 Hz to 186 Hz'.

Painter's (1979) study of Gwa is also addressed to the questfcn

how step sjzeisrelated to ser;al posit;on.However, egregiou~ errors in

data processing make the results less worthwhile than they might have

been. The primary errorwas in averag;ng together all' measurements for

the nth ~igh tone in a stepping sequence~ regardless of the total number
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of steps in the sequence in ~hich the measurement was taken. Since the

sequences were not all of the same length, this means that the number

of measurements per mean value presented decreases as n increases.

Table V presents a 'hypothetical set of measurements which shows one reason

why this procedure is misleading: in this 'table, the measurements for each

sequence aredescendtnq and all steps are the same size but these'

equalities are completely lost 1n the averaged data.

Some situation of this sort must have arisen in Painterls data,

because the highest F0 value reported in the results for terraced sequences

is for the 9t h tone, for which there f s only one measurement.
I

Painter made an additional error in collapsing sequences of H eH

(H downstepped H) with nonterraced H sequences r&ther then with $equences

in wh;ch H downdrifted', after L. The comparison one ts interested in is

between stepped sequences and sequences witn dec1i nat; on burno steppt ng,

By grouping the downstepped H sequences with the plain H sequences as

"non-terraced spansll,Palnter makes it impossible to make this comparison.

He points out this problem himself, but does not suggest any purpose for

which, averages based on his ,grouping of the data would be useful.

4.5 Upstep

The discussion of the phrase accent and"the boundary tone, in
\:..;

Chapter 2 po;ntedout that the boundary tone is upstepped afterH-. The

magnitude of the difference between L% and H% after H- appears to be

comparable to that after L~;butLStwhose value 1s 0 after L-,has the

value of H- after H-~ and H% is accordingly h1gh~r. Since there are only

------r-----,---~-----.;,.,-------r---__-----:..-,- ..........--~
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Table V: A Hypothetical Set 'of Data Showing Why Painterls Averaging
Procedure is Inadvisable·· .._~

HTones
Sentence .F·irst . Se~onrt Third Fourth--

" 1) 300 285 2"70 255

2) 250 235 220

3) 230 215

r~ean$ 260 . 245 245 255
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two tones in the system, there ts no thirdopt1on of a boundary tone on

or near the baseline after a H-phrase accent. Figure 43, repeated from

Chapter 2, illustrates this observation.

As in the case of do~nstep, partial similar1tiesbetween up

stepped and non-upstspped boundary tones suggest thatupstepbe forrnul ated

asareadjustment rule. A prel11l;J;nary statement of this' value is given

in Section 1 as rule 9). When T is l%, the old value is.O and so the

new value is /H-/. When T is B%, the old value can be ,anywhere in a fairly

large range, given that /H%/ varies as an expression of hownon-fi.nal the

utterance is. As a result, the upstepped IH%/ is also quite variable.

The fact that upstep, unlike downstep, has an addend fullows-from

the qualitative Ifeature-s ofthe'patternsobse"rved. Upstep readfusts atone

~Ihose val ue 1sO to have the' non-zero va1ue of the preceding. tone.

It woul~be lmposs1ble fora pure rat to rule to do this, sincek e: 0 = o.
Under upstep, no tonal values are readjusted to a value less ,than that

of the preceding tone. Under downstep, a tone whose value is 11k .times

the value of the preceding tone is readjusted to ~atch the preceding tone

and tones with lower or higher values come out lower or higher than the·

preceding tone. The downstepped value of a hypotheti·cal H tone with value

o would be O.

Because downstep generates an exponential curve asymptot;c to

thebasel1ne.downstepped sequences can in principle be of indef1n'ite

lengtll. Clearly tthe funct;onal form of our upsteprule tncorporatesno

comparab·lepred1ct;on.Gfven that our system. for scaling F(tJvalues ;5

'referred to the bottomofthes·peaker l 5 range rather than the top, and
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that the upstep function :has no asymptote, nothing in principle prevents

.the upstep rule from generating values higher than the top of the

speakert s range. What prevents this' in practice is the fact that one vs

normal speaking range is nearer the bottom than the top of one's maximum

range, and that the context for upstep is not met iteratively. The.

existence of tags which undergo upstep makes it possible to get utterance~

with two successive upsteps, lik~ that in Fi'gure 44. However, we do

not seem to.find·sentences with more than one tag. For example, both

16) and 11) are possible:

16)

}7l·.:

18),

18)

He said he was sorry, didn1t he?I .
·H* L- . H- H,%

He said he was. sorry, Benjamin.
J
H* L- H- H%

, tn contrast , seems rather odd:

He said he was sorry, didn1t he, Benjam;n?,
H* L- H- H- H%

A much more natural v.ersion col lapses "dtdrr'f he, Benjamin ll into .a single

tag:

19) He said he was sorry. didn't he Benjamin?
I
H* L- H- H% .

If this ~eneral 'observation t~ correct. it means that the structural

description for upstep cannot be met an indefinitely large·-number of times,

as that f~r downstep can.

Whether any languages have iterative upstep is .~n ;nteresting

question. Clements (1980) and, Huang (1979) c;te a number of languages
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whi ch are reported to haveupstep ,but it appears that in many of these'

the upstep is not iterative. 'Huang reports that upstep frequently

occurs -in anticipation of downstep. In such cases, a r,ising and f~lling'

rather than a monotonically rising pattern waul dbe genera'ted, and so

problems of exceeding the speakerls range would not arise. Discussion

in Clements '(1979) suggests that some languages whic'h are reported to

have upstep display what,we would cal1reinitialization of tonal values.

This is the change in pitch range which can occur at an intonation.

phrase boundary. There are two sources for such a change: one is baseline

resetting, with its consequences for the scaling of tones above the

baseline. The other is the expressive use of p;tch range. For1nstance,

thesp_eaker may sel ect a reduced pi tchrange fora parentheti cal remark ,

and resume a larger pitch range when he picks up the main topic:agaln.

After a phrase with a series of downsteps, reinitializationto something

like the initial pitch range is typical. As our terminology suggests,

relnitia11zation ar-ises from a fresh choice of values for tones, rather

than from a rule relating the value of tones on the right tG the values

of their predecessor's. Tonal rules proper, such as downstep and upstep,

appear to apply only within the phrase. Given that phonological rules.

in general apply across weaker boundaries and becorne,blocked by stronger

ones, it would be surprising to find an upstep rule which applied only

across intonation phrase boundaries.

If iterative upstep does exist, further instrumental investi

gation ,will be needed to determ;ne whether it can be acconmodated within

the framework described here. The framework does not automatically rule
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out iterative upstep, since a straightforward gene'rali-zation of the

functional· form for downstep can generate both downstep and upstep.

A possible general recursive formula for subsequent upstepped or

downstepped tones is:

20) ITn+1/ : (l-a) I~I + at (0 < a < 1)

(This is a reexpression of ITn+1' =alTn' + b which brings out the

asymptotic value, t.) The form this takes as a readjustment rule if

recurs ton.Is carried out by independent rules such as rule 2)i5:,

21) . IT/= (l-a)/T/ + at

The rule generates downstepping sequences if IT1/ > t , and; u.pst~r1pin,g

sequences if IT1, < .t. Our downstep rule corresponds to t~~:.:~:~~s,e:.~h~re

. t = o and the addend is' therefore 0.; perhaps all downstep j-ules have ...

t = O. In the case of upstep, t is the ceiling of the pitch: range:, for

the phrase as 'a whole. t need not correspond to the absolute top.of

the range; in fact, g;ven OU~ earlier observation that the speakerls

typical speaking range is·in the lower part of the maximum range, one

might expect that values of t lower than the absolute maximum would be .

selected. The curve sketched in Figure·45 shows an upstepped sequence

generated by ,this fonnulaon the assumption that t is 3' baseline units ..

above the baseline. G;ven these observations, we cannot agree with

Huang1s· suggestion that the existence of monotonically upsteppingpatterns

wh;ch do not tax the top of the speaker's range would necessarily be

eviderce for 'preplannlng. If such patterns show asymptotic behaviour.

they can be generated wlthout advance planning for theal1ocat1on of

.pitch range over the length of the phrase. This woiJldmean that we do
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not need a phonological representation which permits such preplanning.

,However, the existence of iterative upstep would require loosening'

of one of our assumptio~s; it requires reference to a ceiling whereas all

previous rules have referred only toa floor, the baseline. On the

assumption that the ceiling is defined in baseline units above ·the base

line, its tilt would not be subject to linguistic·variation .. One would

want to investigate, however, whether its level was varied.

A comparison between rule 9) and the general formula 21) ..shows

that 9) is not an instance of 21). The case. where the underlying value

ofT is O' shows that at would have to be /H-'; but then the case where

It'-is greater than 0 shows that l-a would have to be .1, hence a would

have to be zero. Thlsis an inconsistency. However, our data on upstep

lnquestions ;5 sparse:enough to permit an alternative formulation which

is an instance of 21). ; Taking at = /H-' and assum1ng.t= 3, this would

.be:

22) In H- T: '/TI = (l-/H-/) '/T/+ /H-/
'3

o < a < 1 on the ~easonable assumption that /H-' < t. 'This rule, unlike

g), predicts that the difference between L% andH% is reduced when they

are upstepped.More detailed investigation is needed to det~rmine

whether this is correct. A second consequence of 22) is a dl1enuna:

either the rule predicts that IH%/ - /H-, becomes smaller, the greater

/H-', or the theory mustperm1t t to ;ncrease with 1H-/.

4.6 Does an Upstepplng Pitch Accent Exist in English?

In rhe past sectlcns , we have discussed a downstep rul ewhich

applied iterat1vely to two-tone pitch accents, ·andan upstep rule which
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applies to boundary tones.'We have'not seen in English a situation

which 'is a logical possibility, that of a pitch accent which upsteps

tterat tvely, creating an ascendinq staircase in the F0 domain. There

is reason to examine this possibility carefully, since Palmer (1922)

'discusses a "scandent head" which might correspond to it, and this

suggestion is taken up ;n Crystal (1969), where the type E rising head

ucomprises·a ri"sing series of'stressed syllables, with or'without

interweningunstres~ed syllables, each stressed syllabl~ b~ing ~1gh~r

than, or occas tonal ly at the. same. pitch as the precedinq pf tch-prominent

sYUablell~ (p. 230l~ How~ver, tne system we have out.llned alrf;!ady

~en~rates a,number Qf F0 pattern~,which rise ~p ,to the nuc)ear~aCfent.

Thes,e patterns involve ri,$i.ng promtnenceor L H tope sequences... , ;~e)~,.,

conclude that there is no motiva't:ion for an addtt tonal pftch accent

which engenders upstep.

Chapter 2 gave 'examples of F~ contours ~ith two H* accents,

;n which the nuclear stress on the second ,meant that. the second peak, was

higher than the first. While altering prominence configurations in

general are preferred for phra$es with more ~itch accents, it is also

possible to fi~d instances of monotonically ascending prominence in

particular contexts. 'With such a promtnence configuration, a series of

H tones ;5 then mapped into a rising F0 contour. Figure 46 1s an example

of such a contour. The metrical structure for the sentence in this

figure is:
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23)

w

Itls indexed ,by the keywords in the abstract

The speaker's decision to emphasize IIkeywords" results in it being' more

prominent than lIindexed li
• IIAbstract ll is in turn more prominent than

"keywor,l1s". The risingF0 contour shown for 23) does not actuai lyhave

H* accents, but rather the H*+H- accent which will be introduced in

Chapter 5. The H*+H- scales in the same way as the H*, but generates

F0 plateaus instead of dipping between the accented syllables. 5

A second major source of rising F~ contours is tonal

representat ions with a l* or L*+H- early in the phrase. A contour with

the accents L* ~* H* is shown in Figure 47., This tonal sequence

generates a three level rise even ff the first accent is on a more'

prominent syllable than the second. The contour may be compared to the

L* H* intonation pattern for the same sentence shown in Figure 29.

Figures 26 and 27 showed contours in which L*+H- H* resulted in a rising

configuration of accents. Of course, rising contours similar to those

reviewed so far can also be generated with a H+L or L+H accent in nuclear

pos ttton, .provided the preceding context is nat one wh;ch would downstep

the H tone. ,One such contour is shown in Figure 48.

The type of intonation -which most resembles iterative upstepping

was shown in Figure 44. In this contour, the existence of a second phrase

accent ina tag created the conditions for two successive upsteps.

However, the upstep in such contours applies to the second phrase accent
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and the boundary tone rather than to pitch accents. In the last sect lon ,

we noted that the number of upsteps in such contours stops at two, in

contrast to the Iarqe number of downsteps which could be found in

phrases with downstepping pitch accents.

, All the rising f~ contours we have seen can be analyzed as

the above examples were, without 'positing an upstepping pitch accent.

The lack of an iteratively upstepping accent is not accidental, but

appears to be related to the relationship of phonetic v~lue and prominence

in English. One of the main' types of evidence for the extstence of down-, .

step was provided by F~contours like Figure 2. where it is clear t~at

the nuclear pftch accent has greater prominence but .lower phonetic value

than theprenuclear pitch accent. This is ctear , because we know

independently that the- nuclear stress is both the stonqest-s'tress and the:'"

1ast. stress carryi.ng a pitch accent. The comparable evidence for upstep

would be provided by an Ff'contour 1nwhich an accent on the right

clearly had both lesser prominence and higher F~ than the accen~ on its

left. Unequivocal cases of this sort are not to be found however,

because of the left-right assYJllTletry of the nuclearutress ru'le and post

nuclear deaccent1ng. Any F0 contour which had the requis"ite F~ relations

could be analyzed as involving greater prominence on the r~ght, where the

higher phonetic value occurred.

4.7 Ambiguities

A number of the distinct;ons in 'tonal 'pattern introduced in

Chapter 2 collapse when compressed onto little segmental material~ For

example,we suggested' that L*+H-H- ~ndL* H- are dist1nctwhen there is
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H- phrase' accent to be later than that nf the H- tone of the pitch

accent. Ordinarily, the nuclea~ stress falls on the last content word of

the phrase and these two patterns would not be distinct. The topic of

this section is a different setaf ambiguitie~which arise from the

rules pertaining to the downstep accents. These ambiguities are intrinsic

to the intonation system rather than coincidental, in the sense that

they arise from the tonal representations and the tone mapping rules

without regard to the segmental material.

The relationship of downstep and prominence is one possible

source of ambiguity. 'Co,nsider theF0' contour in Figure 49 whfch has a

w w s metrical structure~with a higher peak on the first w than on

the second. As we pointed out 1n Chapter 2, the phonology does not

determine a prominence relationship between the two w'sin such a case;

either one Inay be more prominent. 'depending on the semantic importance

of the material it dominates. Thus, the F~ contour in Figure 49 could

arise because the first w is more prominent than the second. Or, it

could arise even with the first less prominent if the second accent were

downstepped. These two analyses differ in their predictions. for how the

prominence of the nuclear accent would be mapped into a phonet;c value. ,

Given our principles for carrying over tonal value. the nuclear H*would,

under the first analysis, be equal 1n prominence to the first ·accent if

it had the same phonetic value. Under the second analysis, it ;s

separated from the first accent by one downstep. andfs equal to H*l if

its value is IH*l/. Clearly. however. there is a range of values forH*3
T
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which permiteithe~ analysis, with the analyses differing in the inter

pretation of the prominence of H*J.

A related case is shown in Figure 50. Here there are two

. peaks with the second slightly higher than the first. The obvious

interpretation of such a contour is as H* H*, with the nuclear H* slightly

mor~ prominent than the prenuclear accent which is subordinated to it.

A second possible interpretation is H*+L- H*. This interpretatinn is

possible because the downstep rule does riot actually require that the

downstepped tone be lower than the precedingH tone: it only shifts 'how

a given prominence "relation if reflected in the F0 contour. ,If the.

downstepped tone were considerably more prominent than the precedingH,

it could cone ·out higher even after downstep.

The existence of these last two ambiguities is possible rather

·tha~ certain,'because of our incomplet~ u~derstanding of how:prom1nefic~

tsexpressed phonetically. It is possible that some estimate of",

prom;nencebased on amplitude, vowel duration, or force of articulation

of consonants can be brought to bear in analyzing the F0 contour. If

'this were the case, the listener would 'be able to. pick one analysis of

the ambiguous F0contour. On the other hand. it may be that these other

phonetic reflexes of prosody are varied independently from F0, and for

somewhat independent reasons. If so, they would riot help the 11stner

d;samblguate theF~ contours in F1gures 49 a~d 50.

·Rule 10), which prevented the L" in H*+L- froinappearingonthe

surface, 15 another source of ambiguity. Since downstepaffe.cts only H

tones, this rule neutralizes H*+L- with H* before' a l phrase accent or'

lei

•
U'-----_...-.-----.-.---------......._---"""""'---......._----------------~--~-



a l* pitch accent. ChapterS will introduce a similar case: the H*+H-
j

accent, which is introduced in that chapter, is neutralized with H*

before any tone with a lower or equal phonetic value. This situation

arises because H* and H*+H- are distinct only when the environment for

spreading the H- in H*+H- is met and this is when the next tone is

higher. One consequence isth~t the F0 ~onfiguration in Figure 48 is

three ways ambiguous, having the analysis H*+H- H* H* in addition to

the analyses just mentioned." Also, contours which have been described

as H* L- have the additional analyses H*+L- L- and H*+H- L-.

Does these ambiguities in analysi~ actually correspond to

a three way ambiguity in meaning? To answer this question, we need a

better account than 'we have now of intonational mean~:1gand ,its relation

to the phonolng1caldecomposition of the intonation contour. If meaning

of the intonation contour is related compositionally to the rneanings,of

the pitch accents, phrase accents, and boundary tones. then we would"

expect that the contours ;n question would be truly three ways ambiguous.

The situation would in this case correspond to the situation that ar;ses

when dental flapping applies across a word boundary neutralizing It/ and

Id/. The resul tlnq phonetic fonn can be analyzed as i"nvolving a word

ending in underlying ItI or underlying /d/; the listener makes his choice

on the basis of what yields a meaning most consistent with the context,

and ;n some contexts maybe unable to choose. If on the other hand,

, intonation contour~ are lexicalized sequences ofp1tch accents, phrase

accent, and boundary tone, then one would expect that the contours in

question would not be ambiguous. Rather. the unnJarked analysis of the

~------I-------:---~-----------------~----- ------ ......,..-_._,.
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contour would presumably be picked as the lexical representation. W~

would judge that the unmarked analysis would be the one with the single

tone pitch accent, H* L. The situation in this case would be similar

·tothat which arises in German because of .the rule devoiclng word final

obstruents. Obstruents which are final in stems that do not accept

suffixes always undergo the rule, and have become lex1cal1zed as unvoiced.

We feel it is unlikely that all phrasal contour~ have

lex1calized meanings. In contours with a mixture of different pitch

accents, it often seems that each pitch accent is a cORIDetit on the

particular material it 1s associated with. The discussion of ladd'.s

stylized contours in Chapter 2 above s.uggests furthermore _~~~t the

final boundary tone has an identifiable meaning, which contrfbutes

compositionally to the meaning of the intonation for the phr~se.

However, it seemsposs1ble that the sequences of. nuclear pftch 'accent

and phrase accent have become lex1cal1zed. Nor isthe'pos1tion that

the meaning ,of intonation phrases is in general compositional

necessarily at odds with the position 'inL1bennan and Sag (1974), Liberman

(1975) and Sag and L1berman(1975) that p~rt1cular tonal 'specifications

for. phrases are tunes with. specialized meanings. In our, framework.

such tunes would represent the idiom chunks of the-intonation system.

Twocand1dates for such a treatment. the "surprise/redundancy contour"

and the "contradiction cont~ur" were illustrated in Figures 29 and 40

respectively.

4.8 The Representat10n of P1tchRange'

In our discussion of tonal implementation. we have as~umed

that the value of each tone is c~mputed as a ·function of its phonological
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type 'and of the .types and values of immediately precedtnq tones. Pitch

range ,does not exist 1n the system except as it is represented 1n the )

value of particular tones. It "1s worth thinking about two al ternat1ve

formulations in wh1chpitch range is represented more explicitly. The

f1rstalternative,proposed 'in Clements (1979), is tha.t the pitch range

at each tonal location fsreified in the description. In his description,

a value for both (or all) possible tones is computed at each location,

and then the value for the actually occurring tone 1s instantiated as an

F" target. We assume that prominence effects would be handled 'by computing

the range on the basis of the prominence for each tonal' location.

Given that the system states relation·sbetween pttch ranges rather

than tona'l values I it can in effect refer to the value the non-occurring

tone at some location would have had, in computing thepftch;:range":for

other locations. A second alternative' is that rules like downstep "'expand

or compress the graph paper on which tonal values are computed ..·, This

account would have a unit of range. say the IIAmana-', which would be

in1t1al1zedat xbasel1ne units above the baseline but whose definition in

basel1neunits above the baseline could be changed by rules like downstep.

Rules instantiating tones 1n Amanas would still be needed, but could be

somewhat'simpler than our rules: For example, 1n the case of H*+l- H*.
. 1

H*1+1' IH*1+1/would no longer be detenn1ned as a function of IH*1 /.

Instead, it could be mapped onto Amanas on thebas1s ,of1tsprominence

alone. and its lowered F0value relative to H*+L- would arfsebecausethe

number of baseline un1tsabove thebasel1ne constftuat1ng one Amana was

reduced after H*+L-. A mod1ficationof the theory might have two graph
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papers~ one for H tones and one for L tones. We do not have in hand

the facts to decide am~ng these theories, but it seems worthwhile to

discuss what facts would tend to support ~hich theory. One case which

was· not covered by our partial set of rules for English tonal implementa

t;on H* after L*. In order' to fonnulate rules for these cases, one

WQul d 11 ke to know whethe,r or not /H*I is the same after ,L*as after H*I

for the same prominence configuration. It may be difficult to

determtnathe answer to thts question,' because equating promtnence across

sentences with different 1-ntonationpatterns;s problematic. Bylock;ng

onto particular usages of different tntonatton patterns , subjec,ts' tnan

experiment might associate diffe'rent degress of emphasis w;th: di:f:ferent

patterns , For example, a subject who decided that H* H*' wa,s',a }I,read;;ng

pattern", whl1e"L*'H*'Was' aUsurprised pat,ternll,I,w9u1d be ,apt~toi.~produt~

:lnstances, ofL*-"H* with, more" overa11 emphes15. The opposite":,l11ight -befrue

'for~', asubject'who ha'din mind th~e' l-politegreet1ngliusage'i)f'r"l*H*~' and

the "expl icit exp'lanatton" usage' of H* H*., Supposing that such problems

can be circumvented, the results wQuldhelp to decide whether 'range '

should be represented explicitly in the theory. Under our origit:'al

proposal, there 15 no reason to expect that IH*/ ,would behave in the

same way after cH* as after L*. It would be ,possible to write rules which

produced the same ,output for both cases. but the, identical ,behavi,our

would ,be completely co;nc;dental. For the two alternative proposals, the

result tha,t IH*/behaved the sameaf.ter H*and L* would be a readily

capturedgeneral1zat1on,perhaps even the simplest poss;ble outcome. The

generalization would be captured under Clements' approach by a rule which
\
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computed the top of the range (or /H/) at location ;+1 as a function

of the pitch range at location i. Taking into account what the tone

at location i actually was, as a downstep rule does, would only be

a complication. Under the Amana theory, the result would arise because

the rule for implementingH* in·Amanas is insensltiveto tonal context.

'Making H* come out differently after L* than after H* would require

making the rule context sensitive, or adding a rule similar to downstep

which redefined the Amana.

On the other s;de·of the coin. adding an 'explicit representa

tion of pitch range to the tonal implementation system significantly

increases its power. In the absence of additional restrictions, such

a proposal makes it possible to write rules changing the value of the

tone which does not occur at a given location. The effects. of such

a changewQuld shows 'up only later, on the first subsequent tone of th~

type changed. For example. constder an intonation pattern involving.

the sequence H*+L- L* H*, and suppose that the language has adosnstep

rule lowering the top of the pitch range after H+l. but not the ·bottom.

This rule would lower the value of Hat the location of L*; since the

'occurring tone is L, the effect of downstep would not show up at once,

but only on the H*,whlch follows L*. To block downstep inH*+L- L-+H*,

as Eng11sh actually does, would require a sl;ghtcompl;cationof the

rule. To generate downstep in H*+L-L* H* would be impossible in our

theory I without 91 vi"g up the c1a1m thattona1 i mp·~ ementat 1on rules

cannot refer further back than the last pitch accent, Inpr;nciple

under this approach, the downstepped H value could be passed unde.r the
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table for any number of Lis separating the H*+L- from the H*.6 Such

regularities could not be handled under ourapptoach without the

introduC:of:ion of the starred constants used in Chomsky and Halle (1968).

The version of the 'Amana theory with a single graph paper

for both tonesprov;des only very limited means for passing tonal values

under-the table. For example, in the case of H*+L- L*H*,the Amana

could be redefined after H*+L-, with lowering of H* as a consequence.

,However, the compression of the overall range would also lowerL*,

'i .se that some 'effect for downstep would be seen at once. The only way

for H* tobelowered·wtthout an effect on L* would be if L* .was on the

,baseline. (The mod1f;edversion with separate graph papers .fcr the

:,~~tfferenttones of course .has the power of Clements I approach).
j.'., , ", -. I •

However, the Amana theory provides extra po\,/er ofa different
" . '.I

.sort; It appears th,at even ,with rules, whic,h, redef~n~ the ~graph paper

"''':115, described, we still.need context sensitive rules stati.,ng.where: onthe..

graph paper a particular tone is 'realized. Thts fs so because thefnter

'pretat1on of L varies with context ;n ways that do not depend on

prominence. with'results wh;ch are not propagated rightward. IL*/ in

H-+L* is greater for greater prominence, whereas the,L* accent is

lower for greater prom;nence. IL*/;n H-+L* had no effect on the value

of the following tones; when ,ITI in H-+L* T ts computed, /H-/ 'l-s still

with;n,thewindow and all rules computing' ITI refered to /H-' rather

than to/l*/. With 'this addition t~ the theory, any local feature of

the FlJpattern ,wh;ch cQuldbe descr1'bed by a rule, redef1n;ngthe Amana'

could 'also be described by a context sensitive tonal ;mplementation
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rule. The expected difference is that the effect of the rule redefining

the Amana would show up on,a11 subsequent tones, while those of the

tonal implementation rule would show up only if overtly propagated by

subsequent rules.

In our account, there are only restricted circumstances in

which a context sensitive tonal implementation can fail to have

consequences for tones to its right. Specifically, this can happen

only if the tone evaluated is one tone i1l a bitonal accent or the phrase

accent, so~ that some other tone still remains in the window to serve'

as ,the basis for tonal evaluation on the next iteration. In the Amana"

theory, changes 1n the graph paper replace rules relating tonal values

topreced;ng ones as the basic mechanism for carry;ng r;ghtward the

.effects of rules likedownstep. The effects of tonal implementation

rules-do not in general propagate r:ightward ,(they propagateonlyif:'\

they happen to feed a context sens tt lve fonal implementation rule}, In

this fonnulation, it does not appear possible to capture the restriction

on non-propagation which fell naturally out of our ,theory. Instead,

the Amana theory essentially has a diacritic. for marking whether or not

a given con~ext sens;t;ve rule" has consequences wh1chpropagate right

wardithe rules whichrede'fine the Amana have effects to the right, while

the context sensit;vetone implementation rules do not. This leaves us

with a system of description which is probably too rich.

The Amana theory could be revised to eliminate this dual system

of rules 'by eliminating context ,sensitive tone implementat;onrulesand

handl;ngal1 contextual variation lnthe 'rules defining the Amana4> We

------------~~--~_._ ..._-'
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would judge that a revision in this. direction.which was thorough enough

tabe successful would make the Ama'na theory the same as Clements I

account.' There would no longer be a graph paper,but rather a ·pitch

range defined by H'at the top and L at' the bottom. The rules for

;mplementing tones would have become as trivial as the tonal instanti

ation ;n Clements' account.

4.9 The ~ierarchical Representation of Downstep

Theprev;ous sections have developed a picture of downstep

in which it is one of a package of rules which 'map tonal representations

into F0 contours. These rules apply iteratively left to r1g~t, and t~is

iterative app'l tcat.ton results in a descendtnq series of va~~~s:.w~eQ:t~~"

underlying representatton meets the structural description fpr downstep

·more than once. An alternative formulation of downstep , suggeste~" ira ,':
Clements (1980) and Huang (1979), attrib~tes the descending"fo"rm'·of,l·t~;e,

contour to a hierarchical representation similar'to the metrical ~ree,

rather than to iterative application of phonetfc rules. Specifically, the

proposal is that the surface string of tones is organized into domains

for which a pitch range is defined, referred to as IIterracing spans", are

gathered into a right branching tree, w;th sister nodes, labelled a. and L

in the case of downstep.7. An example 1s ~hown in Figure 51. This

representatfon must of course be supplemented by phonetic rules, which

generatetheFfJ, values corresponding to the tones. Specifically, the

phonetic rules must spell .our what lowering of pitch range results from

the 11. Z relationship, and how much. lower L is than Hwhen 1n the' same

domain. An explicit st;pulat1on is needed to prevent Hat the start

of :1 new terracing span from be1ng downstepped below the level for L in
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its sister ~omain on the left.

In this section, we discuss hO\f1 the hierarchical representation

of downstepwould work out in the description of English intonation. One

false prediction for ·English makes at least some modifications necessary.

In general. the hierarchical representation appears to be unmotivated for

English, since rules mapping tones into F0 values can generate the ob

served patterns without making reference toa hierarchical representation.

Since thehlerarchlcalrepresentation is not an ~alt.ernative to.such tone

.mapping rulesv but rather must be supplemented by a somewhat recast .set ..

of rules expressing the same regularities, this means that" the hterarchtcal

representation is superfluous for the description of English. Th;s sug

gests to us that it is also superfluous in the description of ,African tone

languages, wh;ch appear to present simpler phenomena than English does.

We will· also suggest that the hterarchrcal representation is cons lstent

with a greater variety of different phonetic ;mplementationsof downstep

than our phonetic rules could generate. If it turns out that the phonetic

fonn of downstepped sequences ·i"n Afri can tone 1anguages share the proper

t;es of the English relatives, then the hierarchical representation ;5,

too rich.

We willd;scuss f;rst how the facts of English do not support

the d1vls1C?" into the terr~cing spans on which downstep;s defined.

Then we w;11 tum to the hierarchical organization and its implementa~·;on.

In our discussion of Eng1 ish', we have seen three levels which

contrtbute to the phonetfc value ofa tone. The speaker makes a choice'

of pitch range, for each intonation phrase. For exaillple.hem;ght raise

h1sp1tch in acutsystyle of speech, or lower it tn 'an as;de. This

-----~----.....,-..- --~----------~I"" - i' ~-__..c; _~·---~""_·._.'"'~__.c.
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choice is reflected in 'the tonal value selected to intialize the F0

patte~n for the phrase. 'Within the phrase, the effects of prominence

on tona'l values are defined fnr each accent. lastly, tonal values are

def;ned at,each tonal posft'ion; for instance, in H-+L* L-', Il*/:I /L-/

even though both are under the umbrella ,of the same promin~nce. To

relate these observations to the Clements/Huang proposal, we might say

t~at a p;tch range is defined in English for every tonal location by the

value ,for Hand the value for L ,at that location. The "values for these

ranges reflect the division of 'the utterance into phrases, the

metrical organization within the phrase and the tonal context~

Now constder what domains would be def'tned for E:ngl ish by

'I"the occurrence of 'downstep 'andupste·p.As ~we have' seen, E'ngl1sh downstep.

'1s triggered by particular pitch accents , L*+H- ,l-+H*. H*+l- ~ andH?+L,,".~' "

'~If each new terracing span is 'defined 'byt'he occurrence Q,fYa downst~~pped'"

!tone, thenaeholeucterencecan comprise' one, span if it does. nor-tnclude.

any of these accents in a context for downstep. 'In a chain ofH+L accents,

a new terracing span would begin with the H of each accent~. so that'each

,span would correspond to the group of tones governed by. one prominence

specification. In a chain of L+H accents, a new terracing span would

still begin ,w;th theH of each accent, so in this case it would include

the second tone governed by one prominence specifica-tion and the first

tone governed by the next. In ,the case of H+LH-, the H- phrase accent

~ould start ,a ,new terracing span, while for all other nuclear pitch

accents the phrase accent would not start.a new span. Ttie boundary tone

would start a new span after H-. where it 1s upstepped, but not afterL-.
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Therefore, the domai ns needed ;,forah i era rch ; ca1 representat1on of

terracing in English do not coincide with the domains needed for

any other purpos~. It follows that the tree structure constructed on

these domains does not coincide with the two metrical structures whictl

have played a part so far, the metrical structure of the text which

controls text-tune alignment and prominence, and the rather impoverished

metrical structure of the tune which also plays apart in alignment.

Given that the downstep domains do not cotncide with the tonal

organization otherwise needed, the only way to motivate them is to

claim~hat they, are needed to account for the facts of downstep or

upstep. This turns out not to be possible. Obviously. the doma;ns are

not needed to eccount.for the value of first tone in each domain (the

stepped tone); any description of the structural conditions under which

a new do'main is startedcould as well serve as the structural descrip

tion for a phonetic rule which actually stepped,the first tone. To

mot1vatethe doma;ns, it is necessary to find a process which applied

within a domain but not across the boundary between two such domains.

or else a process which refers to the domain taken as a whole. 8 The

Clements/Huang proposal ;s that downstep refers to the domain as a whol~,

and that the phonetlcvalues of Hand L are then carried th.rough within

a domain but notacross the boundary between two. In English, as we

have seentrule 2) relates the phonetic value of a Htone.to that of

aprev;ous H tone both 1n downstep contexts and in non-downstep contexts.

This fonnulation wasmot1vatedby :the need to describe the interact;on

ofprom;nenceand downstep in detennining the value of downstepped'tones.
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Thus,' the domain for rule 2) appears to be the intonation 'phrase,' and it

does not refer to the terracing spans. The sf tuatfcn for l is the oppo

site; the value of L is not carried through even when prominence is not

varied and· downstep does not intervene; in H-+L* L- l%, the three L tones

all have 'different values. The rule for L% is non-relational, and so can

provide no evidence for organization into domains. The .rulesfor L and

l- apply. only within a downstep domain, but this need not be stipulated

since theirstructur~l description is never ,met crossing the boundary

between two such domains. Thus, tonal values are accounted for without.

any rules of the sort which would motivate the terracing spans.

In the Clements/Huang proposal , the descending series of

terraces .tn a downstepping' contourresul ts' from the hierarch;;~,alorganiza-
, .

tion of the doaatn, As 'both point out, the hierarch; cal organizati.on
~ " .-

conatratns the relatten between one terrace and the next. but doesnot

actually detelmine their phonetic differences. For this t ..tnehterarchtcal

representation needs to be supplemented by rules wh1chspell out the

actual phonetic values of the tones. Clements'(1980) presents a proposal

for the character of thpse mapping rules. which takes the following form

for a system with total downsteD.

24a) Each tone level ;s numbered 1,2, ••• , !!.starting from the highest.

b) . An increment of 1 is added to each tone for each Z 'dominating it

in ,the tree.

In order to compareth1s to ourprepcse'l, we propose the follo~lng

restatement. under wh;chthe value for each tone comes ou~ one lower than

under Clements· proposal.
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25a) .Each tone level is numbered 0, l~ •• n: starting from~he

highest.

b) An increment of 1 is added to each tone for each l dominating'

it in the tree.

These. 'numericalvalues still do not representF~ values. On the assump

tion that the phonetic facts ~re the sam~ as for.the case of total

downstep we examined in English, the following mapping rule seems

appropriate:

26) Inl =V(k") 0 < k < 1

Here, V=V(kO) is the value of the highest tone. Given the speakerls

freedorr to vary his overall range, ;t can be taken to be arbitrary.

k' is the.downstep factor. Values are in baseline units above the base-

line.

Rules 24) through 26) describe a system with total downdrift,

total downstep, or both,' depending on how the tones are o.rganized "into

the domains on which the tree structure is def;ned. Figure 52 shows how

.. the rules work out for a simple two-tone system with tota'l downdy-ift and.

no downstep. Figure 53 shows the result for K;kuyu, which, according

to Cl ernen tis report I has no downdri ·ft of H after surface L, but total

downstep ofH after a floating L which does not appear on the surface.

In the present framework, the situation in Figure 52 would be

descr1bed by the fo11 ow; ng rules:'

27a) Ill' =V

b) I~i+l, =k/T i / for Hi .Li +1
=. IT1r otherwlse

The morecompl1catedsftuat1on1n Figure 53 would be descr;bed as follows.
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(A vertical line indicates an associated tone; a raised h,yphen', a

floating tone, and a feature analysis of Has [+ high] and L as [- high]

1sassumedl.

28a) 1111 =V

b) IL1+11=k/H11

c} IH1+1' =l Il~1
d) IH1+11 = /L-1/

d) I[a h1gh1+1]1 = l[~ high]1'

The features of these rules which we take to be untversat are that the

value of each tone is ctimputed i~ relation to the v~lue of tones

1J1111ediately to the left.9 that the computation is carried out as a

~t10 of baseline units a~ve the base11ne; and that /li+lkS /H i / .

The things which have to he stipu.lated under either treatment of Figure' 52

are: the value of V, the value of k. and the fact that H is' lowered all
, . ~ .

. . ,

. the way to the level of a preceding' L-rather than partially.. Th1s la'st

fact is expressed tnpart, b) of rule 27), and for the hier·archlcalrepresenta

t10n it is expressed by the selection of convention 25) over alternative

conventions for partial downstep which· we wi 11 state short.ly. These

stipulations also apply to the case of Kikuyu. In addition. both

accounts of Kikuyu distinguish the treatment ofH.after float;ng L from

the case .ofH after anassoc;ated L. In 28). the d1~tinct1on is made by

c) and d). while in the hierarchical formulation it is made by the rule

for ,setting up the terracing spans.

There is one thing which the hierarchical formulation must

stipulate'which we take to arise from g~neral convention. This is the
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units above the baseline. In our framework,' this follows automatically

,from the claims that the tone mapping rules are ratfo rules , and that

they are local. The local ity constralnton itsQwn restrfcts the system

to recursivelyspeci~~able functions. By contrast the hierarchical

account is intrinsically non-local. In Clements' formulation, then's

prov1dea way to keep track of how far from the beginning a particular

step is. Speaking more generally, the point of using trees in metrics

is to encode non-local rules,and carrying the trees over into the tone l

domain entails carrying over this capabil;ty. Thus, there 1s nothing to
n

prevent the sequence of steps taking the form V(n~l) , for example,

instead of V(k"l as above. In fact, the descript;on is consistent with

the n'sbeing implemented by any monotonically decreasing series of~

values; the fact that the steps have the ,samephonological\ status in

no way implies that they are phonet'lcal ly the' same. The occurrence.of

non-Iocal regular;t;es In the phonetic implementation of downstepwould

be a strong argument for the h;erarch1cal theory. If non-local r~gulari

ties are not found, we would. conclude that the full power of the

hierarchical representation 1s not needed. 10

There are two features wh1ch are stipulated ;n our account

but arise through general' conventions in the hl~rarch;cal account. The

first is that successive like tones have the same value.1l This was

,expressed in 28e). The fact that ,e) is stated explicitly amounts to a

cla1m,that ;t could have 'been otherw;se, and ,we~elleve th;s claim 1s

correct. As we just noted, successive L tones in English can,differ in

I

',I

------~------------r---~-------~""' ..-"'-.. '.-----
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value w1thouteither terrac;ng or a prominence difference. We suspect

that similar facts will come to light through more careful

instrumental analysis of African tone languages. For example" Meyers

(1976) reports an utterance final l tone ;s lower than an immediately

precedingL tone in Hausa. It is w~11 ,known that the effects of

consonants on ,Ff)can become regularized and exaggerated by the phonetic

rules. with the result that successive like tones are given different

phonetic values; if the. conditioning environment is lost, this phonetic

difference can become a phonological difference.

Now. perhaps someone might take the view that the convent ion

in the hierarchical theory that like tones in the same domain have'the

same'value ;5 net meant to deal wi,th this level of phcnet tcdetat l t but

'rather to express the fact ,that 1ike' tones count as the same at some'

more abstract level. In our view, this fact is adequately:expressed
, .

by the 'fact that 1; ke tones are phonologically the same tone, "Claiming,

they are the same phonetically means they are the same in some we,ll

def;ned quantitative descriptive framework. .-We have not found any

motivation for a level of description betwe~n th,e underl'ying tonal

descrlpt;on and the quantitative description.

The second feature which ;5 stipulated in our account but not

in the hierarchical accotintis that the coefficients in 28b) and 28c)

are reciprocally'. rel~ted.Nothing in our system prevents the coeffic;ent

in 28c) from 'being less than 11k; if it were, the result would be total

downstep of ',H after 'a float;ng L '(from 28d». plus partial downstep

after an associated 1•

....
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As we have observed,English !has partial downstep inH L+H

and total downstep in H*+L-H.The existence of a languag~ which

exhib;ts partial downstep in one, context and total downstep 1n

another appears to be a problem for both "Clements' and Huang's

proposals, though for different reasons. ,Huang proposes ;nterpretative

conventions which ,exclude this possibility: stepping arises only at·

the boundary between two terr~cing spans, the implementation of steppi~g

is insensitive to the tonal makeup of the domain. and the implementation

of contrasts within a span is invariant. Thus it would not be possible

to have greater downstep when a terracing span ends in +L than when

it ends in L+, nor is,it possible to have the same downstep in both

cases but a different interpretation ,of the L H difference within ,the

span.

The problem for Clements· proposal arises because he handles

pa'rtial downstep'by an" implementation system which ts completely

different from the implementation system for total downstep. Inhis

words I the pitch interpretation for partial downstep ••• II can be

defined in terms of a 'comparator' which examines a particular set of

pa;rs of tones todetenn;ne which of the two, in each case, belongs to

theh;gherreg;ster. Specifically, only like tones that are non~

adiacentand separated only by un-like tones (i.e., tones not identical

to ,them) are compared. Thus, the comparator w; 11 examine each :pair of

High tones separated by one or more L tones' to detennine whlchof the two

1shlgheri a similar procedure maybe applied to each such ,pair ofl tones,

;fnecessary. For example. the •comparator' will not be able to make a
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direct comparison between,' for instance, the first and last High tones in

(Clements'example) 12), the claim being that such a comparison is

li.ngufstical1y irrelevant (i.e., never used for linguistic purposes).

With this preliminary clarification, the pitch interpretation principle

can be stated as follows:

elt,would,be surprising if a 'langu'age usedbeth 'of the two tnterpretat tve«.:I.

conventions.,.especial1y if different conventions were applied' in closely

related contexts, as in English. It would be yet more surprising if the

relations among the terraced levels came out the same when these two

.d; fferentconventi ons were applted, as appears to be the case· for En'gl ; sh.

Clements· pitch' interpretation convention for partial downstep

s.eems far· closer to.the proposal made here than the convention for total

downstep. As far as we can see, 29) does not make crucial use of the

h;erarch;cal structure at all •. The comparator refers to the hierarchical

label11119 and to local properties of the tonal sequence. However" .the

rules which set up the hi~rarchical structure and labelled it also

referred only to local properties of the tonal sequence. Thus reference

u12

29 Pitch interpretation (partial downstep)

a) Given two non-adjacent like tones Tj , Tk separated in the tone .

group· only by tones not identical to them,

i )Tj ishi,gher in pitch than T
k

if the (unique pair of)

sister nodes dominating Tj and Tkare labelled (h. Z)

respecti.vely.

il), Otherwise .tt,e.', if the nodes are labelled (h, Z),Tk

is higher in pitch than Jj "

b)· Ne;ghboring tones do <not cross Ieve'ls



to the hierarchical structure in 29) could be replaced with reference

to the'local tonal features on which it was based. For example, Clements

discusses a dialect of Zulu documented in Cope (1970). where H downsteps

after afloat;ng Lbefore a "final tonal morpheme 11 (generallys the last

·two syllables of·a word)andupsteps elsewhere. He proposes to explain

these facts by a d;alect specific rule for labelling the right branching

tree into which the terracing spans are organized. Specifical1y,the

labelling is (Z,h) for the pair of nodes in which the left hand node

immediately dominates a floating L before at least three tone-bearing

units within the word. In all other cases, (when the floating L is less

than three tone-bearing units before the end of the word~ or when H

follows an non-floa~ing L) one f;nds downstep rather than upstep, and the

label1;ng ;5 thus (h,7,).

Wh;le these facts are somewhat complex, ;t is st;11 the case

that local properties of the tonal sequence determine whether·· downstep,

or upstep occurs. Thus it would' be possible to account for the facts

'with d1alectpart1cularrules for .. interpreting the tonal sequence, without

the 1ntermed;ate level of the hierarchical representation. A theory

wh;ch reified p;tchrange,. as suggested 1n Clements (1979), would say

something like this: Lowert·he pitch range whereverH follows an

assoc;ated l,ar a floating L no more than two tone-bearing units before

the end of the word. For all other cases of HafterL, raise the. pitch

range•. Ina thaory in which pitch range was not rei fied. the same

general idea could be recast in tenns of rules for evaluating H.
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4.10 Downstep and the Layered Theory of Intonation

One of the themes of our description of intonation is that

differences 1n overall configuration ~mong intonation patterns may be

traced to tonal 'differences and the Iocal phonetic rules which' tmplement

them. F0 contours with a steeper downs~ope than declination would

engender have been analyzed in terms of downstepping pitch accents; the

extra high pitch at the end of the typical yes/no question was

attributed to an upstep rule a.ffectlng boundary tones. One ramif1cation

of this approach is that declination cari be taken to be quite invariant.

A second is that the same theoretical p~;mitives, the tones, can'be

used to describe both the F~ correlates of stress (the pitch accents),

~nd the F~, correlates of phrasal intonation type (the phraseaccent

and theboundary tone) .This has made it pass i b1e to' be prect se about

how these t~o aspects of intonation consptre to determine t'heF0 contour,

Third. the, approach has been very successful in givjng an account <o'f ,Fe
contours which start off one way and continue 'a different way.

A number of authors have suggested a contrasting approach, in

which the F' pattern ;sbu;lt up by ,superposlt;onof layers. The bottom

layer represents the phrasal intonatio~ type, and pitch accents are added

onto it. For example. Bing (1979) characterized the yes/no question

patternsd1sc~ssed,in Section 5 as involving a, baslcal1yrisingand

expanding pitch range, ;ncontrast to declarative contours which exhibit

decl inatlon. In Lea,(1973) ,d,eclarat1v, intonation is characterized by

. adding Fe contours marking,str,ess to aphrasalF, contour, which is

a rise-plate"au-fall.Anotherversion of this approach may be found in
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Thorsen (1978, 1979a ,b,cand d, 1980). This·i s the on lywork we know'

of that presents experimental data which appears to require this

approach over the approach taken here. Our aim in this section is to

show how Thorsenls ·data may be' accorrunodated in the framework proposed"

here.

Thorsen studied the intonation of completed declarative

sente~ceSt non-final declarative claus~s, and questions in Danish.

According to Thorsenlsdata, Danish has only one type of pitch accent,

which appears to correspond to L*+H- ;nour framework;·the stressed

syllable is low, and then there is a rapid r~jse on following unstressed

mater;al followed by a gradual fall to the next Iow. ~lhenthere is more

than oneunstressedsyllable after the last stressed syllable .in the

sentence, one can make out a LS ;n ques~;onsand declarat;ve sentences

alike; the Ffl) ,rises from the stressed syllable and then falls again to

the end of the sentence. If there 'are one or no unstressed· syllables,

the L% is less evident. It is unclear whether there is a phrase accent.

Contrastive emphasis results in an increase 1n the value of the H- on the

emphas;zedstress group. NearbyH-'s are lowered. There is greater

lowe'ring to the right than to the left oftheH-. and greater lowering

on the adjacent stress groups than on ·more distant ones. It would not

appear to .be correct 'to s'ay .that contrastive emphas is causes other pitch

accents to be deleted. In Thorsen's schematized representation of an

;ntonai;;onpatterncontaining·threepitch accentswlth contrastive

stress on the first one. bothL and H in the th1rdaccentare still

·clearly visible. A'similar result is reported for Swedish in Bruce (1977).
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Questions in Danish are distinguished from declaratives by

the avera11 trend of the pi tch accents rather than by -I oca1 features

of the f~ contour. The contrast is shown in Figure 54, which is 'taken

from Thorsen (1919c). Here, the heavy circles are the.L*s and the light

ci~cles are the F0 of unstressed syllables. The line conriecting the

heavycirc-res is what Thorsen views as the phrasal contour. In the

completed declaratives, the line falls steeply; in questions, it falls

slightly if at all;·in the non-final declarative claus~s, it~ slope is

;n between the slopes for the other two cases.

As Thorsen points out, this sunmary 'of the facts suggests that

the difference among these three sentence ~ypes is not marked by the F~

conf;gurat,ion at the end of the sentence but rather byrela~',1ons

throughout ,the sentence. This contrasts with our conclustonthat 'I:~~e

comparable dtstlnct.tons are made. in English by the phrase accent, ~~.~

boundary tone •...She tested her hypothesis by a series of perception.

experlmentsusing segmentally homophonous sentences read w;t~ the

intonation patterns of interest. These expertments are reported in

. Thorsen (1980). The first two experiments established, the ab1l;ty of

1,lstenersto recognize the intonational .categorfes of Interest , In the.

first experiment, subjects successfully distinguished amonginterrogat;ve,

non-final declarative, and completed declarative utterances. In the

second. experiment, subjects had two choices, declarat;ve versus non

declarative. instead of the three choices of the first experi.ment. It

was found that under these conditions, the ;nterrogat;ve ~nd non-final

declarat;ves were grouped together in a single category of non-declarative



contours. Spearman rank order correlations between the responses in·

the first experiment and a large number of different measures of the

FQJ contour were computed. Only two me~suresdivided the stimuli into

the same categories that the listeners did: the slope fitted thro~gh

the three L*s·and the F0 contour on the lastl*. Obviously. these

two 'are highly correlated. Two subsequent experiments established.

that either of them separately was sufficient to enable the listners

to distinguish the three categories. In one experiment. a series of

stimuli truncated from the end were constructed. Subjects were able

to make the three way d;stinction under all truncations except the

most severe one, which left only the first l*-e·H-. This supports the

hypothesis ·that the contours differ tn 51 ope, since the stope ,can be

computed by 'the listener from' any sequence containing two like·.tones

even ifthe:endof the phrase 1s not included. The fact that .tht!

in1t;al L*+H- was not suff1c;ent for recoqnttfon of the contour rules:'

out the hypothesis that overall range rather than slope was the basis

of the subjects· judgements. A second experiment involved a ser;es of

stimuli truncated from the beginning rather than from the end. This

experiment established that the last L*+H- was a sufficient basis to

make the three way d;scr;minatlon. ,In fact. under the slope hypothesis,

the pltchlevel(of the last L*+H- would differ ;n the three intonation
I

patterns.

We bel;eve that Thorsen's results can be acconmodatedwithin

the present framework by supposing that Danishhasadownstep rule in

declarativeswhlch .ts suspended .;n questions. There are good· precedents
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for such an analysis; Igbo and Hausa ar~'also known to suspend downstep

rules in questions (Clements 1980). It appears that in Danish s

however, there are degrees of downstep which correspond to the degree

to which the utterance i~non-final. This situation can be described

by allowing the downs'tep coefficient k' to vary between' its minimum

value and lasa reflex of the relevant semantic continuum.

Under th;saccount, we would expect ;nterrogative sentences

to exhibit declination even though they are not downstepped. In fact,

it appears from Figure" 54 that H tones later in the phrase are somewhat

lower than HiS earlier in the phrase. Because the output of downstep

;5 exponential in baseline units above. 'the basel tne , the account,

predicts that-the risesfromL'to H should grow ,smaller through the';'

-course ofa declarative sentence, even I,when plotted in semi.ton,es.'"

:Figure54 'shows that this,',is the case. ~ A further advantage o'f·,this

account is ,that it reducesvthe va,riationamong the different,types':,'of

phrasal intonation layers in Thor-sen's theory to variat,;on of a single

parameter, k._ Thorsen suggests that different phrasa1 contours may be,

descr;bed ,as l;nes with different slopes. However, without a phono-
• I

log;cal account of the phrese] contour, there is no systematic reason
\ ,

to exclude any other functional fonn one might think of. Lea (1973)

for example. proposes that the phrasal contour for neutral, declarat tve

1ntonationmay be described as a r-tse-ptateeu-rall .

Aposs,;ble d;fficul ty w;th this account of Thorsen's results

can be resolved in an ;nstructlve fashion. In theexperime!'t inwh;ch

subjects categorized' stimuli with the ends truncated, it was found that



hearing just the first L*+H- ,was an tnsutf'tc tent basts for discrimination.

When the subjects heard just the initial 'L*+H- L*, however~ their

performance was quite good. Now, our discussion so fa'rhas treated

downstepas a rule which Iowers Hafter L. If this rule appl ted in

declarative sentences but not in questions, we w~uld expect tha~ the

level of the first Hwould provide the relevant infonnation to the

1tsteners ,and that the next LWDuld provide no additional information.

Th;-s problem. arises because unempirlcal assumptions have crept in.

A sequence with partial downstep, like that schemat1zed in Figure 54,

only supports the conclusion that the interval for L H is smaller than

the interval for H L. It does not provide any information about wh'ich

interval is baste, and is therefore neutral between an interpretation

in which H assimilates to a preceding l and one in which L dissimilates

from a preceding H. It is only if the language suspends dosnstep is

some context that we can see which interval is varied~ For. Dantsh ,

;t is clear that ;t ;5 the H l interval which is var;ed by different

.degrees of downstep, while the l H interval re,ma;ns constant. This says

that the L*+H- ;5 implemented ;n a constant way, while the. relation

between one pitch accent and the next varies. Thus, I tsteners are only

.able"to judge what phrasal type they have heard when they hear evidence

about how the second pitch accent relates to the first.

' ...
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R.~tnotes to Chapter 4

1) Hwould be lower than a pr~ceding l if n were greater than k.

Languages with downstep seem to avoid this situation. Current

accounts wh ich note this fact bluc~ lowering of H h~low L by stipu...

lat1on; one hopes that an explanation based on the general character

of paradigmatic distinctions will eventually be worl:ed out.

2)' Specifically, H* in L.-+H* is ordinarily found at tho end of the

accented syl.labl e, .as the :H* accent is. :H* from ei theraccent can

occur earlier in the syllable when crowded by other tones. such as

a following L- phrase accent.

3J In our account of downstep, the rule readjusts the phonet'lcve lue.,

for a H tone ~orrespulldin9 to a given stress level. Given our

claim that tone mapping rul es on1 v lonk beckes fil r as the Iast

p1t"chaccent,' it ts possible to show that an aIternative account,

. under wh1ch downstep affects the phonetic, val ue i ndi rec t ly by

read,iust1.ng .the .underly.1ng.,pr'.omi.nence, 'hnot· feas; bl e. If Pn

'rey>Tesents 'the underiy; ngprorrii nence 'for the' 'nt~ step, and Pn(DS).

theprom1nence value as readjusted by the al ternati ve downstep rule,

then we have the f~11ow1ng relations:

(wherek is the downstepcoeffic1ent as above)



Pn,(DS) 'kPniii)
~=Pn-l

Hence:
k Pn l(OS) Pn

1v) Pn(OS) - ~
n-1

Computing Pn(OS) as a function of Fn-1 is unacceptable;Pn_l is the

underlying prominence value, and the derived value Pn_l(DS) has al

ready been determined, and so a rule computing Pn(OS) as a function

of Pn-l would be global. Pn-1 can be eliminated from the equation

using the relationship:

. Pn-I (OS)
v) Pn- l = kn- l

.
However, in this case, the rule for computing Pn(DS) has to refer to

n. This means that the rule would no longer be a local recursive

rule. in contradiction to our claim about the character of tone

mapping rules.

In general, we have~aken the position that tones are pred;

cated on prominence relations but do not change them. Allow;ng tonal

rules to alter prominence, relations ~ould open the door to many rules

which appear not to be found. For example, this move would make it

poss;ble to'write a rule by which H* accents downgraded the prominence

for any following accent which'was not a H*. The regular;tiesresult

1ng from ,such a rule could not be described in the present framework,

lnwh1ch the select;on of 'accent type is completely independent from

theprom;nence repr~sentation.
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node label.ling toh, 1. Clements (1980) also uses theh,'R,

relationship to account for.the feat~redecompositionof systems ~ith

more· than two tones. In a four tone system, for example, there i~ a

split into ah register with a 1 register~ and each of these registers

is then split into hand 1. A three tone system arises when only one

of the two registers ha~ split. The English tone system has only

two tones, so this theory wil1~otplay apart in thediscussiora.

For the sake· of clarity, we will continue to use Hand L for the

, two tones, whichwQuld correspond to tenminal hand 1 nodes in

Clements' account.

S) A third possibility, a process wh;ch refers to the designated terminal

element of a terracing span, does not come into question here since

a span can contain several like tones and therefore does not have: a

unique designated terminal element.

9) We are not in a position to say how far back tone mapping rules ,may

refer in a language in which tones are not organized into pitch

accents.

10) The same observations can, of course. be made about the left to right

iterative accounts of downstep proposed in Schacter and Fromk;n

(1968), Fromkin (1972), Peters (1973), and Meyers (1976). These

descrlptionsalso generate-as an intennediate level of representation

a series of integers which would support nonlocalphonetic rules.

11) Huang (1979) claims that successive-like tones have the same value.

and Clements (1980) makes this claim for languages with total down

step. The interpretative conventions he gives for languages with
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partial downstephave enough latitude that successive like tones wOuld

not necessarily have the same phonetic value on the surface. However.

he assumes elsewhere in the paper that they would.

12) As Clements notes, in some special cases,provision b)'of 29) ;s

superseded.
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Chapter 5

'TONE SPREADING

5.1 Introduction

In the preceding chapters, a number of examples involving tone

spreading came up.', In Chapter '2, we noted that an L- or H-·before H%

spreads to the' right, with the result that the Ffl) contour does not show

a gradual rise from the phrase accent to the boundary tone, but instead

a plateau followed by a sudden rise. Two figures from Chapter 2 which

illustrate this phenomenon are repeated as Fig~res 1 and 2 here. Figures

3 and~4 show two examples of another case of tone spreading. Here,H-

in L*+H- spreads to the right when followed by H*. The discuss;on'of
. .

rising intonation patterns in ,Chapter 4 mentioned a pitch accent which

is one of the main topics of this chapter, the H*+H-. H*+H- is respon

sible for patterns in w~~chthe F0 on unaccented syllables maintains

the high level of a preceding accented syllable, instead of dipping as

betweenH· accents. An example 1s shown in Figure 5. Sag and Lieberman

(1975) discuss the use of th;s pattern in questions; it is also a cORlTlon

pattern for statements.

The a;mof this chapter is to give a unified treatment of tone

spreading 1n English, by considering systematically where it ;does and

does not occur. In the cases we have seen so far, the tone which spreads

;5 a T-. In fact.s,preading of T*or 1S does not have to be assuned in

any of the figures in the preceding chapters. The hypothesis that only
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T- is eligible for tone spr~ading will drive the· investigation here, and

will turn out ,to be justified by 'its success in describing the additional

facts that wi 11 be presented.

Section 2 considers cases of tone spreading to the right. The

n~in·concluslon 1s that'the tone spreading rule must be stated in terms

of the relative Rhonetic values of a T- and the following tone; the

result of spreading .is that r- perseverates in time. Specifically, the

rule is:.

1) 1-1 spreads towards 11+1 if /11+1 1 > IT-11 1

It is impossible to formulate the iulein terr:1S of tonal

velues rather than phonet1cva1ues because the contrfbutfonscf promi

nence and upstep to the phonetlcvalue of tonea pl ays a part::";n deter

mini~ngwhen spreading occurs • Section ':3 .shows how rule 1).:;;expl,ain,s~,the.

apparently,ldiosyncrati·c~ set of contexts tn which H*+~- contrastswtth

U*. The'se accents contrast only in contexts where H- wouldspread.;

therefore, only when the next tone is equal or higher

Section 4 investigates the poss;bl1ity of leftward tone

spread1ngin English. If leftward tone spreading occurs, it: is

restricted to the case where the' tone preceding r-'has the same phonetic

value:

. 2)r-i spreads towards 1i - 1 if /11- 1, = IT-1/
The ,result that left\'/ardsp,·eading is more restr-icted than right\t/ard

,sprea,ding tsnot surp~lsing, in view ,of' Hyman and Schuh's (1974) report

thattheperseverat~onof tones 1s universa1]y 1ess~arkedthan antici

patton. ,Weare not completely certain that English does have leftward



tonespreadingiwew; 11 'suggest that it may be posi, ible to explain away

all of the cases in which it appears to have taken place.

5.2 Rightward Spreading,

Two situations ·ar;se in which spreadtnq to the right is a

possibl1;ty. These are the case of the phrase accent before the boundary

tone, andth~ case of T- in an accent of the form 1*+Y-. In this,sec

tion, we will discuss first the case of the phrase accent, and then turn

to the two cases of T*+T-,that have been introduced so far, namely l*+H

and H*+L-. The H*+H- accent 1s taken up in the next section.

It has already been established that L- and H- spread to the

right before H%. Because of the upstep ,rule, the H% is in; both nf these

cases higher than the phrase accent, and so the spreading is ,apparent

in the timing of the final rise. In the two cases which lack th~s

final'rise, L- LS and H- LS, it is less .epparent whether the spreading

rule hasapplled. As-we have seen in Chapter 1 J interpolation. between

L and any other'tone is monotanic. Since L%.in H-L% is upstepped to

'the level of H-,such /interpolation would generate a flat F0 contour for

this tonal sequence, even if tone spreading did not apply. The expected

outcome for L- Llts similarly quite flat.Consfderationof twophenom

ena, however, leads us to conclude that the phrase accent does not spread

;nL-LSbut does in H- l%.

One of the observat;ons about the H*L-LS contour made in

Maeda (1976) was that endpoint of the fall was I'below the basel tne",

The ,baseline. as'hedefined it, was a l;nefit by" eye through the low
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po;nts in theF0 contour, and the observation is that the L% lies below

this line. In our model, the L% is on the baseline and the observation

is tha.t other low points, incl uding the l- phrase accent) typica lly lie

above the baseline. 2 In designing thefntonation synthesis program

described in Pierrehumbert (19791),it was found essential to incorporate

this observation as it affects the relation of theL% to a preceding L-.

If the fall from a nuclearH* went straight to the baseline and tracked

the baseline until the end of the p~r~se,. the F0 sou~ded too low.too

soon. This problem was corrected only by raising the level of the

corner in the contour, the L-, relative to the-level of the endpoint,
/

the LS·. The F0between ·the L-and L% as a result fall faster 'than the .

baseline did over the rest of the phrase. A sir~ilar conclusion about

the form of the H* l-L% is ,reached in Ashby (1978), although he states

tt .tn different theoret.leal terms. Thus, it appears that the L-phrase'.

~~cent is significantly above the baseline in H* L- L%. as 'we saw in

Chapter 3 that it was in Ii* L- H%. Given this conclusion, what would

the outcome of spreading L- before L% be? One would expect to find an

.Ff) plateau somewhat above the baseline, with a sudden drop to the lower

valued LX at the end. In fact, the. fall from L- to L% is gradual, sug

gesting that tone spreading does not occur. F1.gure 6 sunmarizes the

centrest.between FO contours for L- H% and L- L% which tspredtcted by

theseobservat1ons: in L- H%. a value somewhat above the baseline is

ma·;ntained until tehe rise for ,HS begins, while tn l- LS a fall from this

value to the basel in,ebeglns ·immediately at the 'phrase accent. Thts

predtctfonhasbeen infonnally confinned. For. JBP, a value of 160Hz



is typical for L- in an utterance with peak values around 300 Hz. Table

III of the last chapter gives the median value for L% in utterance fin~l

posit~on as 137 Hz for JBP. In contours involving L-H%, the F0 never

falls below about 160 HZ, while in contours involving~ L- L%, there is

a.gradualfal1after the nuclear accent amounti,ng:' to a~bout20 Hz. This

observation holds when the nuclear accent ,is L* as well as when it is

H*. One consequence is that phrasal patterns ending in l* L- L% in

fact have a noticeable fall at the end. One such F0 contour is shown in

Figure 7. ~ imi1ar tendencies were found forMYL. ·MVl has a smaller

pitch range, and the ~ize of the· fall which is found in l- L%but lacking

for L- H% is about 10 Hz.

Let us now turn ·to the question of whether H- spreads be~ore

LS. We have only been able to find one phenomenon which bears on this

question. This is .tehe phenomenon of echo accents: Accentabl e syl l abl es

past the nuclear accent often carry a miniature replica of the nuclear

accent. That is, in H* L- contours, one may see small peaks on accent

able 'syllables following the H* nucle~r accent; in L* H- conto~rs, one

seen small dips. Echo accents can 'be seen in Figures 8 and 9 where they

are marked ,byparenthes;zed tones. Figure 10 illustrates an outcome

when they are only ,minimally presenr..

Due to the scale of the echo accents, it is difficult ta

separate them phonetically from segmental effects. For this reason. it

has not been possible to answer many questions on which a completephono

logical account of this phenomenon would depend. For example, 1n the
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case of an l*+H- .H- question. it is unclear whether the l*+H- is echoed.

or merely the L*. However, it ·seems that the F0 excursion on' the pos-t

nuclear accentable syllables systematically mirrors the nuclear accent, but

;s produced at very low prominence. If this is correct, then it would'

be appropriate ,to handle the phenomenon by a rule copying tones from

the nucleus to sufficiently strong syllables on the right.

The relation of the echo accents to tone spreading is brought

out in an example like this:

3) The Uruguayan bulldozer drivers' union,
L* H- L%

Here. the tntonatfon pattern is L* H- l%, an appropriate p:att~~n for .~

nonfinal element in a list or for a rhetorical question. Because- of the
l 'I . • ~ :

focus on IIUruguayan", "Urn has the Ltr" nuclear accent. The·"wo~,d stresses

"of "bull dozer", "dr-ivers", and "union" are el igi ble to recetveecho,

accents. At the level where these have echo accents, the representation,

is someth1nglike 4): echo accents are parenthesized.

4) The Uruguayan,
L* H-

bulldozer
I

(L*)

drivers'
I

(L*)

union
I

{L*} l%

Now," if the H- did not spread to the right, the F0 contour sketched in

Figure 11 would result, given our interpolation rule for lis. The

observed contour does not have this form, but rather the one shown in

F1gure 12. where the F0 between the echo accents reverts towards the

level of the H-. This'1sa subtle point to the eye but completely

obvious to the ea~. In order to generate such a pattern, H-must



propagate to the right so as to come out interleaved .with the echo L*s.

In spite of uncertainties about how this interleaving is accomplished,

;t seems reasonable to conc~ude that H- spreads to the right before L%,

TheF0between two echo H*s in an H* l-L% similarly reverts

. towards a lower level. Uowever,F" between H*s in general reverts

towards a lower level, so spreading of the L- is not necessary to explain

the fonnaf the F0 contour.

So, the phrase accent spreads to the right in tbe cases of H- H%,

H- LX, and. L-Hl, but not in the case of L- l%~ This distribution i~

captured by Rule 1), since in the first three cases the boundary tone is.

as high as the phrase accent or higher,' whi'le in the last case, the

boundary tone 1s lower.'

Of the pitch accents introduced safar, two, the l*+H- and the

H*+L- J have a floating tone to ·the right of the starred tone \'1hich could

in principle be subject to Rule 1). The F0 contours in Figures.3 and,4

show that the rule works correctly for the case of L*+H- H*. In both

contours, spreading ofH- 15 triggered by .thepresence of a nuclear H*

w1~h greater phonetic value to the right. In Figure 3, the F0 plateau

resulting from spreading is somewhat obscured by the largeF" obtrusion

from the[k] in "qutnti l lton." This is nota problem in 4, where the

reader must, however, trust to .the ear and intentions of the author

regarding the underlying accentuation. Numerous F0 contours' in Chapter

2 show that H- ;nL*+H- does not spread before an L. Two such contours

are Figures 2 and 13. -In all of these cases, Rule 1) fails to apply
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becaus~ the value of the H~ in L*+H- is greater than that of the

following L.

In the case of H*+L-" L- trivially fails to spread. As we

argued in Chapter 4, l- is not ~apped into a ,target value at all. As

far as the spreading rule is concerned, the two adja,centtargets are

the twoH* targets, and since these correspond to starred tones, spread

ing 1~not applicable.

At this point, we already have some evidence for the phonetic

formulation of r;ghtward spreadtnq over a formulation in terms of tonal

types. . Spreading occurs in sequences of the form H- H%, L- H%, L*+H--H,~'

'and 'H-, L%,but not in l- L% andL*+H-, L. ,'The major obstac.lato a tonal'

,~:'fonn-ulat1on is the. fact that spreadinq occurs in H- L% but L~+H~: L.

'The phonetic formulation dtfferentfatesfhese cases because th~'; L% is,

ups'tepped to' the ,phonetic value of a preceding H-, whereas l after,

L*+H- 'islower than U-. This difference would not be available for a

tonal formulation, and, so the structural des.cription for a tonal,formula

tion would have to inelegantly duplicate that for upstep. Further

obstacles to a tonal formulation pf spreading will arise in the next

section, where the 1riteractfon of spreading in H*+H- with prominence

is discussed.

5.3 The ~·+H- Accent'

FigureS introduced a type of tntcnat ion in which, the high F0'

1"s5usta1nedon unaccented: syl1ables."lnstead of dipping as between H*

accents. This s~ct1on proposes that such patterns arise from H*+H-



accents, In .the present theory, the only mechanism for generating a

sustained high F0 valu~ isOtone spreading, and we have argued that the

only tones eligible for spreading are floating tones. In view of the

fact that theF0 is sustained in the middle of the intonation phrase,

the floating tone must be the floating tone of a compound pitch accent.

Thus, the only choices for describing such a plateau are H*+H- H*, with

H- spreading to the,·,,-ight under Rule 1), or H*H-+H*, withH- spreading. ,

to the left. Figure 5 is neutral between these two logically possible

ana1yses, but, an exam; nati on of other F0 contours suggests tha t ·H*+H-'

bee added to. the, ; nventory . InFl gure 14, the accent on lira; ngear" is

morepromiorient than that on u bri ng II 'and t therefore I theH tone Jt

carries is higher than, .the H on "bring. 1I Now, itis the valueon .

"bring" .which is carrted ecross 'the F~ plateau. This would be

the expected outcome for the sequence H*+H- H*, since prominence f s

assigned per pitch accent and it is plausible that the two H tones in

an H*+H- would have the same_phonetic value. The analysis H* H-+H*

would requ;re the less plausible assumption ·thatH- takes on the promi

nenceof ,the preceding accent rather than that of the accent~it belongs

to. ,A second contour which illustrates the ne2d for the H*+H- accent'

is shown in Figure 15. Hera, "med" in IIfntermed1ate"must have an H*+L-

accent: The level of the nuclear accent is downstepped and the F0 falls

over"diate. '1 .If the tonal transcription for "Intermedtate levels" were

H* H-+L*. the F" on "dtate" wQuldremain h;gher, as lnFigure 16. t,~ow,

in thls,the'ory,pitch accents may have an unstarred tone on the left or
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the right of the starred tone, but not both. Given that the accent on

";ntermediateU uses.up its unstarred tOh~ in generating downstep to the

right, it cannot have an additional unstarred tone responsible for the

F0plateauon the left. Therefore, theH- whfch produces this plateau

must belong to a H*+H- accent on "many.1I

One of th~ ~mportant predictions of Rule 1) is that prominence

relations, as reflected in phonetic' value, can affect the applicability

of tone spreading. Thi~ point has p~rticular significance for ,the H*+H- .

accent~ since this ~ccent contrasts with' H* only in environmentswher~

spread;ng can occur, ~Ihy is this so? 'r~easurements of the L*+HT .eccent

.before~L· sugg~sted that the target corresponding to the .H-~ Is located

as soon aspossfble after the L", In..the case of H*+H-,. the speaker .does'

not execute an, F0 changebetween theH* and the U-; thus t~},las soonas

'\possible l l would ,in this .case mean at the very location of ,the·~,. H~:;.:;:I,iUnder

these assumptions, the'H*+H- in a nonspreading environment would be

realized as a s·ingle .peak, just as an B* ;5. Although one could conceive

of a phonetics in which H*+H- and H* could be distinguished in non-.

spreading contexts by, say, breadth of peak, the assunptfons made here

are confirmed by our failure to find any such contrast in our own corpus

or in the literature.

The consequence of th;s state ofaffalrs is that the distinctive

attr1butesof the H*+H- accent are seen ~nly in level or ri~ing conf1gu

ra~ions. Threetyplcal contours with 'H*+H- accents are shown in' Figures

17, 14, and 18. In F;gure 17, the H*+H- accents on "took" and
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is an F0 plateau extending all ~he way from the first stressed syllable

to the nuclear stress. 3 In Figure 14, "raingear ll is somewhat

emphasized. with the result that the nuclear H* has greater prominence

than the two pr-enuclear H*+H-accents, which share the same prominence. "

The F0 contour has a plateau from the first stressed syllable up to jus~

before the nuclear stress, where there is a sudden rise. In Figure 18,

nkeywords" tsmore promtnent than "Indexed," and "abstract"is in turn

more prominent than IIkeywords. 1I So, the tonal transcription

H*+H- H*+H- H* in this case results in an ascending staircase.

None of the F0 contours just discussed have the alternating

prominence configuration which we have said was typical for a series of

H*accents. Such a typical H* contour is shown in Figure 19. A hypo

thetical contour combi~in9 the alternating configuration of~F1gure 19

with the sustained F0 values of Figures 17 and 18 is sketched in Figure

20. Rule 1) predicts that such a contour would be impossible. because

H- in the H*+'H-on "rememberll should fail to spread before the lower

valued accent on "bring. II It is our impression that the intonation in

Figure 20 does not in fact exist. Similarly, we would claim that the

contour in Figure 21 is also impossible. Here, an inadmissible spreedinq

of H- in H*+H- before L*+H-has been attempted. The existing contour

which comes closest to these two hypothetical contours;s shown in Figure

22. The transcription for this contour is:

5) And remember to bring along your raingear.
/ " ~

H*+H- H-+L* H* L- L%
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In this intonation pattern, Ubring ' l has anH-+l* accent whose H- enables

theH- of the preceding H*+H- to spread. Since H-+L*has its unstarred

tone on the left. rather than the right, there is no way of generating

the sudden rise at this point in the contour shown in Figure 21, nor the

plateau of Figure 20.· Instead, there is a gradual. rise from L* to the

nuclear H*. T~e nuclear H* is downstepped after H-+L*, but is 5uffi

c;ently prominent. that it still comes out higher than the l*.

Given the failure of H- to spread before a lower valued H, the

F0 contour in Figure 19 is addf t tonal Iy ambiguous. In Chapter -,4, we

pointed out that such a contour represent ei ther H* H* H* L~· L%- or' .!

H*+L- H*'H* L-L%. Now we see that 11*+H-H* H* L- l% is aIsca possi-. .._

bility, since H*+H-H* and H* H* are neutralized whe~ the prominence,

pattern is· descending.

H*+H-ls also neutral tzedwf th H* in nuclear posf tton, ~Ihen"

the phrase accent is L-,neutralization occurs because the condition for

spreading ;5 not met. I~hen the phrase accent is H-, we only find

examples' in which the H* val ue is, sustai ned; there are none ,where· we see
------------, ----_ .. -' . ,,_.-. - . .---- - -,~_. '-- -'_.'-- - , .. . . ' .

dipping between H* and H-, with H- then spreading r1ghtw~rds'toward the

boundary tone. This suggests efther that 'Ii- spreads leftward under

equal;ty withH*, or that the phrase a~cent 1s placed earlier 'when it

matches the nuclear accent than in the cases of L* H- and H* L- examined

1nChapter 2. Under p1ther account, H*+H- andH* are also' neutralized

·beforeH-.
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5.4 Leftward Spreading

If leftward tone spread;ng exists in Engl;sh, it ;s very

restricted. Here. we will first review ~he facts for the phrase accent,

and show that if it does spread left, it spreads only under phonetic

equality to a preceding tone. Then we will consider pitch accents of

the form r-+T*. It will turn out that most and. possibly all candidates

for leftward spreading from a pitch accent can be explained without

it. The hypothesis that English lacks leftward spreading is attractive,

because it'makes the lack of H-+H* systematic rather than accidental.

In the' d;scussion of rightward spreading of the phrase

accent, there were four cases to cons;der. Fourteen cases are relevant

to the· question of whether the phrase accent spreads to the left. that

;s,allpossible combinations of the seven pitch accents and the two

phrase accents. ·Table I summarizes these cases and our observations

about them.

Theflrst e'lghtentries in Table I indicate that leftward

spreading 1s not allowable when the tone preceding T- does not have the

same phonetic ·value. Rule 2) of secti~n 1 would generate the correct

result for the remaining cases, where /T-' is the sam~ as that of the

preceding tone. However,;n four of these cases. the correct result

can clearly be generated without positing leftward spreading. In thetases

of L*+H-,H-andH*+H-. ,H-I rightward spread1n,g of the unstarred tone ·

in the pitch accent independently gives the right outcome. ForL*L-

and H-+L*H-. themonoton;c interpolation which is observed generally

between Land e1therLor H results ina flat FO contour. This leaves
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Table I

PhJnetic Relation Correct Output Derived
of Phrase Ac~ent

Pitch Phrase tcPreceding With -Without
"Accent Accent Target, Spreading .Spreading

L* H- > no yes

HiI' L- < no yes

L*+H- l- < no yes

L-+H* l- < no yes

H*+l- L- < no yes

H*+l- H- < no. yes

H-+L* l- < no yes

H*+H- L- < no yes

H* H- maybe= yes

L*+H- H~ = yes yes

L-+H* H- maybe= ye"s

H-+L* H- = "yes yes
I H*+H- H-I = yes yes

. L* L- = yes yes
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the cases of H* H- and L-+H"' H-. We would expect dipping between H*and

H- in these two cases if there were no leftward spreading, provided

that J:-was located as far from the starred nuclear tone as it ; 5 in

H*L- and L* H-. The lack of dipping seems to ;mply thatH-has spread

leftward. However, given that the resulting FOcontour- is flat, it ;5

exactly not possible to see where ,the H-was originally located. Thus,

the correct result could also be generated 'ifT- ts located earlier

after a tone of the same value than after a differently value.d tone, and

spreads only rightward.

'H-+L* andL-+H* are the two pitch accents with an unstarred

tone which might in principle spread leftwards. Our dtscussfon of the ..

phrase accents suggests that L-+H* w;11 not provide evidence for

'leftward spreading:afterH, L- would fail to spread because of the

phonetic inequality. whereas after L. monotonic ;nterpolation

independently generates a flat contour. Thus the issue. comes down to

the behaviour of the FO contour around H-+L*. Figures 23 and 24 show.

respectively, a contour in which H- in H-+L* is higher than a preceding

tone, and one in which it is on the same level. In the first. it comes

out as clear peak in the contour. wh11! in the second. it marks the end

of a plateau. F~gure 24 could be generated fromH*H-+l* via leftward

spreading. However,1tcould also' arise from H*+H- H-+L* "through right-

ward spreading of the·flrst H-. In order to argue for leftward spread

ing. ;twouldbe necessary to show that a contour with dipping between

H* 'and H-+L* ;5 impossible. Unfor.tunately we do not know whether or

not.such contours are found.
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In the last section, we sh6wed that the H*+H- eXists~ ·but

did not show that H-+H* is miss~ng. The discussion in this sectton

indicates that the H-+H* could be at best very marginal in the language,

because it could be dts tinctiva tnonly one context. Pro,vided that

leftward spreading existed, it would be distinctive only after' a

C+H* with the same prominence, and would be neutralized wah other

analyses in all other situat;ons~ Two possible outcomes for this

context are sketched in Figure 25. It seems to us that the contour

with the plateau is quite odd compared to the one with dipping between

the the H*s. The conclusion is that H-+H* does not exist. as a

distinctive type of pitch accent. The gap is systematic if·therei,s no

leftward spreading.
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Footnotes for Chapter 5

1) In stat;ngthe ruleth1sway, we do not mean to imply that the

implementation system can 'generate and refer to arbitrarily fine

aifferences in phonetic value. The conclusio~ that phonetic value

is continuously variabl e is cons; stent with the assumption that

comparison between different phonetic values is fuzzy. Under this

assumption 11<11 means "not salientl.y lo\tler than. II How b1ga

difference counts as salient ;5 presumably determined by the preci

sion of the production and perceptual systems, and might even vary

"w;th the speaker's carefulness of articulation or alertness.

2)' Maeda does not examine intonation patterns involving L* accents.

The theoryoutlinedherepred1cts that L* accents could approach

the basel1ne undersuff1cient emphasis.

3) Even though "advantaae" has no FO inflection. it is possible .to argue

that ,it does have a pitch' accent. The argument is based on the' oddity

of the contour sketched in Figure 178, which would be the outcome for~ i):

1) He took advantage of Amanda

H* H* l-LS

The reason this contour is odd ;5 that ;t is -hard to image a discourse

context;nwhich it would beapproprlate to make "took ll more promi

nent than Il adva,nt age, lI so that "took" got an accent and I'advantagell

did not. Since the relation betweenrelativepromlnence and accen

tuation does not depend on type of accent. the noraalness of the

contour fn Figure 12 leads to the' inference that it hasen accent

onll,advantage" inaddit10n to the one. on "took. I' Thus. not all pitch

accents are implemented as FIB excursions.

l
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Chapter 6

·CONCLUSlON

'The preceding chapt~rs_have proposed a phonological

representation for English intonation and a characterization of the

rules which map it into ,a phonetic representation. The phonological

representation has three components. First, there is a grammar which

generates well-formed tunes for the intonation phrase. The tunes are

structured strings of Hand L tones. They consist of one ormore

pitch accents, ~,h1ch are either a single tone or a pair of tones on

which a strength re'lat lon.f s defined, plus two extra toneswhtch

characterize the i"ntonation at the end.of thephrasevthe phrase

, . accent and the boundary tone. Aftera,pause. there may al.sobe a. ,

boundary tone at the .. beginning of the phrase. Expanding thi.s,.-;gr~~n1nar

to provide the option of an extra phrase accent and possibly an extra

boundary' tone was proposed in order to account for the intonation of

tags. The second component of the phonologica' representation is a

met'r;cal grid for the text of the phrase, The third is a set of

rules which align the tune with the text, on' the basis of the structure

of the tune and the metrical representation for the text.

A qua'nt1tat1verepresentat1on of the intonation pattern is

computed from the phonological representation by -apacka~e of local

context-sensi-tlve rules, which applies ;teratively left tori.ght.

One classof·rulesevaluates each tone 1n baseline untts above the

basel;ne, a transfo~ of the F~ domain. This transfonm is proposed
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because it gives the ,rule~ we hQvee~am1neda simple mathematical fonn,

and explatns w1thoutadd1tional assumptions the fact that downstepped

patterns are asymptotic to thebasel tne, A second class of phonetic

rules fills in theF~ contour between one target and the next. The

most interesting of these rules \'.las tonespread1ng, which spreads T

when the next tone is equal or higher. One of the main themes of

, the thesis was that the phonetic impl~mentat1on rules have interesting

a~d language specific properties We argued that downstep and upstep,

should be accounted for by tone evaluation rules, and compared the

English versions of these rules to versions required, in African tone

languages. Our tone spreading rule is another phonetic rule which is

clearly language spec1 fic i we showed that i tmust be formulated ; n

terms 'of phonetic values of tones rather than tone types. but it also

,makes ,use ofad1st1nct1on between starred and unstarred tones which

is not universal.

The framework justsunroar;zed was used to explicate a good

number of English intonation patterns. At this point. we would like

to go over what classes of casesmot1vatedpart1cular features of

thts framework.

A,theoryw1th two tones and context sensitive implementation. ,

rules resolves a -number ofproblemsw1th four tone theories, whi'le

still maintaining the advantages of describing intonat1on;ntenns of

I ,sequence of ,tone levels. As Bol1nger(1951 ) noted,positing four

different 'levels leads to chronic ambiguity because it confounds tonal

differences ~tthdtfferences in choice of pitch range. For example.
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the rendition of the H%·l* H* L- L%'contour in Figure 1 could, in a

four tone theory t' count as Cj~ instance of LML LM L l produced i na

very large pitch range, as an instance of HMLHM L L produced in a

large pitch, ,range', or as an instance of H L' H L L produced 1n a more

modera tep1 tch range. This problem does not arise ,in a two tone

theory because this contour has only the one transcription just given.

Differences in overall range arise 0111y from prominence dtff'erences.

Ladd (1978a) discusses a set of cases in which a particular meaning

difference can be associated with the, presence or absence of a rise

at the phrase boundary. As he points out, the casesw1th a rise do

not count as a naturalphonolog;"cal class under a four tone::i,theory~ .:

In our two tone theory, the contours with a rise are a natural class,

'because they all endInHs. ,As we. pointed out in Chapter ~2,:·. this

-,'description of the relevant ctass seems to be an improvement:-: on' -t.addls

since it extends more naturally to additional cases he did not' take,

'note of. A four tone theory in wh;ch each tone 1s ass iqned a fixed

port;on, of the overall range also has 'difficulties with downstepp~d

contours, which can exhibit more than four d;stinct levels. When

context sensitive rules are introduced which can alter where in, the

range a given tone is implemented, two tones turn out to be suff;clent

to account for these contours.

Theb1tonalaccents 1n our theory share an additional advantage

of the approach in Bolinger (1958) over tone level theories in which

each tone in the str;n.g is 'taken to be selected independently. A

tone le~el theory of this character which restricts tones tometr1cal1y

strong syllables 'fa;ls to account for many intonation patterns, such as
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l* H-+L* and L*+H-L-. On the ~th~r hand, tfany syllable is allowed

to carry a tone, the theory Qvergenerates. The observation to be

captured 1s that metrically weak syllables may carry distinctive tone,

but onlyon the strength of the; r proxi mi ty to 'a strong syll ab1e (or '

of their occurrence in post riuclearposition). This general

observation is captured in Bolinger (1958) by describing pitch accents

as F(I conf'tqure t tons , It is captured here by allowing the phonetic

implementation to carry the unstarred tones in a bitonal accent off

the syllable which is assigned the accent phonologically. We also

have single tone accents, so that unlike Bolinger (1958), our theory

does, notrequi re ' that a pitch accent 1nduce tonal features' on adjacent:"

material.

A two-tone theory also offers some advantages over theories

framed intenns of F~ changes. We noted a number of cases in which

noFf) movement was associated with .an accented syl1a'ble. These

included the IIcont radlct ; on contourll shown in Figure 2, wh;ch has no

F'_movement on the nuclear stress. and the tntonatton pattern shown,

inF1gure 3, which has no F~movement on a word which can be argued

to be accented. Analyzing the contours in this way made it ,possible

to claim that the location of accents depends only on the metrical

structure of the text, and not on the cho;ce of accent type. Ina

~tleo,ry like :Clark,(1978)t;n wh;ch pitch accents are defined "as types

of F"movements.,the rules for accent placement would be much more

complex. (AnFtl 'change- theorywh1chrecogn;zed IIlevel"as a ton~l

pr;m;tive inadd;t;on to "r;se" and "fal1"could c;rcumvent this

problem bypos1ttng a level accent.)
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There are also a number of cases which we feel are categorized

more naturally in a tone lev.el theory than in an FS' change theory.

Thetheory proposedhere recognizes the difference between H*+L- H- L%

andH* l- L%, illustrated in Figure 4, as a difference in type of

intonation. In an Ffj change theory, these are falls of two different

sizes, just as the two examples of H* L- l% in Figure 5 ~ret and

thus count as the same intonationprQduced in different pitch ranges.

A,case which goes the other way is i.llustrated ;n Figure 6. In our

view, these differ j.ust as the contours in Figure 5do; the nuclear

-accent is the same ; n both cases, butass i gnment of prorni nence has

",>resulted. in its being implemented tn di:fferent'p;tch ranqes.. In an

. ';~:;F(l) change theory, on the other hand" the first contour would have! to

'be' characterized as rise-(level-lrise-fall'~while the second wou:1d be
-,

rise-(level-)fall. .Thesecoul d not count 'as instances of the same

intonation without positing an allomorphy rule. A third example is

the relation of L* H- HI questions to l*+H-'H-H% questions discussed

;n Chapter 2. In our v;ew, the L*+H-· adds just the same note of,

;ncredulity to a question that it can add in a declarative contour of

the fonn L*+H- L-H%. AnF0 change theory has no'way of identifying

.the two nuclear accents in these cases, s lnce one contour would be

descr-ibed asrise-(l~vel-)rise, while the other is ri"se-fall-(level-)

rise.

-', F" change theories have recogn; zed rising, fall ing, and sometimes

level nuclear contours. When we examine the nuclear and post-nuclear

intonat;on ·for contours with nuclear stress early in the phrase. we
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,see that" a theory must di stingui,sh FgJ movement near the' nuclear

stress from movement associated with the phrase boundary. For

example, the L* H-H% contour shown in Figure 7 would have to be

described as rise-rise, or rise-level-rise. Once this deco~position

is made, the F~ change theories offer no account of why there is no

possibility of a fall in the phrase boundary slot. Given that the

fundamental distinction is between rises and falls, with IIlevel"

playing a marginal role, we would expect either a two way distinction

between rise and fall, or else a three way distinction between rise,

level, and fall. The two tone theory, on the other hand, does have

something to say about this gap. Athree way distinction in treatment

of the phrase boundary would require three different tone levels,

whereas the theory has only two. The theory does not predictwh;ch

of the three would be missing in a particular two-tone language,

since languages mayor may not upstep the boundary tone. Indeed we

saw that Czech exhibits the pattern which is missing in Engl;sh.

One of the issues raised ;n the thesis was to what extent

intonatio~ can be described using local specifications and rules.

We claimed that the tonal correlates of the phrase taken as a whole

are local: these are the phrase accent and the boundary tone, wh;ch

are elements in the string of tones. We also claimed that the rules

which implement tones phonet;cally are local. On the other hand,

the interface between the tune and text could not be handled by local

rules; the alignment of accents with themetr;cal structure is

controlled by a nonlocal wel1-fonnednesscondition. It is' not
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possible to handle the a.lignmentby a local rule applying left to

right, beca~se such a rule would have no way of distinguishing the

nuclea-r stress of the phrase from a prenuclear local maximum.

It is interesting that the nonlocal side of the intonation system

arises exactly in its interaction with the metrical structure, which

is well known for its nonlocal properties.

In this framework, features of the melody which are attributed

. t6a nonlocal level of tonal representation in other accounts arise

. through the interactinn of local specifications and rules. In·

particular, we found that generating downstepped contours ustnqJocal

rules ·correctly predicted that. they wou·ld have an expone,nt~;,~l~"form:,.,.,

A hierarchlcalrepresentation of downstep was not adoptedv.beceuse.J t

ne1-thersupplanted nor supplemented phonetic rules rela.tin.9\ tonal

.values. An approach In which, pitch accents are supertsposed.ona

phrasal tntonatfon contour was al so discussed. We suggested that

the facts of Danish intonation, which make the strongest case w~. know

of for "such an approach, can also be accounted for in our framewo~k

using a downstep rule. We believe that the facts of Engl;sh support

a case against 'such an approach. Consider, for example, Figures

8 and 9, which exhibit downstep in only p'art 'of the phrasal contour.

Such examples have a straightforward characterization in a theory

;nwh;ch downstep is ·a local rule applying to particular tonal

·configurations. Difficulties arise, however. -if downstep is

attributed instead to a separate layer of phrasal intonation. Under

such an account, F;gures 8 and 9 exhibit a complex phrasal contour;
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8 might be a rise-fall, and 9 might be a level-fall. One

consequence is that an account must be dev~loped of what phrasal

contours are possible, how they are aligned with the text, and how

1nterpolationbetween one point of alignment' and the next is carr;ed

out. A second is chronic ambiguity, which arises in much the sar.le

way es xhe chronic ambiguity in a four tone system. For example,

an F~ contour with two phonetically equal tones could be an instance

of two phonologically equal tones riding on a flat phrasal contour,

or it could represent a lower and a higher tone riding on a falling

contour. The basic problem, as we pointed out iri Chapter 3~ is that

recovering two independently vary; ng 1ayers from an F~ contour ; s a

mathematic.ally underdetermined problem if the variation in either.

is too rich. One reason we pursued the hypothesis that declination

is fixed was to avoid this problem.

A number of important problems have gone unanswered .here.

Our account of text~tune alignment was incomplete in several respects.

One question is whether the metrical tree of the text,can be dispensed

with. Taking the metrical grid to be a device for interpret;ng the

tree· leaves two avenues for the pragmatics to influence the stress

subord;nation: tree labelling. and options in constructing the grid.

Given that the consequences ;n both cases are the same. it would

clearly be desirable to posit only a single mechanism. A second

question ,;s ,how relative prominence, as it controls p;tch range. is

related to themetr;cal ,grid. Relative 'prominence, which is

continuously valued, could be a more detailed s'pecificationof the

grid. Or, it is pcsstble that several different interpretations of
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the gri d are constructed wh.; ch separately control the d'ifferent

phonetic reflexes of prosody. We were also vague about whether the

tune has a metrical gr;d of its own, and if so, how the phrase accent

and boundary tone are represented in it so as to capture their

alignment properties. These questions are important to an

. explanation of text-tune alignment in tags.

The evaluation of H tones was more thoroughly investigated in

the. thesis than the evaluation of l tones. More data on how l tones

scale are clearly needed. A theoretical question which such data

would ~elp to clear up.is whether the only representation of pitch

range is the values of, occurring tones, .or whether the range·should·,be

reif1;ed i.n the description as proposed in Clements (1979). We';arei

also lacking a theoretical explanation of a striking regularity'i:,n·

.the rules for. ·L we did propose: wherever possfble, ILl is coaputed

in relation to the value of a neighboring H rather than a neighboring

L.

Associated with our claim that tonal implementation rules were

local was a hypothesis about what the window for such rules is in

English: they have' no right context and can refer only as far back

as the previous. pttch accent. This hypothesis will not serve as a

language universal: we mentioned a case in Zulu in which right

phonological context for a tonal implementation rule is needed. and

als~ many languages do not havethelr tones organized 1ntop;tch

accents. An important problem is what the un;versal constra1nt5 on

the window for tonal implementation are,

Lastly,we have no.t sa;d much about the respiratory and
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laryngeal control underlying F~ contours. There are three potnts

on which questions about production are clearly related to our

description. One is the timing of unstarred tones in bitonal

accents. A second is the scaling in baseline ~nits above the

baseline, which could arise as a side effect of how re.spiratory and

laryngeal control interact. Ttle thtrd is the character of the

interpolation rules. Different accounts of interpolation could give

r;se to different tonal analyses of particular contours, andso.a more

thorough study of interpolation ;5 important both to a phonetic

and a phonological account of intonation.
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Figures

In the Figures, the yertical 'axis is fundamental frequency,

in Hz. The horizontal axis is time, with. ticks marking one .second inter

vals unless otherwise indicated. To. facilitate comparisons, the initials

of the speaker f9r each F0 contour are given 1~ the upper left hand

corner. The line-up of the F0 contour with the text is tndtcatsd by two

devices. A circled letter with an arrow points to the region in the F0

contour corresponding to the phoneme indicated. Also, a tonal transcrip-.·

tion is-~iven under the ~ext.and .marked on the F0·contour. In some cases,

additional t~anscr1ptions besides the one indicated would be, possible;

multiple. transcriptions are given only when the ambiguity ts. im:portantto

the discussion.

Where lQw.F' values at .the,end.of the phrase H," and L%) were

produced with vocal fry, this ts indicated bya scatter.of· points in;; the'

vicinity of the baseline :ior the speaker. In such cases!tthe pitch;

tracker fails to compute ~. continuous F0 contour, and can output values

scattered over the whole range. The representation used was'chosen to ..

reflect the imporession on the ear made by such ;ntonation patterns, and

to make them visually distinct from contours ending in high F0 values.
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APPENDIX TO THE FIGURES

This append;x ;11ustrates all possible comb;nat;ons of nuclear

pitch accent, phrase accent, and boundary tone, and how they are

.realized by our rules for implementing tones. The phrase used to gene

rate t~e F0 contours was, "The Uruguayan bulldozer drivers· union.". The..
indicated 'nuclear eccent falls on "bul Idozer"; the prenuclear accents

vary, since the speaker produced the contours in whatever manner seemed

most natural. In some cases, both feet in "Uruguayan" carry an accent.

There are 2'2 different patterns. 6 of the logically possible

28 patterns are om;tteCi because the impl ementation rul es neu·tralize them
. ~

with other forms. These are H*+L- L- L~ and H*+L-L- HI, wh;cha.re

neutral ;zed \'lith H* ~ L-LS and H* l.- H~, :respectively I and all four cases

of H*+H-. which is neutralized with H~ for either phrase accent ..

In each F"corltour t the vert; ca1 dotted 1i ne 1s located. on .

Ibl in "bul ldezer". In the schematlzedpatterns. a bar marks the location

of the syllable with nuclear stress.
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